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ECONOMIC RISKS OF NUCLEAR
-POWER REACTOR ACCIDENTS

AZSTRACT

Models to be , •, for analyses of economic risks from events
which occur dur.in. .•.8. LWR plant operation are developed in
this study. --The mouels include capabilities to estiniatei both

ý. •onsite -anc- :of-foi-te -cost-s-of LWR events ranging fromwroutine
.plant forced outages-to severe. core-melt azcidents resulting in.-
large releases of radioactive material to the environment. The.
models have been developed for potential use by both the nuclear
power industry and regulatory agencies in cost/benefit analyses
.for decision-making pur;ýoses.

The-new onsite''coot.m"Modele 'estimate societal losses from
power production cost increases, plant capital losses, plant
decontaminati.on- costs, and plant repair costs which vay_ be

--iuredafter- LWR-op.era-tiona-eveent-s. ZEa rydecmmIss ioning
.........costs, ._.plant worker. health impact .costs., electric utility....

... business costs,. ýnuclear .power industry. costs. -and litigation
costs- are also.addressed.

The newy..-developed offsite economic- consequence .m6els- 1
... -estimate the 'costs.of p.ost-'accident. population protective

measures and.. publtichealth impacts. -,,The, "osts ;of population -
evacuation and temporary relocation. agricultural product :
d'isposal., land and property decontamination, and land interdic-"

.tion -ae included iAn.the 'economic -models. for* population protec-
tive meaasures. Costs, of health impacts- and medical, care costs
are also included in the rmodels."

The newly developed- economic consequence models are applied
in an example to estimate the economic risks from eperation of
the Surry #2 plant..-.The analyses indicate that economic risks
from LWR operation, in contrast to public health risks. are
-dominated by relatively high-frequency forced outage events.
The implications of this conclusion for U..S. tiuclear power plant
operation and iregulation are discussed. The sensitivities and
-uncertainties in: economic risk estimates are .also addressed.
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EXECUTIVE SUMPARY

ECONOMIC RISKSOF WJCIIEAR POWER REACTORACCIDENTS

This'•svt-dy develope -and -employs improved models -to estimate
--the economic ri-s-ks from unauti:cipated events which occur during

U. S.• LWR operation. The models have been used-in example
applications to estimate the economic risks from operation of
the-Surry #2 plantand tol draw general conclusions concerning
economic .risks-j from:. LR operations:. -The models can be employed
byboth the .nuclear power. industry and regulatory agencie-. in
cost benefit- analyses for decision-making regarding risk-
reduction measures.

The newly developed models estimate the o.site losses from
power production cost -increases, .plant capitaJ losses,.plant
decontamination •costs,.and plant repair costs which may be
incurred after LMR events.. •Possible early decommissioning'
costs and plant-:worker health impact costs-are included but do
not contribute significantly to the expected onsite losses from

o6 rce-dout aoge-evens.The domi-nant -cost for-most [MR outage
events is the power, production cost increase caused by the. need

-.for -using qgenerating fac ilities with-higher fuel-cycle costs..
Replacement power costs,. plant capital losses,.- -and plant _decon-
tamination co st. are. p.P ort anfor s ~eer LWRacci dentsre . .. .,-.--

-nessi• costs,-,uclear power insty costs, and• litigati on -costs
have_ also_ .been..:addressed_ in --the onsite.. economic-consequence

moeAevelopmenbt.:

4New models .havei been developed-.to estimate -the offsite costs
of post-accident -povpula t•ion-.p.ro teict ive: -mea sur.es .--a nd-. public:. .-:...-
health.impacts for: severe .LWR accidents ýYhich result in a
release of radioactive material to the environment. The costs
of populationevacuation and temporary relocation, agricultural
.product disposal,-Jland and property decontamination, land
interdiction. and public health impacts and medical care costs
are included -in the new economic consequence models. The newoffeite models offer several advantages over -he economic models
developed during WASH-1400,.,including increased flexibility and
estimation of ,boLh. costs_ and benefits of population protective
measures.

",A computerw d*iata base of L;WR experience from 1974-1980 was,., -
!developed, to. -estimate ýthe :-frequency-a everity spectrum of
unscheduled,.:. tn.antio pated Iforced.- outage. events -,at 1 U.1.. - L.R9s..
Analysis of the:data.base -indicates that .,unanticipated forced
outage events occurred frequently (approximately 10 events per
reactor-year) during the.1974-19o0 study period. Forced outage
events not caused by regulatory -concerns resulted in -an average
""0%- vailabllity loss. per reactor-year of U. S. L[R .operation.

S . ".. . -- " • - : - " - , : '. ; • : "• " -• • - -- .. . . • " . . . . . . " •x . . . " " -



" .Forced-'outage .events ca.used directly by regulatory concerns
showed a consistently increasing trend, causing an average LWR
. vailabi.lity.loss.of less than 1% in 1974. and increasing to
approximately 6% in 1980.

The -new onsite:-and off-Ite economic consequence models- are-
employed in an example .calculation to estimate-the .economic
risks for theremafning lifetime: of- t he Surry *2plant. The -

ahilys-es- ar-e based on frequency estimates for routine forced
outage events -(events resulting_ in no core-,damage) from 1974-
198i.0 his0to-r-ical:- i da~ta-. and on: the. medi.an. core-melt accident-
frequencies. and ..source .terms from- the. Reactor Saf ety Study.
The present value of the expected. costs of severe.accidents for
the remaining life of the Surry *2 plant is estimated to be
less than 6 million dollars, which is small compared to the
estimated present value of routine-outage costs over the re-
maining plant lifetime. (approximately 100.-300 million..-
dollars). The expected losses from routine forced outage
events are large-due to the high frequency (approximately 10
per reactor-year) and large power production cost increases for
these events. Expected offsite losses are small relative to
ex p e cte d ons.i t e_ lo6s_- se sTA-t" te Sur-k-y: -s it e, ev en -f or. -c or~e-M~elt- It

accidents.

The analyses. of :economic .risks -fron .LR -.,.operatin fperformed
.-with the new :models lead ,to the following conclusions:

1.- nlk ubliha ris.enmirk fo[R

.. operation 'are -dominated- by:.high. .,frequency. -small
onsequenc -forced -outage events. Meost of the cost of

"these events- results from reduced avaiilability -and.
Scapacity, factors .and -the need for use of higher marg.i.

-nal -cost -fuel sources: fIorgnrainoelciit

2. The-economic risks "from LWR operation are Qominated by
onsite losses. resulting from replacement power costs

..,for ,'short•.Aduration; 'out-ages. Severeaccident economic
risks are'.also 'dominated by onsite losses including
-replacement power-costs. plant capital losses, ,and
plant decontamination costs. Only very low probability
ore-mel~t.•accidents with large releases of radioactive

material ':result in offsite costs as large as onsite
plant costs.

These conclusion•s.,have important implications for ..nuclear power
industry .oper.ation .and regulation in.the U.S. ,,.Although reduc-
tion of :core-,melt--- accident ,,..,.frequencies ..and consequences is
-important fojr cnrolnpbi health risks.--economic, -nalyses~
indicate that limited-societal resources might be productivel .-

S-Used"in h-co ntdoi'llihg4--routine ,forced outage losses. Reduction o6",'t-"
°-routine outage, frequencies would also reduce the frequency of
plant trani-ents and. would thus have some impaot on core-melt
a6Ci-n,-nt -requ-nciedi a-, public health risks ad well. The
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.,analyses indi-cate-that focusing U.S. nuclear power regulation
-- completely on-:severe accidents may be economically inefficient.
and that -the ýmost- productive expenditures for.plant.improvements

.•lmight bcn.m ,de to increase the availability and capacity factors
.of operating LWR.units by-reducing forced-outage frequencies and
costs. Also.-expenditu'e8 for core-.mel.t'accident prevent-ion are

likely to, produce larger benefits than expenditures for systems
i- :::wh i ch:•nitigate the of feite.• consequences. o - core-met accidents

since,-a large portion of the.expected costs result, from the
loss of physical plant.

.... .... .... . . .. . . .... ... ...
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

'1.1 .BACKGROUND ANDSCOPE OF REPORT

...,The risk- to society posed by potential accidents at commer-
.cal nuclear -power reactors in the U.S. has been a focus of

- .. researchforthe-past :decade•.. ,Sigr.ificant,._efforts have been
--made to estimate- t-he potential public: health. impacts of severe

LWR accidents. Another aspect of LWR accident risk involves the
societal economic impacts or costs of an accident. Financial

risk measures can be defined independently of accident public

health risks, or cost measures can be defined to represent all

of the negative attributes o4 the consequences of an event.

This report develops and employs analytical methods to investi-
gate the economicor f.inancial. risks. _poa.e.d by- U.S. LWR

accidents.*

- .. •-ent developments,--in. the: U.S.-nuclear .-power._regulatory --- -------
process have created a need for-analytical tools which provide

.. estimates-.of -the economic. risks of reactor accidents. The U.S.
i .Nuclear Regulatory Commission _(NRC) has., re-cently_proposed safety

ga-or_ gu -. da.nce.i.he. xegulat.orydecis on.-,ma..ng proc es s .. ,

r-egardingLWR.safety. The goals.. include, criteria for public

health risks: imposed: .by plant ,operation, ang.. wth a-

cost/-benefit -criterion.to be uped in -evaluating. plant improve-.

ments for potential risk reduction [Nu80a, Nv,2a]. The N RC

-should incorporate information regarding both costs and -

-benefits. (or costs-avoided)- into. -decisions regarding LWR acci-',

dent -risk reduction _systems.. It.. is .necessary to understand, the-.

LWR economic -risk spectrum to !estimate the risk reduction . -

potential -.of ývarious plant safety system modifications and • .

develop logical -decision bases *regarding the effectiveness of .

plant improvements. , Also. -it is important to identify -the range

of events for which licensee financial incentives-for accident

prevention exist'so that regulation can be focused appro-
pri ately.

-Another issue :which has recently been under •'review by the - - -.

KRC A-. the -insurance requirements -or.U.S. ,nuclear power - -

react3rs. .. The requirements for licensee purchase of :onsite.- -,.:," -,.-

property damage 1n emnity insurance have -.recentl.y.been upgraded

by the NRC In .-l ight-. :of .-the .experience with severe .aqcident costs

-at ... Three-MNile-6Isl and 1Unit.2 .[Lo.82 ,.:Requirements for of f eite

* *The -terms:. ".economic.-risk" and "financial risk" are used "

synonymously..-in:-this-study to -refer to the frequencies and

-. -ocetal.osts of-•LWR events. .. Costs include the.benefits
foregone and losses•due to accident occurrence.

1-1



--property-damage liability, currently limited by the Price-
Anderson Act, have also-been under review recently. It is

--necessary to combine accident cost and frequency estimates to
-evaluate the spectrum of LWTR economic risk to be considered-in
decisions regarding 'uciear power reactor insurance requirements.

Analysis of LWR eccnomic risks is useful for decision-making
with i nthe U;-S. -nuclear P•r-industry.- The'accident-at. Three
Mile- Island- Unit 2 dramatically demonstrated that plant licen-
sees may incur very siqni£ficant--cdOts f6r events which have
neg-igible offsite costs.- After the accident at TMhI nuclear/~.hs financial on--e.a.i
-indu~stry -attention* hsfcednetimatos. oZ .the financial
risks borne by utilities which own shares of nuclear power
plants [St8l]. T.ie nuclear insurance industry is also very
concerned with the frequencies and costs of nuclear power
reactor accidents for rate-making and risk coverage purposes.

The goal of this report is to develop LWR accident economic
risk analysis methods and estimates for use in the regulatory
decision-making process.- Therefore, the estimates and methods
developed focus on LWRaccident costs from a societal viewpoint.

.-There are-Ifmany- gro0ups ororganizations which• may uItmately bear -

some of the costs of an LWR event. The transfer payments between
parties which lead to the ultimate distribution of costs after
an accident are addressed in less detail in this report. The
potential transfers after accidents are complex bec...use of the .
Jmainy groups- 4 wit-h-a-nn-. iter iest ,i*n- tf-h-e -n-u-c-le-,ar power and electricutlity industries-. SboCieta costs -are estitma ted inthi report

...by accounting for. losses which directly affect the plant licen-
see, the public-. _the nuclear industry, or the electric utility
industry after LWR events. Clearly, a particular.orojanization
or group may be interested in specific costs. and not. interested
in.other costs -based on liability -for .losses.;incurred-. -?'•r
s......... tpecfic id-u nterest- groups it is 'important to car-efull-y- investii-" ..
gate the distributions of. losses in addition to the societal

. cost estimates contained in this report. These issues are
addressed in othereconomic studies, but are not included in
'detail 'in this investigation.

Societal'accident-costs are calculated in this. report within
a probabilistic risk framework. One of the most important and
difficult aspects of this effort has been in estimating the
uncertainties associated with the cost distributions presented.
SEstimation of accident costs must necessarily involve informa-
tion-regarding accident physical processes, radionuclido release
and behavior in.-the environment, methods and costs for accidentmitigaition measures. costp for losses incurred, and-future
S" policydecisions 4which- would. be made 4ter severe accident
.occurrence. Uncertainties exist in both event frequency and
.consequence -estimates for LIR accidents. Both subjective -and



analytical analysi-s techniques are used to develop rough esti-
mates of the uncerta5nties in the LWR economic,risk valu7es
presented in th-is report. Clearly, further research is-required
'to accurately estimare the uncertainties in LWR accident fre-. .
quencies and consequences. As new information regarding LW"R
accident risks--becomes available, updated uncertainty eslimat'es
should be incorporated.

1.2 LWR EVENTS AND ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES

-A --wide- range of possible events can occur during LWR opera-
tionwhih'~n hvesci-etal-eco-nomic impacts ranging-from

benign to severe. Because of the range of economic conse-
quences of LWR events, it is useful to discuss a spectrum of LWR
economic-risk. The-spectrum can be represented by a distribu-
tion of event frequeacy versus cost (or event frequency versus
severity). An example of the LWR risk spectrum which is dia-
cussed in thie report is shown in Figure 1.1. This distribution

S;'is a compIlementa-rycumulative frequency-distribution of-LWR.
event costs which ihnws the.frequency ofevents resulting in 7
o . costs greater---than--a specified---magnitude- - -• .. i ..

1.2.1 CATEGORIZATION OF LWR OPERATIONAL EVENTS

... The--events-, hich--comprise the. LWR e o nc c- ,r isk ipectrum-lare-
divided for--discuission in this study. Three event categories'
are defined based on the severity.'afL WR pýrat ional events'
which resultin,societal costs..-This dvision of the.economic

ý.risk spectrum and-category definitions used in this report are
shown-in-Figure 1.2. -The discus6ion:.of-LWR-economic risk---
ncluldes only tose. event whc ocu _duringthe opratioral,;

.lifeof an-LWR-and- not--those- ev,.nts which might occur during .
plant' •const ruction -or -decommi'ssioning.

Event category I:is defined to include all forced outage
events at LWR facilities which do not result in core-damage or
significant plant •contamination (small consequence events).
These events, some of which occur routinely during the 1ifoj of
a nuclear power plant, are not scheduled or planned in advance
(in contrast to refueling or pcheduled maintenance ;utages). The
events result in unplanned plant forced outage timn (outage time
refersto a time period of Zero power production from the
plant), and the maximum, outage duration included in this cate-
gory is on tt;' order of a few years..The events in this category
-may result'-from--spurious plant trips. operator errors. unsched-

uldmaint-enance-.-roquir~ements.ý- external events, or a -varibty of

plant system failu-res. There are-no offeite radiation-induced
public, health- impacts. .,or- -property. damage cocss resulting from___
these eventsa.Plant outages caused explicitlyby regulatory

. -3
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Figure 1.1 .- EXample of LWR economnic risk distributiol,•
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Figure 1.2 - Lvent sevexzity categories: defined for estimation
of economic rish•s.
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-orders (i.e.,, plant shutdowns mandated. by the NRC for regulatory
-reasons).-are not included -in-this category-but are .discussed L

.- separately in--Appendix B.-

Event category II is defined to include LWR accidents "
resulting in core-damage and possible fuel melting but which do

-not rasult-in breach of the .reactor vessel or any significant
" -re lease--of-.-read ioact--i-.vematerial. to the --environment (medium con- ..

sequence events). -. These accidents result in'the need for a

--.-,plant decontamination effort followed by either repair or -

decommidssioning of. the plant after' cleanup. , LWR. events result-

-ing in-:fUe--l--d-amage-. or -cor-e--melt -are. inc.luded" in -this. cate gory . .

only if-the reactor vessel is not-. breached by molten material-..

..... , vessel melt-through). There are no significant offaite
health and property damage impacts resulting from category II
evenL:s. Plant .forced. outages resulting from events in this

categvry are likelyr to last many years if the plant is-

repaired, or -may ,be permanent if decommissioning is begun

immediately after-"*plant .,cleanup. -,

------ :-Event catego••yII-is defined to-include all LWR accidents
-.- .:-...which- ýresult-in As evere -core-damage-and--ei ther -reactor--vessel ---- _

breach (i.e.. vessel melt-through) or a significant release of.

radioactive material 'to it-he •environmhent .(large consequence -

events). :,Thi-s category, i-ncludes. aevere-cort-melt accdents

v hi.c h ..have .bee pritd od~o~minhate thp publichat riss - ---

from nuc lear-plant. pPerati•On in the U.S.. Nua" SeVreacei-
dents whic do--:d -_no-t -,r-e-sul1t-inreleases of radioaictiV'e mat eri al

-.----to- -the :.environmehnt `-'bUtd o--b esIut in reactor v essel melt-through'".".

are included in -this :cdategory. ,The accidents ,in this category

-.... may resul t in voffsite "public-, health impacts and property damage

-costs. There :is -a eed:fora plant decontamination, and cleanup
program. bef or e.-plant- repair o?'r decommissioning. These. events

-have not.--been iexperienped in, U.:.S•..coercial uclear POwer plant ,
•operation to -date :and are*predicted to -be 'extremely rare.

1.2.2 DEFINITION OF :OFFSITE" AND "ONSITE" ECONOMI•C

CONSEQUENCES - . "

'The discussion of LWR -accident economic consequences in this

report is divided .base'd on the location of occurrence of
resulting losses ani the organizations directly impacted :by

losses. , Two grcups of accident--costs -are discussed, one which -. .

encompasses mainly-those. c€osts-which occur at offeite locations.i

'and Another -which 'includes -loses .which directly .affect ýthe-

.- plant, -Ii censee --the ,ntc1'ear -power industry. -,the electric utiity

-industry, or. occura bt eiste4lcations. ý.,-"This' division of -acci .--. :

_...dent consequences'id not istrict.in the sense that some 'costs may ,.

first -affect 'the-,- lant licensee, and ul:timately be transferred -- -- ,

to consumers Iat of-feite locations. -
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"Offsite..,cos-t:•-sinc:lude tho-se- costs whIch directly affect the
pulblic -or occur at offa e ite location- .. The offs ite .economic
conAsequences --of .reactor accidents which are discussed in this
repo9rt...nclude, cos.ts.as-sociated with the countermeasures takento.
reduce .population radiation exposure after a contaminating event,

-. the offeite property .dam.age or losses.which occur as a result of-
an event, the costs of radiation-induced health effects and health.

- care costs incurred-by the population .living at offeite locations-.
. and indirec, o...,or.- ,secoondar•y_ c osts which may, occur_ outsid-eo.-.-i.

"contaminated areas at offsite locations. Specific offsite cost
components include .p.opulation evacuation and temporary relocation
.- st.s, ar--icug lturaIl.: pro~duct, disposaI cost.s, .-property.
.de.contaminationý ,ýcosts. .land.,.a.rea.,, interdiction. and .permanent- -.

reloc.ation costs,. population- health.-sf.fects. and. health care costs,
secondary economic effect costs, and offsite litigation costs.....
These costs are discussed in the development of LWR accident
offsite economic risk model.a

"Onsite" accident economic .consequences include those cost
components which most directly affect the plant licensee, elec-"
tr-ic-utilities, -.the- lnuclear power. industry,:•or occur--at onsite-
locations. .The-onsite ' economic consequences of reactor acci-
-dents which: :are. .:discuss.ed.in this report .. include- replacement.
electric power costs, plant -decontamination and repair costs,
plant capital:costs, c.early decommissioning .costs, electric utiliit

- " .business costs", :nuclear industry impacts .. plant worker
-2.--. -. ath-efct-cost, andf---itiga-t .on--costs --hih dir ctly -affect- -- :-'--

the pantliess a~s. a-rTbsutf -nacdn.Teecost
.compocnents:i are :discussad- in ithe development :of 'LWR accident onsi, "e
economic. risk models..,,:-

methods for ::estimating -LWR -accident economic.,consequences .i n,'
this study were-chosen In anticipation of -three possible
applicationshof the newly- developed -models: -

1. Estimation of the absolute onste and offaite. ..
economic risks posed by LWR operation in the U.S.,

2. Sita-specif icnalysis of onsite -and offeite-economic
risks for Iuse in regulatory siting, cost/benefit, i t or,
• risk reduction decisions. .

.- .. Generic and.,site-specific. analyses of offsite -

" emergency7response costs and consequence reduction
. benefits ,-for -.use in decisions -regarding emergency.

....planning ,nd ,post-accident :population protective .-
.2action -ip1leentation, - - - ,. -

:.-The -projected -model Applicat ion significantly influence the choice -
-of economic -consequence models -and .accident impacts which :are
.examined in this. study.. . - ,
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l-.3 OUTLINE OF REPORT

Studies havebeen performed to estimate the economic risks

resulting from events in. specific-portions-of the LWR event

...-- spectrum. Chapter 2 of this report reviews results and conclu-

sions from previous studies concerni.ng the economic risks of

LWR accidents. Previous -and coincident studies of specific

-topics regarding LWR accident -economic-risk--are discussed.

'Models previously: d-evelop6ed:to ,.eS-timate. the -eonomi conse-_

quences of LWR events are also reviewed.

Or-site costs 'ofLWR accidents ate disc6ussed in Chapter 3 of

this report (see Table" 11). Onsite cost component -model s -and

estimates are developed for all unanticipated LWR events..

-Available models are combined with historical data, insurance

claim data, and engineering-based cost projections to form -

-estimates of onsite acc.dent -costs. Impacts which are-not

easily quantified in ec,.obmic terms -are -diacussed. and uncer-

tainties in ,event costsý-are a.lso addressed.

The offsite -economic ýconsequences of severe LWR accidents
-- are.-_dipc:udsed in .:Chapter -4 'of this -report (see Table 1.1). A

new oftsite 'economic consequence model is developed -for use in-

LWR economi- rik- calculations--.The new, of-fseite-,. economic- ýcon-

-sequence model .is compared to .previous models, ,and data -avail-

ability and lIMintations:ta-re discussed-;: . -r - .

'The economic.-risk of !small consequence LWR events '-is dis- -

-:cussed in :Chapter.-.5of ',-his -.report. -'41 l6storical U.S. nuclear

plant -operating experence Ifrom the year .197 4-198,0.- is used to- "' "

-estim',:e the frequencyof LWR events in this category:. .:The data

are.us•d to estimate distributions .of event ftfrequencies and:

sever iei es f-or.. 'U.,S. [MRsý.. The frequency estimates are 'combined
....with o te cost -models to '-"estimate the expected 'losses from:. ===

'small consequence LWR events. :Potential risk-reduction measures
.... for small consequence:,LWR events are also discussed. -

The economic risks "of medium and large consequence LWR

accidents are ,discussed in Chapter 6. "The newly developed

onsite and offelte economic impact models are applied ýto esti- .

mate societal .risks from the ,operation of the Surry reactor

plant which was studied in the RSS [Nu75a]. Model predictions -.

are compared-wi.th. the resultsiof previous studies which -employedi

"the CRAC2 economic.mdelto :estimate economic risks. The cen-

ui~tivities of predictd offsite '.costs, to 'source term "definition

-- :--and post--acident -`protecAive action implementation criteria are

examined. s"!Thet !ewoffie cost models are used in an 'example

costbeneit . anayi of otfite ;protective action Impemerita-
-tion for .severe-accdents. -.The -expected :losses from core-melt .
accidents are compared-with losses --f-rom less severe events to.

-estimate th-e-,rela.tive importance of low versus hich frequency

-events. The large'uncertainties in the'probabilities of -severe.

..... - [. -accid-tsareaso discussed. .



-Table -il. -- LWR-Event Costs Distcussed In this Study

Chapter 3.

Onsite Costs for Small•-•edium, and Large Con-seqguence Events

. Replacement Power Costs -

- -.- Plant:Capitai Costs
Plant Decontamination/Cleanup Costs
Plant Reýai-r Costs
Ear.ly_ Decommis.sioning Costs-
-Onsite, Litigation Costs
Worker Health Effect Costs
Worker Medical Care Costs
Electric utility ",Business- Costs"
Nuclear Power 'IndustryCosts

.Chapter 4

Offsite Costs forM..dium and Large-Consequence Events

.Evacuation CoRts
Temprar Rlcat c Costs.

.--..Agri-ultur.Product cD -sposa Cost s
..;Decontaminati on Program Costs
'Land Area Interdiction Costs

. -:";; Permanent:. Relocation Costs
'- Publitc Medical Care Costs
Public Health Effect Costs
Offsite Litigation Costs

" ,.Secondary Inmpact"Costs

* z
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Finally,, Conclusions and reco~mmendatitons concer'ning the-
predicted accident economic risks and the use of models to
estimate LWR accident economic risks are outlined in Chapter 7.
Recommendations for further wzdeI develop•ent and .applications
of the newly developed mcdels are also discussed.-...-
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF STUDIES OF- LWR ACCIDENT ECONOMIC RISKS.

The results of previous studies of LWR accident economic.
risks are reviewed in this- ction. The discussion is divided
into two sections which review studies. which focus on jonsite"j
and-1-"offstite"-- economic consequIences- of .LWR ;accidents.

-2.:1 PREVIOUS STUDIES OF LWR ACCIDENT OFFSITEMECONOMIC-RISKS

2.1.1 fT_• REACTOR AAFETY STUDY [NU75A. NU75B]

Estimates of -the offeite economic risks of LWR'accidents.
are contained in-T_.:ReactorSafety Study (RSS) [Nu7Sa. ,NU75b]
which was sponsored by the U. S..Nuclear Regulatory Commission .
(formerly the :U. .S.Atomic Energy Comm issIon). The -bjective
of the RSS was t-•estimate the public risks which result from
the operation .of .cobmme•cial nuclear power plants in the US..

-• The- study--formed:-realistic-estimates of-public risks- from--- - -.

nuclear power plants -and. compare4 these risks with non-nuclear
risks. in soiciety.-

...... ... p ryamageest•imates in--the-.-R She -SSare ..based.. on -.cosi.:
estimates for public .protective6 measures. which may be .taken.,.
after tsevere [LWR Accidents. No estimates of :onsite damage or.
possible secondar.o~ff~site costs from reactorI-accident 4Aere

included n1-the 11S:. The-economic risk estimates contained in'',.
the RSS areý based on- results calculated'with the CRACr

(Cacultio cf gea tor &ccden ~o eeq enc s) consequence,

7ýmodel [Nu75b].. ' '>'s., - ' --

-The offsite loss estimates -presented in the RSS include the.-,
'costs of population evacuation, `milk and crop disposal, decon-,

amination. of contaminated/.areas. and interdiction `(or the

prohibitionh`of'the •ue)• f -,-land areas and tangible ýwealth and
resultant populaation 'relocation:4,from interdicted areas. -The
need for decontamination or interdiction of land areas was
determined primarily by. concentrations of surface-deposited
long-lived isotopes (Cs-134., Cs-137) in the CRAC model..For a :-. .b,
very large release of 'radioactive material. -evacuation and milk
and crop disposal'c.'sts 'each contributed ýapproximately 10%.
decontaminationn Coste. contributed about 20%, ,and land ,area .
interdiction coste-contributed:about 60t ýto ?the total ,ýof fsite,,
costs of a -typical .uevere accident calculated %with the CRAC. .

. .model 'NE 77a3. • .

. Secondary. _costa_ refer-t-o potential. accident offsi.te-impacts..... ,
outside.of directly contaminated areas.

" . . .• " .~... -. . . • r .. . .3 3. , -.. . . - . ; ..,-• '. '• ~ •: '.• g . •



-The of f ite. p r o Perty damage. risk prof ile estimated -for a'
typical U.S. L R in the RSis: shown in Figure 2.1. The damage
estimates shown-are in 1974 dollars. A -comparison of-property
damage risk :estimatesfoor .3n i.ndustry~of: one hundred similar
nuclear power plants and. for man-.c.aused..and natural events in
the U.S. is shown.in Fiqure 2.2. -The majority of man-vcaused -
pro-petty damage resulted.from fires,. NatD.ural events causing
significant _property. damage included forest fires, hurricanes,

--and e arthqua k e6 s<. 'Nuct1'e•r -pla -were- estimated to be ab6ut one
hundred to one.thousand-.-times less-likely-to-cause-comparable
large dol-lar value.-accidents-than, other sources. All. of the
-property -damage estiatesfor LMR -accidents'contained in the!RSS were~b~d"on the acci.ent economic -cnseque.ce. model
contained in ti, CRAC code- hich iS-discussed and compared to

the newly develcped economic consequence model in Chapters 4
and 6 of this report.

The property damage estimates included in the RSS proviie
important information concerning the off- siteseconomic risks
of LWR core-melt accidents. -Core-melt accident atmospheric

.. radioacti-vity..releases.with an-estimated .probability of,,-
1Xi0- 9per- .reactor-year were predi-cted. to result in -$15 .:billon .(1974-dollai-) in off-ite costs. -Cre-melt accident,

releases with-probabilltes larger than --XOper reactor--
year.were. predicted to result in less than $1 billion dollars
in.- off aite, costs . ---- - .. . - - - - --. -,, ,-

Studies have- been erformed since,-the RSS to -provide.
improved estimateas, of. the frequencies of core-melt .accidents for
spec-ific- LMR:.:plad,&ts in -.the VUS... ' Because current Anuclearo.plant.
-risk analyses focus on potential .public health ef ffects. of, acc.i-.

- -dents. no substantial effort- has -been made to improve offsite
Scost est imates --for -severe .LW .acc idents N, -- :New mode1s 6_f0 or esti:

mating the off ite economic consequences -of degraded-core anda
'core-melt accidents at-specific reactor sites are developed in
Chapter 4 of this -report.

2.1.1 'C NO PM MMTOD FOR A SSESG THE-CO2ST OF

EWER4GECY COUNTERNMEASUR S FTR WAN ACCIDENT(CL82]

A-model has been developed for the purpose-of ;assessing the
costs-of emergency-:countermeasures-taken after.an accidental
release of -radionuclides into the environment in -the United.
Kingdom -[C1I.Cl2., The.model estimates the -lost contribution..-,

.:,:to gros -Domestic- Product ('(DP) caused by population protective --
- •.countermeaoures,.implementedd -after an accidental release.

.- he Wa•ic assumption underlying the ECONO4-MaC model .is that..
.. -the -costs of ,-countermeseures like land-area-i-nterdiction will

be a function of the area's contribution to ýGross Domestic
-Product-prior to.-the event. -Gross Domestic Product Is a

2-2 ... 2
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Figure 2.2--- RSS
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measure..of economic output which i.s. used in-National income .and

Product Accounts (NIPA) and reflects the level of activity in
an economy ESa79]. GDP is a broad macroeconomic measure which
can be used to estimate the contribution of a specific region
to national output. The ECONO-KARC model assesses the impact
of countermeasure irplementation on regional contribution to

The lost contributions toGDP due to population:evacuation.
.....agriculturalpro0duct bans. and permanent pop'Aation-relocation
which-might result f-rom a contaminating event vere included -in ...
. -the ECONO-MRCmodel. Two. approaches to the estimation .f-ost
GDP were accommodated in the model: one based-on-detailed land
usage and industrial output analysis, and another based on
average GDP per-capita figures. The results of both methods of
analysis using ECONO-MARC are very similar for a rnral site.
Results calcula-ted using the two methods differ substantially
for a semi-urban site. The difference in estimates is gener-
ally large for very small areas and gets slm:aller as the size of
the area increases. The estimat5on of GDP losses based on
per-capita--informa'ion--s advantageous because of its computa-

S -. tiona -simplicitytative .to .the-.land&. usage. approach which -

requires. tedious manual sampling of data points from detailed
land usage maps.- -

There are two significant problems in the estimation of
. ..accident impacts ueing, t'heE-7CONO IARC: nod•in-gappracp-- ecause

GDP. measures t'erate of,output inan -economy, i'tisnecessary

.to integrate GDP losses over time to estimate the total costs'

.of-post-accident countermeasures. Projected-GDP losses are

likely to be temporary since the loss of production from a
-specific region may be substituted by increased output from a
different-region, or from.new investment in the ,economy. This
adjustment of the economy., demonstrated in Figure 2.3. is fre--
quently observed after natural disasters and wars. The resil-
ience of the U.S. economy.to disasters has been-demonstrated
many times after earthquakes, hurricanes, and floods
[ED74_,Pe77]. 'After severe disasters, economies of impacted
regions resume previous or even higher rates of growth in rela-
tively short periods of time. Predictions of GDP loss due to
accidents are sensitive to the time history of economic recovery

assumed, which 'is difficult-to specify witnout-very detailed
-. •analysIs. _.Another problem with the GDP approach is that the

loss of regional tangible wealth (or assets accumulated prior
to the accident): is not properly accounted for, partic-ilarly
-those assets which produce output which is not directly measured'
in market transactions. -Thjeis a very significant problem

1-1since results from. the. CRAC2.,.model predict. tangible asset losses :-
are very important.

The, CONO-hARC model provides a broad macroeconomic measure
of the off site'-impactIr of reactor accid.nt countermeasures for

2-5



Figure 2.3 - Te-porary nat.re of GDP loss due to population
protectivE measjre implenmentation [C182]
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- -Britain. Model--predictions are not directly comparable to CRAC2.
economic Impa~ct-predictions which are based on-,microeconomic"-
models and'assumptions which may be specific to the U.S.. Also.

.the CRAC2 model estimates the direct costs of countermeasures
such as. decontamination which are not .considered in the,
ECONO-'MARC model.. Because of the limitations and accounting
problems in estimating the GDP loss resulting from LWR acci-
dents ... this, approach is" not employed in this studyk_.-

.- - 2.-1.3. _-ESTIMATING THE- POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF A NUCLEAR REACTOR
ACCIDENT- [CAb2 .

A-study has-been--performed to develop an industrial.-impact.
model that can be used to estimate the regional industry-specific
economic impacts of severe nuclear reactor accidents [Ca82].
The impact estimates are based nn reactor-specific information

S for core-melt accidents and regional economic models. derived
from the Regional Input-Output Modeling System (RIMS-II)

-developed at the Bureau-of Economic Analysis-_(BEA)_.[Ca8l]. The .
_......ultimate 1gal of the investigation was.to develop models which

-could be-used to- evaluate the:-potential impacts of Class 9..(the "
most nivere-) -eeactor accidents for- Environmental Impact:State-.
ments.

Estimates of -reactor accident impacts.-were-based on the

studies. .These- -analyses -.require large,,amounts of economic.Ainut..
data in the form of -r..erindustry transaction tables for each
specific region under cons-ideration [Le66]. :These transaction
ta I b les wer .de -fined inthe BEA analyses -based o-dn county or-SMSA*
-level data. The RIMS II economic model was used to predict
.changes in-regional'output resulting from changes in final

-demand .or--f-inal -payments caused by..a reactor .accid.ent.- .The
-. basic input-output methodology used and the results of BEA'-[

studies are analyzed in detail in Appendix C.

Results of-the BEA analyses for the St.-Lucie nuclear
reactor site ari shown in Table 2.1. This table .shows predicted
private sector employment losses due to emergency counter-
measures taken after an SST1** accident at tae St. Lucie site
with a. WNW wind direction. The "physically affected" area is
defined to include all ateas contaminated by the release of

* Standard Metropolitian Statistical Area

**The SSTI -accident category was defined for the Sandia Siting

.Study to represent a-severe core-melt accident which .retults
in a rapid, large relea-se of radioactive material to the

......-.-...... envir-onment--4A182]. -_,Accidents in this .category result in
release of approximately 100% of the reactor core inventory

.. of noile -.gases and .- 50%: of the Volatile -radionuclides in a
very -- hort-time-,perod. ....
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Table 2.1 - Results of BEA anaiysis
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radioactve material. from the reacftor plant. The physically
unaffected. area- includes --all -other- area:s around .the- reactor

- plnt. 1 Table 2.1 showa that the SST1 accident withVthe WN.wind&direction is predicted.-_to result in -60,000 annual job lossesdue to the reactor accident. The effects in the physically
unaffected area are-predicted to-be relatively small comparedto annual job lossee in the physically affected area.

The BEA-estimates- of reactor accident industrial .impacts_:were presented ih terms of annual jobs lost. The impact esti-mates were intended to account only-for the first year aftercore-melt accident- occurrence. Also- many.assumptions_-were
-Xrequired to -adapt the LWR accident problem so that impact :eaSti-
mates could. be be calculated using*the RIMS'-1I-models. In par-ticular, the BEA irnpact estimates were based on areas defined
at the county level.. The definitions of areas impacted by post-
accident countermeasures etther include or exclude entire coun-ties for estimation of-economic impacts. Because this can lead-to significant changes in the definition of areas, affected byaccidents, the BEA accident impact estimates cannot be-directly-
compared to other accident cost estimates, particularly those.. -from -the -CRAC -or-CRAC2--economic- models. Also, the .usefulness--of i•input-output analysis -techniques for modeling non-equilibrium
post-accident situations is questionable. -The input-output
technique is far too costly and data-intensive for ,consideration
in LWR risk analysis applications-which require. sampling of 'hun-
'dreds of. iieteorolog CalqnItions-for eachacietaegr

2.2 'STUDIES WHICH ESTIMATE ONSIT2 TECONOMIC RISKS

2.2.1- ESTIMATES OF THE FINANCIAL -CONSEQUENCES OF 'NUCLEAR.POWER
REACTOR-ACCIDENTS rEST82]

Preliminary estimates-of the financial -consequences ofpotential nuclear reactor accidents were developed as part ofthe current NRC program-to develop methods for estimating reac--tor accident financial risks. -The onsite and offsite financialconsequences of LWR core-melt accidents were estimated based onresults of calculations performed with the CRAC2 economic con-sequence model and ,estimates of -onsite costs for worker .healtheffects, replacement power, •'and accident cleanup costs. Dollarvalues were as-signed to radiation induced health effects-based
on a review of societal expenditures for life-saving safety
measures. Health.effeot-. alues ,of $1.000,000 per early .fatal-ity. $100.000 per early"injury, .and $100,000 per latent -cancer-.
fatality were used in ,the analysi, s..: Site-specific, life-cyclecore-melt accident financial'?rIs estimates were ,developed forreactor-site-combinations in the U.S.
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The' study-.outlined-:discounting methods to calculate
lifecyclc me-el -accdnecoii rieks<. These -methods'-"

.were used* to -calculate risks from- core-melt -accidents -based' on-
the remaining years in the-LWR plant life. which is assumed to

-be forty years from-the-plant..start-up date. This-type.of:
analysis is -valuable for estimating.the expected cost avoided
by installation of a specific accident prevention system in an
operating -LWR. Equations"were presented for..calculating the
-ife-cycle risk-at a particular LWR based on probabi-li-ty -esti- -

.mates for various classifications of LWR accidents. The
assessment, or tabulation ý.of B:ite-spec.if-i c. accid.ent:_ probabilities
was-not addressed-in thereport.- -

-The mean total& predict~ed risks from -t-his study for-the--SSTI.-. .
SST2, and SST3 core-melt accident release categorieq at the
Surry plant are shown in Table 2.2*. Discounted economic risks
for the remaining productive lifetime of the Surry plant are
presented- in the table.'.,To calculate the discounted present
value.. core-melt. accident rAisks;,over -the rzemaining plant- life-
t!,me. estimates of .accident frequencies fl--. f 2 .. and :f 3 -,(per
reactor --yea-r-)- must -,be -mult iplied out -in- Table. 2.2. -These, multi-.
plcati-on yield :the"total -discounted -risks-in. -1981 dol-ars-----
Onsite cost components were -predicted. to dominate all other- cost
components for the smaller.releases, and to -be. comparable to

other costs for--the :SSTI re-lease. The onsite cost-s were large
because It was-assumed thartthe plant would -be decommissioned

-- -a-fte~r -,a~n y--r~~melt--•ac-cid'eOnt .--- Repl-acement--power--costswere -:

...inAsgrat-ed o'ver-'the-rem1inIng -li-fe -of --the--: reactor- plant -to -.--

estimate the 'loss of .benefit .".to society provided by plan:. oper-
....,at ion .. : Assumi ng •a-core-• accident frequency :of _-appro•imately

'10' per reactor-year, the life-cycle corer-melt"-financial :•risk
at this plant Its estimated to be on the order of 106 to- .10'..

dollars. The estimated : ri-sks did not include 'costs .for-any
accidents less severe than. core-melt accidents. ' - .

The results of this study -are useful for estimating the
financial-risks of core-melt.,accidents at specific sites given'
a core-melt accident-severityý,versus probability spectrum. The
onsite cost estimates were based on rough estimates of onsite

* The SST1-SST3 accident source terms were defined, in the

_.Sandia Siting Study 1[182] to represent the range of
potential releases of radioactive material resulting from
core-melt ,accidents ,ith containment t fai ure. The SST1
'elease category includes accidents which result..in .
.containment-failure Aueto ,,rapid overpressurizat ion, and
re-lease- of ýa-arge.. fractiton of.the core -inventory to the
environment. -.oThe .-9ST2 ýa-cident category includes core-melt
accidents with- slight0containment leakage. The 65T3 release
category includes core-melt accidents followed by basement
.melt"t nrdugh sihich result in-small, releases' of radioactive
-. ate-ial-:and--mnimal -o-osite consequences- . -
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iTable 2.2 - Mean Pinancial Risk Estimates .for; Core-Melt Accidents
at Surry Unit #2 [it82].

Isi

- (m•st multip!y fbyf f2" and fC:to obtaif total -accident category

discounted:costs for. remaining plant. life in dollars)
$ I

~CATEGORY RZATLII COSTS JPROPERTY CO'STS CIDSTS'
TOTAL

COSTS

ISSTI i3.33E+09x lii 1.89E+10kxf 1 ~368E+10*f I 5.9IE+10xf,
'-I

~~4

I.'

I.

,:. SST2 I.16E+08x12 I 3.S3E+08x'rý 3.66E+10X 12 3."IE+10x •2
LSST3 _j3.87E+05 xf T.25E+07 xf3. J 3-66E+;I~f 13. 7E x3

SSTl-SST3 source terms are defihed in; [A182].

f

f 3

freqiienc'

f reiqzenc~

frequoenc

y of SST1 release .(per reactor-year)

V of SST2 release (per reactor-year)

y of SST3 release (per .-eactor-year)

_.+

+:..

_+ - , •
SV.~z'A'~ . . . .-77T ,



societal costs for-core-meit accidents (largef consequence.
S. .events. N The. report. incorporated -the_ replacement- power cost
..model which. is discussed. and..utilized later -in this study... Also, the L'4e, of .-pr-esent val•ue d.scounting in caiculating
life-cycle rxsk discussed in. the 'study is -useful- for the utili-- .
zation of ris): estimates in regulatory decision-m.akingý.-

. .2.2 ":COPING WITH NJUCLEAR POWER RI SKS: THEý ELECTRI.C UTILITY
INCENTIVES" (ST81]

. -As -a result of the accident at TMI-2 in March .1979. much _
inter-est has, shifted, to. the potential, onsite economic conse-
.quences of .LWRaccidents. A 1981 study-by C. starr and C.
Whipple'of EPRi.[steij estiimated the financial risks from
nuclear plant events by interpolating between frequency-severity
data from routine outages and the results of the-Reactor Safety
.Study. The study included rough estimates of both the onsite
and offsite consequences of reactor accidents in estimating LWR
finar...:al risk. The results of the analysis- are used to. suggest
that utility self-interest-and the public interest in nuclear

- reactor-accident- prevention-a=e coincident.

An estimated event .frequency -versus forced outage duration.
(or time -to -repair) curve.was combined with a coastversusoutage.,_

S.du-ration curve to form the frequency versus cost curve (shown
as vost. to the .4tiltyibef ore insurance_ recovery) in, Fiue A
Curves were. also -estimated for ut lity risks with insurance
..... :coverage The curves- for. public riskshown in.Figure-2..-are
taken from the Reactor Safety StudX [Nu75a] and modified by

- multiplying.publc -health-effects by constant:-dollar values.
The values assumed-for health effects and the expected values

.:of pubiic risks are compared to the expected .utility risks- in
'Table 2.3. Based on :the analysis,. it was argued that- utility-:,
financial risks dominate public risks.

The need for .consideration',of both onsite and offsite, risks
over a broad range of possible events was emphasized in the
results of this study. _Although thestudy was performed using .
scoping-type estimates of event frequencies and costs, the con-
clusion that utility risk dominates public risk was determined
to be -insensitive to uncertainties -in parameters.

2.3 SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF PREVIOUS STUDIES

-Previous studies have estimated the risks 1from the of ie.
economic consequencesoof severe .LWR -accidents. -.Three separate-:models have been:developed&;to estimatethe•-o.fsite economic

impacts of severe accidents, each of which employs a fundamen-
-- tally different economic methodology for estimation of accident

costs. The three Models,. ZCRAC (or CRAC2.), ECONO-.ARC. and

2-12 . . -



Fig.ure. 2.4 .- e stiatel utilty and public economic risdks fo. r
-reactor outages. and a~ccidns,~ ~ J

.*. . r " : _ \ i . , .

DAMAGE. WdWWWI
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Table- 2. 3 -t Epected valuI e s o f publ~ic an tlity ri~sks f rom
LWR' outag.es and a~ccid e nts, [st81.1

PULBC RISKS*EXPECTE.D VALUE PER1 lRACT0RFI-YEAR..ý

Effect
E._ ly fatalities

Early I llness

Latent fatalities

Thyold nodules

Genetic effects

Property damnage

2 X10.

x (I"

ATX Jy

jI X 1&

nom00

Va lue (S) Expaý cbt ()

5 IAK

20

700

;a X I03  20

105 10

Twoice WASH-I 400 40,000' +,

5ue: WASH'1400. Tmble 5.6.

UTILI NRISKS-EXPECTED VALUE PER REACTOR-YEAR
I film

.... " $450 million -suranoe
'With 8300 mlon bIsumrnoe r

:,,N bhsuranc Oorludes accidents
7ctusftg 10 days outage or longer)

2.1 106

-22 X 109

---- ---

2.4 X 106
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• - RIMS- I . est-imate diffe zent attrribu-tes 'of --the impacts. of severe-
-LW ac-cident~s;andther•fore their -results cannot be'directly
compared.. -The-results of previous -tudies of offs-ite:-economic-
consequences .and risks indicate a potential for significant
offsite-economic impacts for very low probabili-ty.-accident
sequences. -

In light of the.accident, at TMI-2-.interest has focused in
large part on the potential onsite losses resulting from LWR
accidents. Recent studies performed at EPRI and Sandia National

.... -Laborat-ories ..have .at-tempted..to. i.nclude-.on.srite-.coots. in examina-.tions of :LWR economic" risks. Both stud i-es-conc luded that~onsite
.... ....... dent costsate.likelyto:.dominate offsite accident costs'

except in the case of-very low.probability-core-melt accidents
accompanied by large atmospheric radionuclide releases. This
c-nclusion is supported by the TMI-2 accident experience, where
offsite costs (of evacuation only) were very small compared to
the costs of onsite property damage and replacement power. To

-maintain proper perspective it is important to examine both
onsite and offsite-costs of LWR accidents, particularly in
performing cost-beneftor risk-reduction calculations.. .

..... 4.. o . .t _



CHAPTER 3,,

01S ITE O - ECONOMIC -CONSEQUENCES OF- LWR EVENTS .. . .... ...

LWRE event economic consequences'which most directly affect
the. plant licensee or. occur at onsite- locations are ,diiscusse..
-in, this- sectlonh7._.- 14dels-,used in'estimating. the onsite-economIc
consequences-of LWR-events are-developed. Onsite cost components.
are :estimated for _each.category of LWR operational events.

4.3ý. 1, -.ONSITEý COST. -COMPONENTS-DISCUSSED

The onsite economic consequences which are impo'tant in
estimating the societal.benefits foregone or costs caused by an.
LWR outageor :accident.depend on the severity of the event which
causes the loss. The cost components. discussed in this section.
include. power _production. -cost increases., reactor plant capital
investments lost.,.plant decontamination costs, plant repair
c•osts,,, costs due,.to,-e~ar-ly- decommyissioning-....woQr-ker . healt.h effect.-.-
and. health care. ,costs. .:electric utility "business costs," "
nuclear power industry costs, and onsite litigation costs .which

_may: _r~e su lt.u•f rom.-an .LWR ..event,. :.;These. -costs.eilther directly -.

affect LWR plant licenseea.-. electric-utilities, the nuclr-.
-.-. power industry.- ;or ..,occur ,a onsit e- loca.tions--andar,.e.a r .thef.efore..

....:considered. to -be onsite coasts. Each .,onseitle.scost ...component. is
discussed in deUtail. irhediscount.rate used in the analysis -of
-post-accident- cash•lows is also,,discussed. -

-3- .2 ....:DISCOUNT -,RATE USED•IN ESTIMATING .SOCIETAL COSTS

Present-value discounting is a method ,of representing the,,
time-value of money in '.financial -analyses. .Discounting is used.:

- to convert -all -cash -flows-which occur at different -points in ..
time to ýa -common -time -basis.._-Btandard textbooks on economics
or finance review %,he basis and formulas used in present value-
discounting [BrSl.6a79.Ar76]... -

The discount rate .used in financial analyses is normally - - -- -

chosen to -represent the :"opportunity cost of capital". based on
the- level of risk associated with a particular investment
-strategy [Br81]..--..,This rate is estimated by adding a risk
premium f r--a given investment-to-the risk-free discount rate.-
The -rate-of ,,return:which %oan be .earned on investments with zero
risk is defined t,,be :therisk-free rate. ..(normally-taken to .be V-,--'--I-- •
the -available,.4r.eal. .,rate ý.f, return on short-term U..S; Treasury

..... bills).. -Riskpremiumsare iestimated based on the .risk asso-
ciated with specific investments. Higher levels of risk imply
.higher risk premiums- -The risk-free rate plus -the risk premium

. ..-. - "- - . -'



for an investment corresponds to the -rate of- return: which can
'be earned by invw..sting the same amount of capital in a different

:'project with equal risk.

Discount rates are commonly estimated from intereat rates
charged In capItal markets. Market interest rates include
allowances for general inflation in the economy. .A real

- interest rate can be estimated from the nominal (or observed)
-market rate .using:-

-- _ .. .. . . . . -. .. . . (1 ÷ r .) . ..1 (3. 1 .) . .
.(.. . .. .

where

ra = the apparent interest rate observed in the economy.

i . the inflation rate in the economy

-r -the real-,interest rate.,

It is appropriate to.:,use real discount rates in performing
analyses of. future cash flows to avoid projecting future
i.-nflationrates.and because real cash flows and discount rates ,f
show less variation"than nominal flows and rates.

A societal- ,discount rate is chose-n in this study to repre-
sent the -value Judgement;of society for consumption of capital.
today -versus consumption at some point in the future. The rate,
can also. be interpreted as the opportunity cost of capital to
societyfor low-risk-investments......To eitimate the. societal
discount rate, the prime rate, which is the interest rate
charged by large U.S.`money centers to their best business -

borrowers.is corrected for inflation to arrive at a real dis-
count rata. 1This real-discount rate has averaged approximately
4% per year in recent years. This estimate of the societal
discount rtte-is used in performing all present value analyses
in this study.

The appropriate discount rate for present-value analyses
must be chosen based on the characteristics of the case under
consideration. The rate used in this study may not be appro-
priate for analysts in the-electric utility industry performing
financial risk analyses for nuclear power uplant accidents. In
general, the opportunity cost of capital to industry is higher ,..
:than the societal-discount rate [CR82J. Also, the Office of -

* Management and .Budget of -the U.;S. Government .recommends- the use...-
of a 10% discount-rate for -government decision-making. There-

ofre. the sensi-tivitYof projectedcoststo-discount rate is
studied using .0% (i-e.. no discounting) and 10% rates.along with
the recommended 4%.societal discount rate. . . . . . . . . .. . .- -- - ----
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3". 3-: REPLACEMENT POWER COSTS

One of the -most important cost -components over c.of the

spectrum of LWR events is the incremental'cost of replacement.

power, or the production cost increase for supplying._ power to

the associated electric utility system during a nuclear plant...

outage. The net: s6cietal costs resulting from the need to

replace power which had been produced by a, previously operating

.reactor can be very suestantial. The .ne. cost is incurred

because power produced by-operating nuclear plants is cheaper

than that available fr-om sources used for replacement power

The methods .a,.,iilable for compensating f or the generating.

capacity lost due to a nucleai reactor forced outage depend- on.

the duration and timing of the forced outage event (Bu82). For

shorter duration outages it is possible tiat a utility would not

have to purchase replacement power but through short-term

generation increases and -load management methods could meet the

needs of .its service area. :This had been Identified in a recent

study of the loss of benefits.from-nuclear plant outages [Bu82].-

. .Typical..utilityemergencyoperating procedures for short-term

outages (-1 month to 1 year) are. shown in Table-3.1. The fourth

I item in Table 3.1 -s the purchase of emergency power from other

uti 1 ities.-
... .For--oner-termnuclear:lant,_ ouages or permanent plant

shutdowns, there exists an.alternate set-of opt ionseto offset

the need for generating capacity lost due to the pla'nt -outage.

"These- options ýinclude -long-term purchase agreements with neigh-

bor ing' utilities, '.load management -and- 
conservation -programs

''deferment planned power plant retirements, acceleration of

existing.- -itruction schedules. addition of new'capacity to the-

utility c% ,4truction schedule..additional,>inter-cnnections 
in

•the power 9 id. and the imposition of -restructured electricity

usage rates..- .

All of the available options for compensating for nuclear

plant forced outage time have -associated societal- costs. This-

cost is incurred because nuclear power plants in operation have

very low operating and fuel-cycle costs relative to fossil-

fueled units. -Because large operating nuclear generating

units produce -low-margina.l cost power, they are-normally

employed in base-load generation of electricity and'higher mar-

ginal cost non-nuclear-generating units are used to handle

variationsin power requirements on a daily or seasonal basis.

Theloss of power- generation froma nuclear generating unit

normally.-results 'in.the need toemploy higher-cost generating

'units, and anet cost results from- the use of a more expensive.

......... energysource-...Ther~efore, because of the low marginal power

'production costs of operating nuclear uWits. and- their use in

-meeting- base ..load requirements, any forced. outage is likely to

-result .in some net power production cost increase-.

.3-3
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Table 3.1 - Typ ical utility operating procedures for
short duration outages 'Bu82].

Utility Actiobs .. picaCl feet

Bypass plant pckllution cntrol
equipnont

- vi-tch .fra economic dispatch to
critic.als fuel coAM'ervotian dispatch

Purchase excess -industrial generation -

Purchase oeergency poaer fron other
utilities

-Rduce standby reserves

.Direct load control (customer load

Reduce voltage by 52

Appeal to. Industry

Appeal to jubllc

_-• ... ,Iterrupt interruptible service. -

aum genb&ating units et extrem outputo

,aduc a spinning reserve to so"e

ýRoduce voltage 82 '(en additional 32)

Shad load (rotating blackouts)

Icreas"e available generatig
capacity by a small amount

Prolong time before aore serious
.mergency.. actions: are. necessary.

Add generating capacity

Often bake substantial power
available. but at high cost

Increase generating capacity by
50-100Z of the capacity of a
large unit

Reduce load

Reduce load by 32

teduce load bj 1-22

teduce load by. l-22

Increase generating capacity by
1-M32

Increase genrating capacity by
the capacity of large unit

Reduce load bW 12

Reduce load by amount necessary
to balance with supply

Nhtloaz are listed In the apprximate order In whaich they uSMld be
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Because-of :the..vari'ation. in methods and fuels used for-.gen--
erating. replaceent powerin dif.ferent parts of the U.S.. the
costs of ,,r~eplacementpopwer for nuc!ear pant. outages will1 very .

depending on plant location. In estimating the losses from a
nuclear plaut -forced .outage event..the plant location and likely
mix of units. to be used for generation of -replacement-- power must
be accounted for. Also, the availability of interconnections .nd a
p- .powetr transf er, must 2.be con s ider ed a"!oig with the. ava i la bil i ty.o f of

excess capacity to be used for replacement power generation.'

In this_ study, it is assumed -that- excess, capacity exists for,._.-
.-generat.ion=.of-.repIacement .power for. a. given-reactor. plant ,or sitei
forced outage. This assumption io justified given the current
state of power productive capacity- in -the U.S. ,[BuS2]. However.-
if in some specific case replacement power for a nuclear .nit
outage was not available, then the societal costs of decreaseC
power system reliability ane supply shortages must be considered.
This is discussed. in the study of the loss of benefits from
nuclear plant outages [Bu81]..

--There are other-potential costs resulting from the production
of replacement power.for-nuclear.plant outages which are not:

. estimated in this report. Increased mining, shipment, and burn-
ig of .replacement fuels may result inimpacts on human health.,.

.a -nd safety. Also.. the increased use of fossil fuels could result,
.in. environmental effects, such as acid rain -or CO. global

..---cl-imate- effects.. Th ese. potential.-losses are treateda
-externalities a-n-d _are not :in-cludedint&esiaino
..replacement.:power, costs from nuclear plant. -outages. In this study.'

3..1.SIMP;IF.IEkD MODEL FORNUCLEAR PLANT 'OUTAGE POWER
PRODUCTION COST INCREASES-.

A simplified method for estimating the societal costs
resulting from nuclear power plant-outages has been developed in
.a previous study [BuS2]. A detailed loss of benefits analysis
requires data-intensive- models that simulate the characteristics
of a particular utility affected by a plant outage. These
detailed models include regional load growth, expansion plans.
mix of generating- units, and emergency options which might be
4 available for a particular utility. The simplified method for
estimating. reactor outage costs is intended to provide rough
estimates of the production cost increases for a specific plant
outage ...

..Theo iimplified model relates first year power'production cost
increase-s -to: the fraction of replacement power- from oil fired-
power plants and non-economy* power purchases. The simple model

W Non-economy power purchases refer to power generated by
higher marginal cost _fuel sources (e.g... gas turbines).
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relationship between oil-fired and non-economy. replacement
p power fra.ction and, the power. proditction cost inc:ease due to a

1-,full year oof'- re-actor- our.ag.time is show n Figure 3.1-. Also

show isý 'the range orI results from detailed- loss of "-enefits
case studies from which the simple model is derived. The data-
-from theanalyses are-not sufficient to develop a detailed
relationship, but the da4 ta do provide an estimate of the
-impo r-tanc e :of-: the-- f-raction- of repacement pf - f r m

on6n-economy-sources--in determining production cost increases.
Beyond the f-irst year of forced outage duration, the yearly

-powerproduction cost, increase can be-moddified for real cost

--escalation to estimate' thetotal pwer produ ctio n cost increase
for long-duration plant outages.

In order to use the relationship in Figure 3.1, it is
necessary to estimate the fraction of non-economy purchases
for a specific plar.t outage. For the purpose of this study the
average fraction of replacement power from non-economy pur-
chases within each of the National Electric Reliability Council
(NERC) regions is employed. The NERC regions in the U.S. are
shown in Figure 3.2,. along with the average fraction :of non-
economy replacement power purchases for each -region. in Tabl'•-
3.2 [Bu82]. The average fraction of non-economy purchases
-varies widely across the INERC regions.

Given an estimate of -the fraction of oil-fired and non-
.--conomy--repla&c~ement power pur chases f or'- an -ou-tage.-; thepr 6es ent--
-dis oun:ted-- val u e =of --the -production::cost- -i-ncrease <fo-r•a--g~iven--
forced outage r..n be calculated by integrating over the outage .
duration:-

-: -! -- : : -- . ---- . - -. • . - :. tC -t" : . . . . ' '

MCC
- . Da " -- F(t)er tdt (3.2) -

.65 t

where

- present discounted value.of production -cost
increases over the outage period (198k *),

F(t) * unit production cost increases of outage
versus time ($/tWe-year),

i = electrical generation rating of -reactor
involved in- outage (MWe),

C - - assumed capacity factor ,)f plant had outage
not. occurred (%).

. r . = real. disco~unt rate (per year), -.

I t, - 2 - start, end time of reactor-plant -
outage.--
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Figure 3.1s-Relationship between powr produc t io.o• s
i ncr e ase and no .n- economny power fira cti-ori UEC2~

I

o0 .- . 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
.RACrlON OF OIL-FRE AND
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Figure 3.2 -Regional .Electric Reliability "Councils of th~e
National Electric 'Reli ability Council [Na8l1.J..

.1

-I



Average Praction o 11-'red and Non-e-onemy
Replaeement Energy by NERC--Region-. [BýuG2] .........-

"National Electrc - Percent, of Replacem•et Energy.
...Rellsb•ty Coune.l ftrom O11-Fred. Power.Plants and

Recdon Non-Economy Power Purchases
-. MARC . -20

NPCC. ,9
.. AAC . - 50
MAIN16

- ~WSC C(iknCalifornia)-9. . .! wscO(,non- c,•C~ro n , ) 25

SERC "
- ECAR . ___

...... .ed.on.ANL..los-oT-benefttudld:BuS2. Data from pther regions derl
hrom.[NA8lDESl].ra: u o " nw

Over a ten year outage period, the replacement fuel for a known outage wo

change an utilities make firm arrangements for power transfers. The. regions hal

the highest dependence on IWgb-prlced fuels. would be the most likely to cha

-over time. In general, replacement capacity would not be available In less that

.ieare.'

ved:

old .

ing :"

g10 " - .. ..

. .D.. .. ... .

ff4
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The s' impl-Ie model d erived in the loss o-l w ý. d ef benefits stu"y on
the.assumption that ,the p.anrt would have operated at an average
c • apacity factor -of 65% had. the outage not occurred.

SThe real 'powert ýproduction. cost increas.e as -a function- of-
time can be specified. Two cases of importance include the
assumption of -zero growth in.real.power production. costs
(F(t) constant in equtation 3.2), and .a constant real escala-

-- tion rate- of- -power -production cost. For the -latter- case *the-
-. production.cost::model-becomes": "

.MC.D* 
-

t2 -

foe~r)d

ti

,(3 .3)

or.

NCP?

_65-
(3.44)

where

zero ($/?4We-year).
- Z.. - g real_`escalation -rate of replacementpoe

costs. (per year).

This_ is the- form of -the. model which is used in ýthis study,--with
F estimated from the average fraction of replacement power,.
Bupp-lied from non-economy purchases (Tible 3.2).

It is important to recognize the limitations and assumptions
which underlie--the-simple model for estimating, power production
cost increases due to reactor outages:

1. The model is intended to provide estinates of the
power production cost increases for long-duration

- outages at nuclear power plants.

2. The model does not account for utility-specific
characteristics such as fuel mix. excess capacity.
load curves, and alternative options which could be

-.employedduring plant outages.
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3. 'The'' co r rrela t ion" between replaceament .,eneergy from non- .-
economy purchases and the production coet increase due
to the first year of outage time is-ba6ed only on a.
.'range of-values~-observed in detailed case -studies.-

4. The -average(non utility-specific)- fraction:of.
... non-economy replacement..power purchases for an NERC

region is ued.- in this study.

5. -The cost es tAima-tes-are ebased-on -studies' performed- a-t- a-
time-when fossil fuel prices were high relative-to -

nuc.lear generation costs.. Drastic. changbs in world
oil .pgrices.--or othevr fossil- .fu~el pri-ces relative -to
nuclear generation-costs could.-change the basis for
-the model.-,

6. External replacement power-costs such as environmental
..effects are not.included in the model.

-- The simple replacement.-power cost-model is used for outages
•of less than 10 years duration in this-study. -.The model is also
used to estimate the costs-.of short duration outage events
(<1 year). This is an extension of the."intended use of the

--.model-sinfce- it vwas -,.devel.oped-f~o~r-useo in. model ing product ion cost
increases for .long duration..outages. The model does not account"f0or daily or .seasonal -effects which-might have important impacts
--n-the- costs- -of-- sho-rt outages-. rat-nt-e-esrs--o--le
v iate :tthie need- ro--replacment-power .:purchases [BuB2]. ] .There.--:-,-_-_-
.fore, the simple model could:signiicantly overestimate t.te

cssfor very sho-rt duration- outages. -,However,. .the model le,
appropriate--based-on .other-uncertainties in the event cost
analysis performed'in this study-. For plant outages lasting
more -thanlOyears-or-permanent plant -shutdowns.-,the--power--pro.- 7
-dution -cost increase for the-first -10 "years is combined with - ".'ý,-

t•hecapital cost model discussed in the following section. The
replacement power cost model is also used to estimate power
purchase costs for multiple unit plant shutdowns at a single
site.-

3.4. REACTOR PLANT CAPITALINVESTMENT LOSS AFTER SEVERE
ACCIDENTS-

- For some LUR events, plant damage may be so severe that the
reactor would be permanently shut down sooner than originally
planned, thus shortening the productie lifetime of the reactor
plant. -In these cases, the entire capital -investment in the

.plant-may not-,have ýbeen recovered,: so some part. of the -capital
-cost of the plant represents investment lost. -The normal method
for- accounting- for -this- -loss would be to calculate the depreciated

- - -. ---- 3--
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value. o` the. reactor: plant at the tm.e of the event. The
. .remaining book value of the plant is -a loss after an event- which
results in early, permanent shutdown.

For example, if a nuclear, plant is 18 years old when an
event causing permanent :plant shutdown- occurs, and the antici-
pated plant service lifetime is 40 years, 22 years of societal
benefits-from plant operation are lost due to the event. To
account_-:forth is physical plant-loss using traditionalmethods,
the- initial capit.al investment in, the plant would ,be -depreciated
over 18. -years _using a specified depreciation schedule (e.g..

-_ýstraight 7-line._ sum-of-the-years digits, .. double declining_, .ning
balance). This- depreciated- value. -should -.represent-the remaining
value of the initial capital investment. Unfortunately, stan-,
dard accounting depreciation and plant lifetime schedules are
accelerated and shortened to allow-for earlier capital depreci-
ation tax deductions. Therefore, the depreciated capital value
estimated using this method may be zero. •Also, the possibility
of investment appreciation is not accounted for in estimates of
book value using'depreciation schedules.- Therefore, the stan-
dard accointing_ book value does.not truly represent the poten-'

..tial future societal benefits of plant operation which are lost
deto the accident.

The net societal::cost of permanent plant shutdown is esti-
-mated in -this study by ,.including replacement power cost . •,. *,

increa'ses. a nd 7c apvi ta.1 tcosts; ne essa ary trepae the lost,
productive.-capacity of -the-.•plant:.._ Power production cost

7: fr increases are integrated for •a period of 10 years 'in which new
iproductive capacits could be .built to :r.place the shutdown
-plant. After .the new" replacement.,plant -Is constructed and

.-'brought on line,-the capital costs of the new plant are inte-
grated .for-_the remaining lifetime of the original' plant at.which
the- accident ..occurred:. In the.'example.--the annualized. capital
costs of the new plant are integrated fo 12 years after
completion of the new plant. This cost Is added to the 10-year
integrated cost"vofreplacement power purchases necessary while
the new plant was under construction and non-productive (Figure
3.3). Thus, the net societalvcost of the plant shutdown
includes 10 years -of replacement power purchases, and 12 years
of new plant capital amortization. Costs beyond the projected
productive lifetime of the damaged' plant are assumed to be
s... imilar to those incur-rd had the accident not taken place .
Therefore, .the time horizon of concern with this approach is
limited to the-remaining productive lifetime of the original

-plant. -It Is.-assumed -,that a:-nuclear plant .would be built to
,:replace the-damaged plant. 1for-ease of cost estimation. -... "

-.-.:The present .value ::of t'he -"capital costs of a 'new 1000 MWe
nuclear powerplant at,_the time of plant startup is assumed in--"
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F:igur-e 3.3 -- Replacement power.cost i-tcreases and new
replacement plant capitalV costs in examp.e problem.
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-this- i•study to be -3 billion 1982 dollars . Thi!s cost e.ti-
mate--is. ued to -estimate an annualized capital charge over -the
40-year'ý plant life using standard present' value'-discounting.
't is assumed that :plant. capit-al costs are linearly,.dependlent..

'on'plant -electrical 'output rating in th.e analys'is.... No.capital
costs- are included for accidents which- result in'-replacement

--power purchase periods of less than 1,0: years.. Capital costs are- -
only estimated for severe reactor accidents (category.II and .III

- -•_events) _wh-ch might-result-in early -permanent.--plant'-shutdwn.; -

. ..... The present discounted cost calciilated using the above
method :includes the value of the physical -plant. l~oss.. and power..
product ion cost increases- assuming, that excess capacity .-exlists
which can be -used for replacement electric power generation

--- during new pl-ant construction. - The -cost-'reflects the use of a
non-optimal fuel for electric power generation for the 10 year-
period in which new capacity is not available to replace the
damaged plant. However. if for: some reason sufficient :excess
capacity does'not exist for replacement.of-the lost generation
capacity, -then the above method must be modified to account for
the costs -of. potential-',electric- power supply shortages (i.e..
brownouts, blackouts) which are not included in-the simple
rep-lacement- power- cost model.

3.5 PLANT DECONTAMINATION COSTS
....... " .fter serious -a c-iden t " at' i wR -facility ý(med ium r
large consequence event.).- it" may be" necessary to decont a mina te.
areas within the. !p-ower .plant:,,which have ..become contaminated with. .
radioactivea:m terial-rel-eased from the :reactor 4core.. Cost- esti- s -
mates for the decontamination of .areas within the reactor plant..after serious accidents .:are -reviewed in this ýection. Thesefcosts are negligible fr routine..forced outage... events.

3.5.1 PLANT DECONTAMINATION COSTS FOR CATEGORY II EVENTS
(MEDIUM CONSEQUENCES) -

A flowchart for post-accident actions following LWR events
of different severiti.es is presented in Figure 3.4. After any
severe LWR accident the facility must be brought to a stable .

-condition. ,The stabilization of plant systems would result in
small incremental costs relative to the costs of cleanup and
:repair' or .lecommissioning. The costs of post-accident plant
decontaminatlon are ,discussed in-this section. ,. -.

_..1 VA~ -I- dntxperience 
.

. The"experience gained to date with the cleanup of the
accident at Threo Mile Island Unit 2 provides a source of
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Figure 3.4- Flowch.at of post-accident actions for
LlWqP event ca-tegories- .
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i-nformation -regard ingo medium consequence reactor accident
' ceanup/decontaminaot-i costs. The accident on March 28,-1979...
.resultedin-signi-ficant fuel cladding failure and perhaps some
-fuel- meltitng- .Ain.--the i reactor core regio n. The auxiIia !ry and.
c-onnt ainment .buildings for-Unit 2,were contaminated with radio-"
active-material released from the reactor core during the

•" " a cc ident , " - . - : -: :.. .- . . .....

S Seveal--time-and: .ost estimates -for the TMI-2 recovery-:.,-:-
-.,,,.,program. have- been- developed as the cleanup process continues.

Because- the process :is a learning experience.- cost estimates and
program. plans. must- 'beý *.cont inualIy ý updated .to.- reflect.. new...inf.or---.

...... marion. :The -cost- estimates presented-in thi-s section are. based..._-,.on-Revision 1 of the -2 RecoVery Program Es-timate dated

July. 1981 [GP81]. Updated recovery pAogram plans and cost
estimates have been prepared but the-cost estimates are not
significantly different from the 1981 estimates.

..The estimates of the cleanup costs for the TMI-2 unit
contain allowances for delays resulting, from problems in
flnancing plant cleanup and regulatory concerns. Revision"l:-of
.ov_.r.the._ rec_€_Overy program plann includes a longer time for plant
cleanup. *dueI t.o --the ..-la~ck_.,*of_ .:avai Iabl e -funding_ 'for the recovery
program. -..-The extended cleanup program ,plan incorporates higher
cost -estimates, for .base.pl~ant operations -and maintenance which ,
must be performed throughout the entire cleanup process regard-.
-1es o te~ttlrgadrt~n _er .ardistinct cost........ :. •...:es .-_of•;_t e !t0_ aI. pr.•o_q.i~a m.• _€-u.r a.t n_ ._ ion i-_Th u -e . ._,eox •_ s._.._._ ,•_._.. •8••. .... •.,,..••,.....i.,,~

advantages. to :completion of the cleanup.program. in: the shortest
possible time period.:

The cash "flow digram -.or tesimated csso h M-
-decontamination and cleanup .program is shown in Figure. 3.. The.,
cash flows •represent.-total. undiscounted costs in 1980 dollars
.or each yeard measured from t"e t Ime- of,' accidtent occurrence'.
The -estimates include -co.sts for disposal, of radioactiv•e waste.
except for the reactor core which is to be .;tored in the Spent
Fuel Storage ,Pool. The estimates do not in-lude allowances for
reconstruction or decommissioning of the reactor after cleanup.
The costs for man-rem incurred during the cleanup process are
also not included in the total cost estimates. However, the
projected cleanup effort is predicted to result in -30.000
man-rem-to workers, which is a small contribution to the total

estimated cleanup.cost. :

The net present.,value of the T1I-2 decontamination and
cleanup costs-per Revision Iof the program plan is estimated

- Cost-estimates:for the 1979-1980 period are combined in
Reviion lof the T4I-2 Recovery Program Plan. The total Cost
for 1979-1980 has been scaled by the actual duration of the
recovery program in 1979 and 1980 to estimate expenditures in
these years._
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Fig ure 3.15- - Projected exipenditures on TMvi--2 decontamination
-. program versus time [GP811 ]...
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,zusing-discrete escalation and discounting::

Dc n

ri=O

Swhere

-DC the net.present value. of deconta.mni nati on cos ts--a6-
-the time-of. accident occurrence., -

n = the year measured from the year of accident occurrence,

mi the year .of the completion of the cleanup program.

Cn" unescalated,: undiscounted-program cost estimate-for
year n-after accident occurrence . - .

g rea1 escalati-on rate for .progr am-costs (assumed
co......... nstant and uniform for all costs)-

r real discount rate for program costs.

Geer~al PublicP Ut htie (GU mbiinte sf talrram, cos t
are computed using ithen-current dollars(i.e. not, in constant.

i. dollars').. :The GPU estimates of the costs in-clude cost escala-
_..tion ---n Becht~el work .of '9.% :per year. and cost- escalation on. GPU
wQxk of 8% per.year. This leads.to the GPU estimate of total
-undiscounted decontamination program costs of approximately
$.l.-OxlOO dollars. . .

-The cost proj'ections used in this study are based on con-
stant dollars. The net discounted-cost of the decontamination
and cleanup program for the THI-2 accident versus the real
discount rate is shown -in Figure 3.-6. The discounted cost is-
sensitive to ,the discount rate.chosen because the program is
planned to cover an 8 year time period.

The constant-dollar discounted and escalated cost of the
TKI-2 decontamination and cleanup program is shown versus the
parameter (l+g)/(l+r) in Figure 3.7. If thediscount rate
chosen- is.-equivalent to %the escalation rate chosen, 'the dis-
counted cost i s. the same as the total unescalated. unddiscounted
iconstant-dollar cost estimate. .For a 4% real discount rate, and::.
a 0% real esca•at.ion .rate .,(i;.e, real growth incosts). the .,-.
net present cost -of the programas planned is -750 million
1980 dollars (-850 million 1982 dollars).

Finally., the sensitivity of the total cleanup cost aestimate''
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Figure 3r"61 Tota! projected-cost of TMI-2
-decntamina if6nprograinversus discount rate.
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-Fig'-re._ 3. Total -projected .ccG ýt. of ..TMI-2 decontamiin ation

programn.inc]ui.ng escalation and dA scounting.
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.- f o.r ,,It2heT.2 accident: to. the _ti-me period of the cleanup proc.ess'
is shown. in. Figure-3.8 The 4'cold io n" cost of maintaining the

.... plant in a stabl e condition without any decontamination -ctivi-
Sties-wa s assumIe( to bt- -40 4ýiilion do6lars pei year [Ra83]).
The amount- es-t-i:.ated. to, -be-s pent above ýthis, amount was. sca led
to es-timate -co-s.cs f.or. a .4. year and a 12 year program duration.
Discounted cost estimatec for the 4. .. and 12. year decontami-

..nation• pr.ogram durations are shown in Figure.3 .8.. This. figurre .
shows that a rapid. efficient program could reduce the'deconta-
mination costs substantially. However, given the regulatory -and
fnnca crstrairits wh ich wouleitaernysveac-

dent it, is -,un ik4elyy that rap raid ceianup mpogram could .everi be
carriedo. -

3.5.1.2 PNL Post-Accident Cleanup Study

A study- performed to estimate' the•.-post.-accident cleanup .and
decommissioning costs for a reference PWR provides a source of
information regarding.-severe accident..cleanup-costs [Ku82a.,-•
Mu82b]. "The reference accidents, estimated, manpower require-
mernts. b_-for c.le anup -,--and- est-i~mate d costs f or. cleanup from the
study are shown in TabDle 3.3. The re.3ctor core is assuned to
4tsatay.. within ::the- reactbr :vessel in all -of -the reference acci..
de'nts..-:Co.rge_-melt accidents with reactor- vessel melt-through_4are
not considered.- The cost estimates for cleanup of the accidents
a-e---""T-e- based. -oe n on--the- --aassumptionv-that a rapid.-efticient cleanup= -"-

.program 'is :possib-le ..using available technology without financi'alI
.or regula.tory.contraints.. _The.. cl eanup..-cos.t • est-ima t.e.s--_f or. ._the .
severe-"accidents considered range from $78-378 million1981..dollars and total preparation and clean%'p periods of-3-8.years.,
The cost estimates do not include .estimates for. researckh and-

.devel-op1ment -"pro9-gram"expenditures whi tiha-ve.'added. to- "e costs
..of.the TMI-2 recovery pr ogram.- The TMI-2 accident is-"iimila.
to. a scenario 2 or-3 accident as defined in the sv'udy. The
study predicts that the cost of cleanup of. the i'MI-2 .accidentt,
could he less than half oef current GPU program estimates. How-
ever. it is unlikely that these optimistic.cost estimates could-
be achieved based on regulatory and financial considerations.

3.5.2 PLANT DECONTAMINATION COSTS FOR- CATEGORY III (LARGE-
CONSEQUENCE) EVENTS .

-It is necessary to estimate accident cleanup and decontami-
nation costs for an accident which results in full-scale core
melting and subsequent breach of the reactor.veksel. No his-
.. tori.al daaorpr.ectd-. cost -,estimates, for onsite decontami--"
nation exist for such events. The dominant cost contributor for
cleanup--of -these events---i---likely- to--be--the cos of- vork--ng in .
high radiation environments. Experience at TMI has shown that
each -- an-hour spent in high radiation environmetits requires
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'FigUe 3.8 s"Estimate-d -TM I decontami-nation program costs
for var.ious program dura-tions.
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* 'Resultv, c PNL Study of Po~t-Aceldent Cleanup CA MutbJ 9

V.tmastedP'.aramotewo Seoseauo 1. Aceldent Beernaa'lo Aecident. Seenarlo, 8 Ae~eldent

An accident which ;An accident which 'An accident which

. uts in 10% results In •0% results in U1,0%
fueldading ailre 'fuel dladdlIng fWle, Nuel cladding failuare,

no fuel melting, some ruel melting, significant fuel milting OIl

mWodrate contam'ination extensive radioactivýe core datnag,: severe
of the containmet contamlnmitln or the radioactive contamination

Aceldena i tsci~plibn building and no buildin g, moderate.: ofthe containment;

igdnlfc•ant physical contaminacion of the buIlding, imo&ete!

damag to auxiliary and fNei ot&MrnluMjoR of thb

buildinlgs and , building, And only auxiliary and fuel

equipment. minor physical damage building, z.nd nijoi

Sbuildings physical damage to!
an d equipment. structures and. uipmet.

Taota Manpower
Required for 465 sign 1823 man-years 3564 man-years

Cleanup r~ ~ i •;:i

Preparation Period for 1.5 yeas 2yes 8. exra

QlaessnpProgram Duration .1.5 iyeai6 2._yew 5-. _____& ja
Total Time to Completion 3.0 Sj eaear. s .0 year "

Entimuated Total Accident
C•anup Cosv, $78.0 mIlliont '200 million 837.2 mlon

timated Decommisdoning . 2A.,2". l. o

Cloat. eollowugs 896.-45114 million ! I " " n

Accident Clesaup. _ _ _ _ _ r _____ i__________

* Ra•ag is band on ..'ternative decommissioning methods of dismantlement, safe storage, or entombment of
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'an additional .10-10. man hours in prepaaration, iegu!atory, and

related activities. After a.core-melt accident with reactor
-. :vessel melt-through, the radiation fields within.the plant con-

tainment could be.much higher than those observed within the
TMl plant.

.. Bas.ed on these considerations and experience..with severe
accident-cleanup costs, it is almost.ertain that cleanup .costs.
would be greater after a core-melt event than after a degraded
core accident confined to the reactor vessel. This is based on
the assumption that permanent entombment of the plant in place

7. +after. the acident would be- an unacceptable cleanup alternatlve.:----:-

As a.lower bound, twice the optimistic estimate of -400
million dollars for cleanup of a degraded core accident is used

..for cleanup of-a core-melt accident with subsequent.vessel
breach. As-an upper bound, it is assumed that -the, ore-melt
accident could result in a factor of 3 greater cleanup costs
than-theaccident at TMI-2. -Thus, an upper bound of.~2500
million dollars will be assumed. :,A best-estimate of. 2 times the

* TMI-2 accident cleanup:-costs. or -1700 million dollars..is--
used. for core-melt accidents with reactor vessel breach. As
with the TMI-2 accident. the total--man-rem incurred in the
cleanup process is likely to be a small contributor to overall
-cleanup programcosts.

These estimates of core-melt accident onsite decontamination 41

standing of severe accident physical processes. and post-accid0ent-
cleanup methods and effectiveness. Estimates of the costs of the

..cleanup program for the T1I-2 accident are uncertain due to a ..

lack of available information concerning the state of the - .

reactor plant. Future information gained. from experience should
:be incorporated,:into updated- cleanup cost estimates.--

3.6 PT.ANT BEPAIR COSTS -

Some events at LWR facilities which-occur during operation
may result in damage to plant components which would require
repair before the continuation of plant operation. The magnitude
of plant repair costs for various ranges of accidents are dis-
.cussed in this section. -Only-marginal repair costs are included i

in the analysis.: not.those costs which.would-have been borne if
an accident did no. occur.

The maqgnitude of plant repair costs is difficult to quantify
for the majority-of LWR-forced outages or accidents. The major

reason-for this 18-the difficulty in distinguishing between
normal maintenance of plant equipment and repairs which are

forced by an event. In many cases repairs after an event can
be performed bv the normal plant operations crew. and outside
contractors are not employed. Also, for most routine operating
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.. events, replacement parts for• repairs -have -relatively-small
costs.-* Moreover,. the cenrs of. repairs 3fter routine forced
outages are normalIy: not distinguished on financial- records..
Thus. it is difficult obtain any data on the repair cost (if
any cost.-was incurred)-fok routine. outages. -

KMore severe LWR operational events obViously--g-m-ght involve
significant plant repair costs. For the purpose of this report,
repair costs are distinguished from the costs of decontamination
of plant equipment after a severe accident at an LWR facility.
Repair costs for events which cause severe plant contamination
are -def1ine& to include only the work necessary to- restore-..thed"-..p-plant to ýoperatiobnal 'status after .decontamination.has. beencom-_
pleted (see Figure 3.-4).-.

3.6.1 REPAIR COSTS FOR CATEGORY I EVENTS

TTo estimate the- cost-of plant repair after forcedýoutage
events, historical -plant, operational data was combined with-
onsite property damage data for LWR outage events (Ho82]., Plant
repair costs are.compared with the magnitude of other costs for
routine LWR events. The data for plant -repair cost versus the

-..----.dura ti on- of -the- resulting- forced outage-event -are--shown-- in---- .
Figure,-3.9. This graph shows-the plant repair cost per hour of

.plant outage as a function of outage duration -for the availableý

- tntwo NERC regions- based on the ,replacement power :cost model
'discussed in Section 3.3.1. Lines corresponding to $250.0006V750.000, and $1.000.000 total repair costs are also shown in
-Figure 3.9. -These lineescorrespond to commonly chosen deduct---

ible liisi niepop-erty -damage insuraznce6 policies- [L6821.ý

If the. total. repair csta:for 6an outage eventis less than
the7.deductible limittfor the plant under consideration. then.
data for the total repair costs resulting from the outage were
unavailable. -This is the reason for the general lack of data-
within the deductible limitu. Many LWR -outages result- In- total
repair costs within the deductible limits. Of the -70 LUR
long-duration forced outage events analyzed. :only 9 events
resulted in repair .costs which were above the deductible limits.
These data points are..ahown 1-n Figure 3.9.

The'repair cost data in Figure 3.9 show that for all LU
events which do not result in significant plant contamination.
repair cost (per hour) is predicted to be lese than 20% of the
replacement power ,cost -•(pe 'r'hour) for a 1000'e plant. This*
d4ata includes repair vost_ etimates for the. Brown's Ferry ftre.

-. zd the steam generator re-tubing outage at ThI-I. The data
.-repeKaent the upper limits of plant repair costs for routine
outdges. since many events resulted in repair costs lower than
t-ie.deductible-limits. The data indicate that typical plant
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- -Figure 3.9 - -Plant repair cOst for LWR forced
- outage events from historical data.'
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repair costs- are in the-,range of -$.1000 per. hour of outage..
duration.

Based -..on the analyses of repair.,costs for LWR plant outages.

Sit is -likely that plant repair costs would be small compared to
-,replacement power costs incurred after a routine forced outage

event.-As -a. lower bound, plant damage repair, costs are assumed
to be negligible compared- to :replacement, power costs for routnne
forced outage events. A best estimate of plant repair costs of
$I000 per hour of outage duration is used in the analysis of

:",•-small€consequence event- costs. Finally. as an upper bound plant
-.re:pair r costs.. for:- routine- LWR outages are estimated t -be 20% of
replacement power costs.

- 3.6.2 -REPAIR --COSTS FOR CATEGORY II -EVENTS

.Estimates of-the repair and-the sum of repair and decontam-
ination coitas for the accident at TMI-2 are shown in Figure 3.9.
The estimates for repair costs per hour are higher than those--
for routine forced outage events. The repair costs represent
about:20% of the total_-decontamination-and-repair costs. :Also.

_the. estimates of the total recovery coJts for THI-2 are-compar-.
able to-the estimates off--replacement power costs for the acci-.
dent. Thus,-for events which result in significant plant
_€ontamination, 'it is likely that ,,repair and decontamination
costs will b.ýe,"signi~ficaiaj4t ,in elatio 1-6to rieplceme-power~
csts. However in the case f-te -ac -cident at TMI-2. -repair

.. costs-alone would only represent about 10% of the total esti-
mated accident cost--_includin replacement power costs).. -

- The accident at TWA1-2 is- used "to estimate-the cost -of plant
repai for .ýmedium consequence. (category. 11) events -af terpln

decontamination has been carried out. The estimates are based
on the assumption that repair of the reactor plant is chosen
over decommissioning after cleanup. Reconstruction and restor-
ation of the'THI-2-unit to-pre-accident, status is estimated to
cost between'$1 90and $260 million 1982 dollars. Gepending on
the costs included in reconstruction. These estimates are
preliminary, and the final costs will not be known until the
plant has beendecontaminated and repair is undertaken.

A inimuim repair :'cost -is estimated for category I -events-

assuming that-only thevcore must be replaced ý(-80 million 1982
* dollars) .and refueling and startup tests must be conducted'
A-22 million 1982.dollars). This results 'in a lower bound
repair cost tetia ,itof $100"million 1982-dollars for these
-events. As-aAs ;"&a bound -on-:repair, cost estimates 1 or, cate$gory
II events, it is-assused tt4-vtthe core must be replaced (-80
million 1982 dollars)ýand plant,treconstruction and associated
site-support. operations. and,-refueling services would ,require

.3 times the effort currently projected for TMI-2 (-S20 million
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" .o.llare).. This leads__ to., an. upper .bound:. estimate .of '-.600.....
million 1982 dollars for plant repair costs. A best-estimate
.of.275. million.1982 dollars as projected for the repair of

TMI-2. after cleanup-:is used in the analysis [GzBl].

3.6.3 REPAIR COSTS FOR CATEGORY II1 EVNTS•

Reparir co'sits aftei r- 'severe LWR Accidents, invol,6vin-g core-melt
and reactor vessel breach would be substantially higher than

..-those for an event like the THI-2 accident in the .event that
plant repair ..is -chosen over immediate decommissioning. A large

-contributV, to the7 differencein repai-r cos-ts-for-a core-melt
accident -would be. the replacement of the reactor vessel- after
such an Ui{nt. Also. very significant containment system damage
might exist%-4er core-melt accidents. The repair and requali-
fication of the- -antts ernected to be very nostly because
current LWR designs dobno-t-L clude plans for reactor vessel -

replacement. Because of -he large decontamination costs and the
potential severity--of .plantdamage after core-melt.accidents
with reactor vessel breach. it is likely Zhat immediate decom-.

1missioning will be the most cost-effective action. Even if
repair-.isundertaken and -,the plant- is returned- to-operation. -it -.

-.. is estimated-that 'costs will be close -to those for immediate
decommissioning. T•Thusall large consequence, (Category '11)
events are treated as though repair is not. performed and early,

-d e c ommi-as s-ion.ing-• sbegun--imme d iatel-y---af te r--p-l ant .--c--ea nup. -1-Thi-s- .
should -lead to small :errors in cOststimationfor .these -events -

I
3.7 EARLY DECOMO4ISSIONING-COSTS FOR CATEGORY I-I AND III- • :EVENTS" ' -_ . :

------ ,fter -accidents-at -LWR- facilities resulting •n- plant--con- - -

.. tamination. an-:alternative-to plant repair-and restoration to -

pre-accident condition is immediate.-decommissioning. -This
results not only in the need to replace the power which would
have been gonerated:over..the remaining plant life. but also .
-incuxri.ng costs for. decommissioning earlier than anticipated.
Because of present value discounting, incurring decommissioning
costs soonerresults in real costs. -It is assumed that the
decommissioning cost incurred after plant decontamination would
.be-roughly-the same as that which is anticipated at the normal.
end of plant life. This assumption -is validated in studies of

.post-accidentcleanup and decommissioning :[Mu82a.,u82b].

-Much study has'been done -onnhe costs of decommissioning -

-LURs. Most studies exami-ne al, ternatives of mothballing° di-
- - mantling, or :entombing.9reactors. -and. esetimate -costs for each-.

alternative. .Tble3.4 ýshows a comparison of decommissioning
-cost .estimates of -different organizations over a range of

studies. The costs represent the total undiscounte•i aummation
-of all decommissioning costs -at the time of -plant shutdown.

*1

-pt
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Most- sttudies include a Contingency in the c st estimate of -25%
(Sm787. Mu76 . :All cost-esti~mates have' been updated-to 1981.
doI!a.rs using simple price.indexes. [Pr83]. An-undiscounted_
decommissioning cost estimate of $00, million 1982 dollars is
usedi.n this study; based on immediate dismantlement of the
r.eactor plant.

'The real cost incurred due to accelerated decommissioning
of a reactot facility is dependent upon the ti, me during the-life
of the reactor at which decommissioning occurs. The real cost

.-due to accelerated decommissioning is .calculated using:

Dd S l.O--e-(l-td)r (3.6)

where

Dd =real cost incurred due to acceleration cf
decommissioning activities.

S Z cost of decommissioning at en- -of plan% life (-$100
million 1982 _dollars).

r = real discount rate.

I a plant service life (40 years).

td t time at whichdecommissioning. starts, measured from
the start of plant .commercial operation.

For severe reactor accident8 involving plant contamination, a

long time period may-be necessary for plant cleanup before
-decommissioning activities begin. This is accounted for in the
cost analyses-. ...

Sensitivity studies were performed to determine the-
importance of early decommissioning costs to total costs for
medium and large consequence accidents. For accidents which
occur very early during plant life, the cost due to accelerated
decommissioning can be a substantial fraction of the $100
million dollar-end-of-life decommissioning cost. However,
accelerated decommissioning costs are. generally small compared.
to total costs for medium and large consequence events.

3.8 :WORKER-HEALTH EFFECT AND MEDICAL CARE COSTS

..Any.event :at 'an LKR facility has the potential for causing
plant -worker health -impacts. .tThese impacts may have costs4 . .. '. -.

ranging from minimal health care costs to costs for worker
fatalities caused by an event. A review of standard methods
for accounting for health care and health effects .costs is
included in section__4.4.6 on. of f site ,health ef focts and medical
care-costs. .
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3.8.1 " HEALTH COSTS FOR CATECORY I EVENTS

Plant worker health effects resulting from routine LWR
forced outage events are extremely rare. These'health effects
are incurred as part of the risk of operating-an LWR facility.

-- .. _nd are. nat included in the cost estimates for routine forced -

outage events. Because 'of the low probability-of worker:health
effects,-and the small 1costs of' such effects, other costs. asso-
ciated wi-th routine fordced-outage events will dominate expected
worker. health.effect costs,.

A38.2 'EALTH COSTS FOR CATEGORY -1 EVENTS

Accidents involving significant contamination of the-L[R-
facility result in an increased potential for worker health
effects because:of the radioactive material released within t'ae
plant. PlantwortersiAn.areas of the plant where serious system
failures occur'may also sustain injuries- induced by causes other
than radiation.

Because very lilttle data exists for category. II accidents,
any-estimation of the likelihood of resulting worker health
effects is highly uncertain. Because the accidents in this
category-do. not result iinre-actor vessel fai-luze or 1-age
releases of radioactive material to the environment around the
. 'planti it.is= likeyI . ha.t a.ny.resuIting injUries.inthe an..
area- will behighly localized. Therefore, the accidents are not
expected to be significantly different-from normal plant opera-
tion for the, possibility..of, worker injuries, and no significant
worker health effect:c6sts are assumed to'res,•it from accidents.-
in this category. This is consistent with the historica)

.- experience of TMI-2 Even if some of.the plant work crew were
injured during an accident of this type, cost-estimateslfor this
impact would be small compared to.other accident costs (if rea-
sonable dollar-values iare used for health effect-costs)...

3.8.3 HEALTH COSTS FOR CATEGORY I II EVENTS

The most serious core-melt accidents at L[R facilities may
result in significant i-.juries .or fatal.ities among workers at
the facility. Failure of the reactor vessel and possible
release of radioactive material to the environment could lead
to contamination of equipment and exposure of workers in many
areas of the plant. -

An upler-bound.estimate-of the costs of worker health
effects after a -Zategr-y ýI Tr.accident has been evaluated and
included in the financial.risk estimates of Strip [St82.,

.Estimated.dollar values for worker injuries ($100.000/injury)
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and fatalities (1,,000.000/fata:Iity) were used in the analysis.
. typical work shift for a single plant includes approximately
40 workers. _ad it was conservatively assumed that a core-melt
accident-would reis-uit in 10 early fatalities and 30 eariy
.injuries. This results in anupperestimate -of. worker health'
effec-ts cost of -13 million dollars. Tbis cost is small
compared"tn-other cost' coponents: f6r core-melt accidents..

3.1-8.4 CONCLUSION-WORKER HEALTH EFFECTS AND HEALTH CARE COSTS .

For routine outage events or severe accidents which do not.
- breach the reactor vessel. it is-assumed that no-significan-t
onsite worker health impacts are incurred. Even if a large
fraction of the onsite workers incurred health effects after a
severe accident, the contribution to total accident costs is
small if.:reasonable values for personnel injuries and fatalities.
are used. For core-melt accidents with reactor vessel failure.
an upper-bound of 10 early fatalities and 30 injuries is used
_to estimate the costs of onsite worker health effects. Even
this worst-case assumption ot worker health effects contributes*
-negligibly to total accident losses;- Onsite costs for, these
accidents are dominated by other co:st components. Methods used
.forestimating the costs. of .offsite-,health effects- from severe

_. _accidents are. discussed Ain section 4.4.6.................. .. .. ......
..3.9. ELECTRIC UTILITY "BUSINESS COSTS" AND NUCLEAR POWER

.INDUSTRY IMPACTS

It is possible 'that -. plant licensee or electric utilities
in general might incur higher costs. for-borrowing -capital and._ý.

-continuing to-provide adequate electricity to service-areas-
after.severe accidents at LWR-facilities. These costs are
-incremental -business.costs" which are'discussed in this sec-
tion. Another possible impact of severe LWR accidents may be,
future policy decisions which lead to the.rapid shutdown, phas-
ing out, or slowed growth of the nuclear electricity generating
industry in the U.S.., These potential nuclear power industry
impacts are also discussed in this section.

3.9.1 ELECTRIC UTILITY "BUSINESS COSTS"

"Business costs" have been addressed in studies which .esti-
..mate the costs of closing currently operating nuclear generating:
facilities [Stehlb].,.These costs might result from altered.risk
perceptions. in financial-markets combined with, the. nned for the
plant-Alicensee to -replace the income onc, -generated by the-
operating plant. These costs mainly would affect the licensee
of a damaged plant, but could alec zfrect the electric utiiity
industry in general through the financial markets.
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Business costs originatein the-ihcreaseý costof capital
to an electric utility:caused by increased borrowing costs in
financial markets or !imitations on accessý co financial markets.

:Increased borrowing costs result from altered perceptions of
ri-sk in investment-in-ae specific utiility which results in a:
higher demanded return -on- capital--. - Limit-ations-on access to-
financial markets cah reSýlt-from the' plant license-e's loss of
income -which.results in insuff-icient coverage -on-exis-ting..-
7finaca dcr'ity- commitm-4nts-. -This, occurred ýaf ter- the -TMI-2

.....accidentasMetropotanEdison's intc.-rest- coverage ratio fell
.-below 2..OO which prohibited the issuance of- new bonds.- Capital•
borrowing •costs andor, ma-rket -access limitations can have
seri~ousimpacts on construction programs.- financing options..and
dividend policies. all of which did occur after the TMI-2
accident [GA8O].

In.discussingbusiness costs it is important to distinguish•
between increased capital borrowing costs due to improved
informatign provided- by an accident, and possible increases in
borrowing costs-due to mis-information or falsely perceived
risks. Theportion of increased napital costs due-to improved
information provided by an accident represents-only a redistri-
bution of benefits within society through financial markets
which ef ficientlyvalue -the benefits of. nuclear.pow.er, utilities.,

--:as- an investment., .An--accident whi-ch resultsin an incorrect.
perception of nuclear power risks can result in increased elec-

tcostswhich are_-true societal
costs. To the extent that: increased risk perceptions are not
supported by-new accident information, business costs do result
-in- a net societal loss due to-impacts on construction and main-
t " enance programs which may-be significantly altered due to, cash..
flow limitations. .1t. is likely that market access limitations
result in' an increased cost. for a. societal necessity,- ele-ctric-
i ty. :-nfuture -years.,

FPqvious estimates of the business costs which may. be
incurred due to the loss or shutdown of a nuclear generating-
facility have beei, -large. Stulies of the costs of closing the-
Indian Point nuclear-power plant have estimated business costs
to be between $1 and $6 billion 1981 dollars. or -15-30% of
the total estimated cocts [Stalb). The range of estimates
shows the large uncertainties in these estimates.

Unfortunately, :est.imation of business costs due to an acci-
dent requires separation of impacts due to improved information

-and those due-to" false risk perceptions. Limitations-on access
to capital.markets which result after an accident are likely to
result -in significant business costs which represt.nt net socie-
tal-losses.- Obviously.---the electric, utility- industry and -

nuclear plant licensees should be very concerned with the
-potential business costs caused by an accident because they can
influence the stature of companies within financial markets.
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Because of.:the diff~iculties in.estimation and the- specific_. -

n, ture of business costs after d serious accident, these costs
a.. - not -exp~iczitly es.t..imated in th-is st.udy. However, .particu-
ialty. in elecrtric utility finant-ial ri1k -analyses, these cocts
can be important in estimating.the impacts of serious acci-dent
events (Cateegorie.s II and III) andshobuld be-conidered in come............
.way inha ki g decisions. This area requires more -investigation
regarding LA " ltimat d. d...tu'd.. dspe c

chrc~i-~ whi~ch can'i~n'flluenice 'rieti. s6ci1e, t a'L costs.-

3.92-NULEAR POWER:%INDUSTRI COSTS

Another potential impact of severs IMR accidents is that
policy decisions or risk perceptions could cause the elimination
of or slowed growth in the TT.S nuclear piwer industry. It has
been argued that the accident at .TMI-2 has caused losses in the
U.S. nuclear.power industry since no new plant orders.have been
placed and many plant cancellations have occurred since the
accident . It has also been argued that severe accidents with
offsite consequences coUld result in sucietal overreaction and
a-forced shutdown of -all. or many operating nuclear power reac-
tors cZfectively eliminating nuclear power as an alternative
-for- elec:L-icit?, generation.

Several studies have.investigated the consequences of c1os0-
------ ing--comm ercial ----nu c-1e4r- .p owe r-. r eacto r-s -i-n--the, --U.S. 8lhB8];-------

-'Table-3.5 shows the electriý'al generating apacties an ctua
.1a4s for each NERC region in 1980 and proJections for1990
[Bu82].- Tie reserve margin'with and without nuclear power plant
operation is shown for each NERC rogion; The.reserve.margin- is
*..the. total Installed capacity minus the peak..loae for-eacb
region., Atypical resere -margin used-for electric utility

- planning purposes is in tlie range 15-30% to allow for scheduled
'and unscheduled refueling and maintenance shutdowns foi each
generating unit. The tabl'e ehows that reserve margins without
nuclear power plants were under 15% in many regions in 1980.
By 1990. almost all regions are predicted-to have reserve mar-
gins witaout nuclear units less than 15%. and some are-as would
not have sufficient capacity to meet the predicted peak load
requirements. A forced shutdown of all nuclear units would

.result in a marked decrease in the reliability of electric power
supply in some NERC regions along with very large power produc-
tion cost increases.

-Currently. -five NERC regions depend on nuclear units for
-20%--of total-- power-generation (nuclear representing -. 5%
of to.tal generation capacity). anti L; 1990 four sq1ioujs are .
pr-edicted-: to -depend- on -:nuclear power unita for 40% of electric-
ity generation (and nuclear is predicted to represent -30% of
total generation capacity) [Bu82]. A shutdown of all nuclear

- units would result in.the need to replace a large traction of
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Tab le' :3- d-Lods- an h e

regions in"198O -nd pr

Actal 14"s "aind
' • FElectric. Leliab•if

Peak Insailled
. . NERC " L•4ad Capacity -

Region (Gie) (GWe)

ECA• 63.0 "8.2
EICOT 31.7 42.5

HAAC -.- 34.5 - 45.0

MAIN 33.9 -41.7

MARCA-U.S. 19.4 25.6

NPCC-U.S. 36.8 51.1
S£FC -90.0a 115.91

SPP 45.0 50.6
wSCCU. S. 72.9 102.3

KE.RC-U.S. 427.6 62.9

Projected LWads anr
Ibel sibllity Count 1

- - Peak Installed
WlIC Load Capacity

Region (GWe) (GWe)-

ICAR .89.48 119.2

VCOT 48.9 59.1
MMJC 41.8 54.2

MAIN 45.3 54.1

KLC-A-U. S. 27.8 32.5

PCC-U.S. 4-63.28 62.5
SERc :"22.7 158.1

SPP 62.5 74.9

VSCC-U. a. 1046. 140.2
:I•IC='U$. 86.0 . 734.8

. .... -. .....

n ;eratin 9 CaPZt ies of NERB8 .
o~ec-tins e-f nr 1tt9 .na0.. B 2•-

ty G~onci1 Regions in 1960,

Regional
oRsatr ie

Regional Installed Nuclear Margin

Res"erve Nuclear IL of Without

Ma(rgin Capacity oty(al) Nuclear
S(cue) Capacity -

40 4.5 5.1 33

34 0.0 0.0 U4

30 7.1 15.8 10

23 6.3 15.1 4 4
"32 3.7 16.- 13

39 7.8 .15.3 1i

28 15.5 13.4 11

12 1.7 3.4 9

40 2.6 2.5 -37

3 2 b 49.2 6.7 2 0 b

.Capacities for National Electric

I Regions in 1990

Regional
Reserve

Regional Iustalled Nuclear Margin

Re serve Nuclear 'I of Without

Margin capacity Total Nuclear

(1) (GCle) Capacity (2)

33 14.1 11.8 18

21 5.9 10.0 . 9

30 16.5 26.8 -5

19 16.2 29.9 -16

17 3.7 11.4 4

45 14.6 .23.4 11

29 41.1 26.0 -5

20 6.9 9.2 9

34 16.9 12.1 18

2 9 b 133.9 17.7 6 b

Viawter lo0"S &ad ciap"tit.es - 611 unmarked loads and capacititicerar summr.

'U sGdon. nootainic4ent Imak Loads..
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:theelectricity generated in the U.S. With hkher-cost powerfroma-ternative sources., A forced- shutdown of all nuclear

units .in IS90 is predicted to' result in the need to replace
813-M-01' kWhre with e- .i dgenerate~dfroim other sources--
during the first year of.the shutdown.

The large ma'gnitudeý of the cost of replci!ng this power cai
-be estima~ted sing the-si-mpipii, ied power prcduction cost increase
model. Assuming an average 65% nuclear generatir~g unit capacity
factor, and an ave-rage non-economy replacement power fraction
of 0.5. the. estima-ted cost of t*ne first-year power production

-- cost increase for closing all nuclear- units in 1990 (assuming
... no escalation of replacement power costs relative to nuclear

generation costs through 1990) is -$33 billion 1982 dollars.
This calculation is based on the assumption that sufficient
capacity and .interconnedtions areavaileble. to replaceý all-.of-
t'he power generated by the closed nuclear units (a very.opti-
mistic assumption). The replacement of power over the remaining
nuclear plantservice lives would result in estimat.ed societal
direct .costs.between -$500 billion and -$2 trillion 1982.
dollars due to plant .closings.. This i-s an-estimate of the cos t-
society would be forced to pay assuming the decision is made to
close all operating nuclear units after an event which occurs-

. in 1990 ... ..... ..------

.....Ary severe acc i d~ent t•at-an-LWR -fa c i-i wil.etinw
information concerning the risks of .nuclear power reactor acci-
dents which should be incorporated rationally into the societal.,
decision-making process. -t.is difficult to determine what-.-.
-societal reaction to new info~rmation would be. There is'no ci-
dpnce 'to prove: that societal overreaction would take place after
a serious nuclear reactor accident. Other industries such as

.commerci-al, airl-ines, chemical manufacturing, and coal mining
have experienced devastating accidents and continue operations
with only minor safety modifications. 'Even the U.S. nuclear
industry has survived a serious accident without immediate and
complete shutdown. The loss of benefits'to society from an
immediate, complete shutdown of any large industry after a
severe accident would be too large to allow societal overreac-
tion to fore:e this .action.

For the purpose of this study, it is assumed that society
would make rational policy decisions based on new information.
which is obtainied after reactor accidents. These decisions may
have serious-impacts on theU.S. ,and world-nuclear power Iineus-
tries. Therefore, from -the •nuclear power industry and electric
utility perspectives these decisions could result in significant
direct-costs.- -However,--from the-societal perspective it is
anticipated that these costs would be balanced by benefits
considered in the sticietal decision-making process.
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Oth-e r po tern-ia '_l n u 'clear, power industry costs -of--severe -

reactor accidents have been investigated since the accident at
?T1I--2. 'A study has used: the Observed drop l in:lthe performance
of ?WtS, inlthe_ western IwoIrld to estimate a total cost of
replacement--power due--to •increased pl-ant----outage tivme as a- resul-t--
of the TMI--2 accident (Ev82 . The lower bound estimate of the
total cosL due to incrnased P• outage rine resulting from the
accident As.si7.imilli0n~do.ars. However., the study does not
estimate the potential benefits of increased plant safety and
confidence which have resulted from the increased forced outage
time. .The increased forced..outage time after TMI-2 has largely
resulted f rom dec isions t o improve. the safety of, s.ome.
light of information gained from the accident. Therefore. no
significant societal cost is assumed to result from the
increased plant outage time resulting from regulatory concerns
3fter severe accidents.

.Fi:nally,. studies haveobeen performed to estimate the
Jectease in the valuation of nuclear power in the-period
Eollowing the. TMI-2 accident [Zi82a.Zi82b.Ne82].: Studies of-
stock-prOces of utilities owning nuclear pow%.r plants showed no
3ignificant decrease --n the valvation -of. the investment one year
ifter the accident occurred. The only exception tG this is for,
plants under construction in states where CWIP (Construction
4ork- in--Progres-s) -funding -is. not- allowed. The-stock-of these-,
itilities showed some drop invaluation. probably due to-
Increased unce~rt-ainty inthe-timere qui~re-d-to obti4 an-opera--
Lng license for:plants under construction. Studies of.nuclear
itility bond prices showed Bsome decrease in valuation occurred
Sfter the accident at ýTM-2,. but thI•smay :have been &ie to a
general.trend in the valuation of the electric utility industry
is an.investment. The-results of these studies indicate that
:he nuclear utility industry was beginning.to slow'before the
accident at TMI-2..tuch of the:industry.depression attributed
.o the TMI-2 accident can actually .be explained by economic and
:egulato.:y forces which began before the accident occurred.

Serious accidents at LWR facilities could result in large
.mpacts on the nuclear power industry and elactric utilities in
.he U.S. because of societal decisions based on new information
ind risk perceptions. Therefore, from the perspective of par-
icular interest groups it .is important to consider the poten-
.ial direct losses resulting from these impacts. From the
iocietal perspective.-any direct losses to nuclear power indus-
'ries should be balanced by benefits considered in the-societal
iecision-'making process. If societal overreaction does not
iccur and decisions-are made on a rational basis, then signifi-
!ant societal costs should not be incurred for nuclear power and
lecttric -utility industry impac ta.
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3-10 ONSITE LITIGATI-ON-COSTS

7 At-r-vey,_severe_ a~c~cdents at nv1e-lar ~~~tatr.
issues of .liability and compeneation for losgez incurred can be
settled thlough litiqAtion. The U'S. legal- aytrem Las pre-
v iously and would in thel future playaa3,or role ian assign ng

liability for the-isk-assoclated with nuclear power reactor
accidents to individual parties. The tianfer payments result-
Ing :from legal-- settlements. and the legal fees associated with
the litiqation process are discussed in this section.

The legal awards for damages Incurred as a result of-an L[R

accident are transfer paymevs which result in the distribution
of net costs. The societal costs of L[R accidents are estimated
directly-within, this study without regard for the ultimate dis-
tribution resulting from transfer payments.- oSt .of the.trans-
fer payments resultihqg from the litigation pro:ess do not result
in a4ditional net societal costs. It is possible that compen-
-sation-could be awarded for costs which are not.quanti.fied
-directly. In -thi-s- study. - The dollar -costs- estimated in this
study could be augmented to reflect the'additional -costs ... of
accidents quantified through l 4 tigation awards, but the contri-
-buti-on-to- t~ot-a-l,--soci-etal--ace-idernt- -costs As- -l-ikely--to .be small-. --

involved -in the litigation process 'do represent_ societel- costs
since efforts-could have--been expended on other problems if an.
accident had not .occurred. :Studies have shown that the-costs
of corporate lawyers are very high, particularly in those cases
where outside counsel is required [IC78]., Legal fees can, be
substan"Aial to an individual group but-are unlikely to be sig-

nifnicant'.accident costs -from the societal perspective-.

Most legal compensation avarded after' a reactor accident
represents transfersý,of net societal costs which are estimated
in other sections -of ,this ,study. .-. Cost :estitmates could be aug-
mented to account for effects like upain and suffering, which
have not been included in the societal cost estimates presented.
The legal fees incurred by parties involved in the litigation
process do result in a net cost. but the contribution to total

societal costs is likoly to be small. Therefore, no direct cost
estimates are included foL onsite litigation resulting after
severe accidents.

3.11 isBUMARY-ONSITE CONSEQUENCES OF [o R EVENTS

A summary of t-he.models'and ebtimates .P be used in the
analysis of the economic risk from qnsata consequences of LWR
events is presented in Table 3.6. ýLowez.bound. upper-bound. and
best-estimates are shown for those cost-components where sub--
jective Judgments have been combined with historical data and
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available studies of potential costs. For some accident cate-
gories specific cost components may be negligible or not quan-
tified in this study. .

3.11.- CATEGORY I- FORCED OUTAGE EVENTS (SIiALL CONSEQUENCES)

The L[R events in..category I. include routine forced outage
events of up to a few years duration which do not result in
significant plant contamination. The outage duration for these
events is estimated from historical nuclear plant operating
:experience.. Power production cost increases for these outages
are estimated using the simplified replacement power cost model.
discussed in Section 3.3.1. Upper and lower bound estimates for
replacement power costs are obtained from the range of values
-upon which the simple model is based. Estimates of repair costs
after routine forced outages show that in some cases these costs
are negligible. - A best-estimate- for-repai-r costs of -$1000
per hour of outage duration is used in the analyses. As an
upper bound on repair costs. 20% of the replacement power costs
are included for the entire outage duration.

The remaining onsite cost components are i.egligible for all
events in categoryI. I.it-is assumed that the plant i's repaired.
and returned to operation after all category. I events. There-
fore. it is not appropriate to estimate capital value losses.
ec66kmisinn cotadeetric tlt n patlcne

"business costs" for these events. Marginal worker health....
effects and health care costs are negligible for these events.

ý-Because little or no radioactive material is released from the
core in these events. any plant decontamination costs-incurred
would be small. -Also, nuclear power industry and onsite liti-

i•, •gation costs-are not important for' these ýevents..

3.11.2 CATEGORY II EVENTS (MEDIUM CONSEQUENCES)

Category II LWR events include accidents which lead to
core-damage but do not result in reactor vessel breach-or a
release of radioactive material to the environment. Some .
radioactive material is released from the reactor core in these
accidents. The forced outage duration is estimated for these-
events in cases where plant repair is chosen rather than imme-
diate decommissionIng. •Based on studies of post-accident,
.cleanup and:donaitia ;loe bv4OtraOAyac
for cleanup ioeratnsUme. ' ieist-estimate of a for plant
cleanu tim isbase4'on the --proe,d K-,2 -decontamination
program and esiaesfo past-accident cleanup studies. An
upper bound estimate of 12 years is used for plant cleanup
following the worst category II accide~nts. Plant repair. if-
elected, is predicted to require much shorter time periods than
the cleanup operations. Lower, best, and upper bound estimates
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-of.l... 2.-and 3 year repai-r period-s-after-decontamination are .
used. This results in total. outage duration estimates of 5.. 10.
and 15 years before the possible return to operation after -a
category II event.. The option of immediate decommissiouing -.
-a f-t e r -Cleajnu~p-is alo i1nc-lud~ed-- ir-tithe--a-nal~yses;

The models_ and estimates used ,for replacement power costs,___
plant capi.ital.cl-ýcosts,:,-decontam.ination and cleanup.costs, and
possible repair or decommissioning costs for category II events
are shown in Table 3.6. The only cost component which is
_assumed. to be negl-igible for these events, is worker heal-th
effect.and health care costs. Electric utility and plant
Slicen ee bus'iness costs, onsite litigation costs. and nuclear,
power industry costs are small from the societal perspective,
but could be very important to these specific groups after
severe accidents.

ý3.11.3 CATEGORY III EVENTS (LARGE CONSEQUENCES)

Category III accidentsAinclude -full scale core-melt acci-
dents which breach the reactor vessel.- and possibly result in a
significant release of-radioactive material to the environment
ar-ound- the -reactor- plant- These accidents are very 16w proba-,
bility- events which are included in plant specific probabilisti.4.
risk analyses. No historical dataexist for these events, and
very little -nformation is avang recove ycos.i 7

-Because-of the likely extent of plant damage after category III
events.*costs are estimated-based on the -tssumption that imme-
diate plant decommissioning would be chosen over repair for.
these accidents. It is possible that the plant would be
repaired and returned to..operation.-but costs, are estimated to-
be close to those for immediate decommissioningafterevents-in
this accid ent severitycategory.

lJ

The onsite cost components estimated for a category III
accident are outlined in Table 3.6. The cost of plant repair
is not explicitly estimated since immediate decommissioning is
assumed to occur. The onsite decontamination and cleanup cost
estimates for category III events are-based largely on extrapo-
lation of the results of studies and historical data for cat.-gory Ii events- It is assumed t-hat ,plant, cleanup would be man-
dated, and.permanent entombment of the contaminated plant at t
.site. location would not be an acceptable .option (although pou-
:sibly technically feasible and less.,costly). The estimates of
plant cleanup costs are uncertain because of options which would
be avai:lable and the lack of.information concerning cleanup
costs. Electric utility-and plant licensee business costswhich.
could be.important after events in this severity category are
explicitly oxcluded -from quantification in this study-but should-
be considered in decision-making. Nuclear power industry and
onsite litigation costs are assumed to be small from the

Ak
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societal perspective but could be important to particular
groups, particularly if societal overreaction occurs after
severe accidents.-

3.11.4 ESTIMATION OF LW .-- CO Ok1C RISKS

The"cost estimates developed in this section are used in the
estimation of societal economic risk from the onsite con-'-
quences of LKR events. Models are developed in Chapter.4. to
estimate the maguiitude of-offeite costs of LWR accidents.
Chapters 5-and.-.-6 combine the onsite-and offeite costs Pith fre-
quency est-imates for LVR events to estimatV' the economic risks
from small, medium, and large consequence events. Conclusions
concerning the contribution of specific Cost components to
economic risks from accidents of-various severities are
discussed in these chapters.

;z

-------------------,,... - p
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CHAPTER 4

... OFFSITE ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF LWR EVENTS

The offsite economic consequences of severe .LR accidents
are discussed in"th-is ection. -Conclusions from previous stud-
-i-es of post'-acctdent population 'radiation exposure pathways are,
reviewed for use in the offeite economic consequence model. The

... offsite economic consequence models developed for eventual
incorporation into the MELCOR series of risk assessment codes
are described-- -Potential--off site- economic -mpacte- of -severe--LR. .
accidents not included in the new model are discussed. . The
major differeaces between the new economic models and those in
the CRAC2 code are reviewed. Finally, assumptions used to
develop a prototype offsite economic consequence model for use-
in the calculations, in tihis study are outlined.

4.1 LWR ACCIDENT OFFSITZ COSTS DISCUSSED

:.. The L[R accident offsite population protective.measure costs
-:--discussed in this:--section -include population evacuation costs.

temporary relocation costs, agricultural product disposal costs.
land and property decont-aMination costs. land interdiction (or

----condemnati-on-)- os-t-s.-. --.and---pe manent.. t-relocation.--cost s.wvhic.h.-Ma.y....... . ..........................
be incurred after severe accidents involving releaseseof radio--
Lactivematerial to :the environnent. These cost components are
associated with population protective measures to avoid, radia-
tion exposure after contaminating events. The economic impacts
of radiation-induced human health effects which result from
population exposure- after an- event are'also discussed. -Other

-imp acts such as -litigation-costs (for offsite damages) an. .
secondary economic effects (outside of directly contaminated,
areas) are discussed in this section. Offsite impacts expli-
citly excluded from the estimation of economic consequences in
this study are outlined.

4.1.1 -DEFINITION OF TERMS USED IN.DISCUSSION

-Unfortunately, organizations involved withi.offsite emergency
response and public-protection.-haveused many terms to describe
various countermeasur.es-.which'--ight.be implemented aftir reactor
accidents. -•The,-erms::Used-to describe MLR accident offtsite

-emergency response ara defined in this section to eliminate
-confusion which may .otherwise exist,. The definitions -used are
-in close agreement- with--those used -in -the -RSS [Nu7Sb]-.

The term "evacuation, is used to refer to the immediate
movement of individuals out of an -area at the time of an acci-
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dent.. Evacuation.-may be. implemented -before -any -release of-
radioactive material occurs as a precautionary measure based on

,.in-plant conditions which could worsen. This is distinguished
from "temporary relocation" which is the movement of a popula-

...tio-n .f.-r-om.an .are6a- based . on ..mnito-red le-ve•s of--raddioactAive con-..
tamination. "Agricultural product disposal", refers to the dis-
posal of milk or crops which are contaiainated with radioactive
i-ateial .unt.Il projected individual and populatiorn doses from
inges.-tion.-are acceptable. -Decontamination'4 refers to -the
process of cleanup and restoration of land and property in an
area through measures which reduce dose- rates by removing
surface-deposited radioactive material. "Land interdiction"

--refer's -to -the 'pr-ohi bition of inhabitation.or use of a•reasý for ai
protracted period of time (-years). and is therefore a
long-term exposure reduction measure. "Permanent relocation

.costs"l refer to lost income, productivity, and moving costs
incurred in.the transition period of population relocation from
interdic.ted land areas.

4.2 REVIEW OF POPULATION RADIATION EXPOSURE PATHWAYS
FOLLOWING LWR ACCIDENTS

Detailed-s-tudies on the importance of radiation exposure
,pathways for LWR accidents were performed as part of the RSS,
.[Nu,75b]. The studies included consideration of both acute and
--chr-onic:-exposu-re,---pa-thways,- fol-lowing severe. LWR accidentsý.- The
-projected dosesfrom important exposure pathways are used in
both the CRAC2 and new economic-models.to determine the need for
population protective -measure -implementation. '

The acute, exposure pathways include- groundshine, cloudshine. - ,
and-inhalation of- radionuclides which may be deposited by or
contained in a passing cloud of radioactive'material. Acute
doses-are incurred within a short time period (-1 to-a few
days) after the release of radioactive material.to the
.environment. The population protective measures which are
effective in reducing acute exposures include evacuation and
sheltering followed by short-term relocation.

The chronic exposure pathways of concern after serious LWR
accidents include the milk ingestion, foodingestion, and-the
groundshine exposure pathways., Studies performed in the RSS
concluded that these are the most important chronic exposure
pathways for LWR accidents. This conclusion is hased on the
.radionuclide inventorylof an LWR reactor core. the estimated
-release-fractionsof- each element group. and the limiting body
-organs and-health effectsof concern for-each'radionuclide.
The-CRAC2 code prbjects chronic. doses fromi-,thes-e xposure path-
ways for the maximum exposed individual to determine the need
for population protective measure implementation in each area

.affected by a release of radioactive material. The RSS con-
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cluded that milk ingestion dose criteria are. the most limiting
f-orLWR- accidents.. The --criteria for individual doses. from crop .
ingestion are the next most. limiting. and the criterion for the
groundshine'exposure pa-thway is the least limiting of these

-three pathways in terms -of areas that veould be affected.

A simplified di.agram of the-CRAC2 population protective
measure model is shown in Figure 4.1.. Milk disposal is imple-

' merted' in the largest area folowing most accidents,' with crop
disposal necessary in A smaller area, and d6econtamination of.
land and property to reduce groundshine exposure in a still
smaller area. Land area interdiction is required in the small-
est area where decontamination efforts cannot reduce groundshine
d o se rates to acceptable levels.

Protective action implementation criteria are defined for
the milk ingestion, food ingestion, and chronic groundshine-
exposure pathways in the new off~site economic models. This
approach. ghich is the same as that used in CRAC2.-is-based on-
detailed studies of the importance of exposure pathways after
LWR accidents which result in releases of radioactive material
to the environment. Other chronic exposure pathways are
predicted to be, less important and therefore do not need to be
considered in determining the need for population protective
measures in- area.

4-3- MODE ING•OF'-STAGZD-OFFS I TE PROTECTI VE MEASURE -

" .IPLEMENTATION

The new economic models are based on.staged implementation
.of offsite population protective measures in post-accident
situations. A time chart of protective measure implementation

_.aftexrthe'start of. severe LWR accident. sequence is shown in-
Figure 4.2.

Individuals living in areas near the -reactor plant may begin
evacuation after the start of an aicident sequence but prior to
any release of radioactive material to the environment. If a
release of radioactive material to the environment takes place.
radiation monitcring teams will begin the task of collecting
dose rate information at offsite locations from surface-deposited
radionuclides. This action is likely to occ.ur within hours of
any significant-release of radioactive material to the environ-
ment. The new economic model allows projection of individual
doses during this "emergency phase" period to account for the
costs of temporarily relocating individuals in addition to
t•hose initially evacuated. "The "emergency phase" relocation

--,-criterion is-basgd-on.-dose rate or proJections of short-term-
individual doses from exposure to -surface-deposited materials.

---The model assumes that--monitoring of- -milk and-- crops begins
immediately after any release of radioactive n,.'terial to
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Figure 4.1 - Example of' protect:ive action implementation areas
for severe LWR ac*cidents [Nu75bJ.

oMilk
•"!I Ii •: |Intefdict~ion ! "Crop
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Figure 4.2 - Staged protective action implementj'ion model U'sed
- for estimatitng offsite costs.
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determine the need for agricultural product disposal.

As improved information becomes available concerning areas
affected by a release of radioactive material, individuals ini-
tially evacuated.snould be allowed to reti\cn to areas, not-
impact-ed-. ... This-is -accbunted for-Kin the cost estimates in the
neýi.modeis. After improved. information becomes -available--c'on-- -..
cernrng dose-rate.s-in._affecte" areas and the -decay of s urface-
depo.sited radionuclides with time, a second proIected individual
dose may be used to determine those areas where high dose-rates
prohibit reentry of the population. This time period isreferred to as the "intermediate phase." of protectix'e action
Im~piementation in the model. • A projected individual dose from
Q•oundshine exposure during this period is compared to a
* cciterion for continued relocation from impactedareas.

After time is available to accurately determine the dose
rates in affected a':eas.. a projected long-term individual'dose
from.exposure to surface-depocited materials is used to deter-
mine those areas wtich require decontamination or interdiction.
Interdiction costs are estimated for those areas where decon-
tamination effortL cannot 7-duce Qose rates to acceptable
levels-. Costs -of decontamination and doses to workers are
e.. •timated in those areas-where decontamination efforts can
reduce dose-rates to acceptable levels The enst of p0pulation
relocation as necessary during the decontamination process is
accounted for.

Thelmodeling of staged ptotective measure "mpleamentation-is
used to provide: realistic estimates of the costs.of post-
iccident population-protective measures. The projection of .
.doses. over multiple-time periods accounts for the durations of
'protective measures which may-be necessary for short- and-
.long-livedradionuclide reieases.- The staged implementation of
offsite protective measures after severe .LWR accidents is con-
sidered to be realistic because perfect information would not
be immediately available in post-accident situations, and
dose-rates may change rapidly with time.

4.4 NEW OFFSITE COST MODELS

New models have been developed for estimating the costs of
offsite protective actions and radiation-induced health effects
.after-severe LWR-accidents. The models will be incorporated
into the consequence model in the MELCOR series of risk assess-
ment codes to estimate the offeite economic impactso.f_.acci-..
dents. The-cost"of populationevacuation. temporary relocation,...
-,agricultural p-oduct _disposal.. land-.and property decontamina- -
tion. land interdiction. permanent population relocation, and
inea-lthe-im-thei dodels Thye imuordes fter c 6cidesnt are
included in the models. The modcls developed for estimating
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each_ of these cost components are--descrdibad in -this sect-ion.
The symbols used in the discussion of the new .fsite cost
models-are defined in Table 4.1.-

4.4.1- POPULATION EVACUATIOU COSTS .

STwc important protective measures which may be implemented
during a serious reactor accident are:evaruation or shelteringof the popuiation In the Immediate vic-inity of, -the-plant. The
costs-of sheltering-lindividuals- in preparation for and during
the passage of a cloud of radioactive material are assumed to
'benegligible. Shelter ing in- homes or in places of worký is a

-relatively non-disruptive measure which- an be rapidly imple-
mented and lasts for very short time periods.• The costs of
possible-relocation -following the -sheltecizg period are included
in the discussion of "emertlency phase". relocation costs.

- The costs of immediate evacuation are estimated in the new
mode], using:

Cev - Pev * tev [E.(IoR)] (4 .1)

where

Cev'.= the cost of :.the evacuation ($).

""V =- population in-the user -specified. area- to be
eVacuat-ed' -,('number -of persons).

tev . duration of evacuai .ton, measured in .the number of
,days for individuals to return ,to unaffected areas
( days.). - --- -

E -,-ost of food, l!odging, and transportation for each
evacuee 1(44/evacuee-day),

I :national average per-capita personal and corporate
income ($/person-day).

I -. ratio of region-specific to national average personal
incomes.

-The evacuation costs per -person (E) include the costs of
housing, food, and ,transportaLion using commercial or mazsrascatr .
facilities, and the cost of evacuation personnel to 'supervise -

the .procoss.!, ~Teecsswre -09imted using a,,,1974. study of
evacuation -risks 0Ha43. -The costs -f roi thts treport h••a-ce been
updated to .1982dollars in Table s,2 :ueing housing, food.
ranevorota t i o n -and military pay indexes f-,or evacuation super-::

... .. . .7 
.. • .• . . •'•• : ••, :•
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Table 4.1.

"symbols U~sed it, Offoite Bodel Dist.ussion

SYmbol Unit v Definition

A . [acres] . Area affected by protective action.

-[ $ Cost of crop dispcosal

.Cd ." iot of dicont. at"ion program

Cdl [$ .'. Port-ion f•f decontamination program costs..for.
labor_.

Cd r $ . Cost of popuiation relocation duri'ng
decontamination .

L .- - cost -o population FLc1o-:ation j ?in.g . .
."emergency phase" .

Cev . $ .Cost of:population evacuation

Ci .. ( Cost of Popuilat-ion, -health e4ffects -of -tye-

Ci [ $ . Cost of land interdiction

Cip. • ,.V,6ost of ,population relocation during .

CM -.. co$t of -011 milk product -disposal.

DD [man-rem] - -. IWhole-body groundshine dose to
- ,decontimin aion workers

Df.f [1acre .Cost of :raM area.decontamination by factor f,

.DKY [iman-yearse I an-Years of labor required in
-decontamination program

.Dj (P/person] %.`Cost of residential, business, and public
property decontamination by factor f

DT (tea] individual dose from constant.exposure
during the decontamination period

DV [/ua-.yarl Deents idsio worker . s &lary .

DY [dimnu~ini•o~s~o~l~ ¥ctio -of farm sales froadairy products

.U .... .[/person-day Cotýof I ood, lodging, and transportatiot for
"". ... ""ed individuals'

.......... ..
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Table 4.1 (cont.)

D. DfinitionSUMbol units

F-F

FIf:

FLf

FP

FV

_Phj

tdimens.ionless•]- 'Fraction- of area -"used for farmland

(..dimensionless_1_... Fraction of farm value in improvements

(dimensionless] Fraction of nob-T arin -Value in improvement's

-dimensionless] Fractlon of farm decontamination covt for
labor

:"/acre) . .. Annual farm product sales

WS/acrel -Valueof farm land and improv .ments

-8-helIth effect) Cost of :health effect J-

[$/person-day) National average personal and corporate
.-.. .. income per-capita

. .. .. .. ~~~~ ~~~~~~~... ..... . . . . . . ... - - .. . . ... . . . . . . .

It of workers] Decontamination workers -required for
;program

.# of health . Number of -population health effects from
effects) radistin exposure

" /year .' .- Depreciation rate for improvements :in
. interdicted--areas - -

it, of persons. -opulaton in •area to-be 4:_contaminated

(#-of -persons]) Populatl-t relocatedý during decontamination

,10 of persons) - Population relocated during the "emergency

to *f 'persons') ~ ou ion Ai~tial.Ly. evacuated

([ of persona) Population in area to be interdicted

1[ of persons) . :,TPopulation relocated during "intermediate
phase"

S/year i:iSocietal discount rate

(dimenuionlegon of region-specific 'to national average
n -- .-. per-capita 'personel income

A dimonsionlessj ],raction of .non-farm area decontamination
-,costs for labor

Pd

epo

Pin

Pip

RRVr ..

......'--....... • .. V4



Table 4.1 (cont.)

DefinitionSy~mbol1 Units

RVf (dimensionless] Ratio of region.-specific.to national-averarge

farm values

.-S .... . '._imenionlesas Season factor:

td [years] Duration of decontamination program

. t1ej [days] . Start of "emergency phase"-relocation.period

t 2 rp [days] End of "emergency phase" relocation period

... ev days] . Duratio'• of evacuation -for areas not impacted'

t2ev [days-] ",End: of .:evacuation :period for areas not
.i-mpacted

(.oyears] DraionOf land area interdiction

tlp.. -[day]Sartof ."i.ntermediate phase"

t 2 ip [days] . . ,End of '"intermediate phase."

t [years] Duration of-milkdisposal.

VFf [dimensioles ~-Dcontaminatioa ~worker dose -reduction. factor
for farm areas

WRf [ 4imenion-le ss]:-Decntmination worker- dose dtor
'nonk-f arm areasý

V [ $ 3 -- Tanible wealth contained in farm areas

Yr [ $ ] .-. Tngible wealth contained in non-farm areas
YR.. [$/person) ,.-iNational: ave-ag non-farm tangible wealth

per-capita

0.-.- .- ,.

.. -

-~-~&-~ ~.......................................



Table 4.2

Costs of Evacuation Per Evacuce-Day (1982 $) [W&74]

Come rc I1 & Care Faciliti..:'..

Transportation (Private)

16.90
.5,30

$2.0
$24. 60/evacuee:-day

ass -Care FacilitieleS"

Housing
Food
ir -ans ,porta&tiof (mass)

$ 6.90
3.70.

-. 1.30 ..
$ 11;90/evacuee-day

Rvacuatlon Personnel (-2% of total-# of evacuees)

-cmpspesattion.
.. ood,-HousIn&-, %and
Transportation

Total Weighted Cost -- (3)
(Based on SO% ouercial cre,
20% imass cSre facilities)

$58.00/day

same as evacuees

. $23.70/evacuee-day

7

.. A I
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. .visin-pe-sonel-[FPr83 ,SA 3 The cbsts are iei-ghted assuming
80% of evacuated individu, s use commercial care facilities
(motels, restaurants, and , -•Ivate cars'),. and 20% use mass care-
facilities (Nu75b). Using hess. assumptions the average food,
housing, and transportatio" - . per evacwee-day is approxi-

.. . .-matel.y $24-.. .....

The lost wages of evacuees and the corporate income losses
due to the evacuation of an area-may be included in-evacuation
costs- This cost component -is modeled by accounting for lost-
personal income (not including interest., dividends.,-and-tran-
sfer- payments) ..and corporate income and profits during an eva--
cuation period.- All income loss estimates. are. weighted by
region-specif-ic --f-actors which- are d-ef ined for each grid. element .
.to. account for variations in.population incomes... The.national .
average personal income (minus dividends, interest. arad transfer
payments) plus corporate -profits and interest is estimated to

---be I$6 per _person-day (1g82 dollars),, [Pr83.,SA83]..

For very. short evacuation periods (-1-3 days) there may
be sufficient flexibility in the economy so that lost producti-
vity, wages, and profits can be largely :recovered through
increased.activity after the evacuation -has.. ended. -Therefore,.
for short e.yajcuation. per"iode t4ie eoee-t of lost income andu pr-7.
ductivity may be excluded -from ..eVacuation ,cost ;estimates.

The lnew evacuation.,cost.estmates can be compared to exper-
lecewith...eva~cuat~ioncosts-ro ýthe .TM4I.ý-2a~cc~ident-n17.-- -

'Many: individuals.living 'neartthe -plant evacuated at some time"
d..during. the acc ident pr ogres s ion -and studies-ýýhave .been- perf ormed

.,: :-,,-'tO -,evaluate the t distance cost, and total durationl.of populati on ,
'.movement.. Itsestimated that -15.000 persons evacuated

during 'the TM.-2.event,. -each travel.li-ng..an average distance of
1-00- miiles.--and -:taying -away¥f rom home, approximately: .5: ,days

:.-[F180]. 'The .cos-ts incurred .due to popuilat ion ýýevacuation were
covered by offsite liability insurance. Approximately-
$1.2-2.0x0l dollars was-paid in claims to evacuees. Based
,on 15.000 evacuees -and -,a five day stay, -this corresponds to an
.average cost of,-16-$26 per evacuee-day. This is -in good
:agreement with -the values derived for use in the new cost model.
The study of TMI-2 evacuation costs reported no significant loss
.of ir',ome from the movement [F180].

4.4.2 -EMERGENCY PHASE RELOCATION

At may.be ýnecessary -to 4relocate individuals away from areas ,,,- .
in which radionuclides.have..deposited after-,a ;severe LWR acc.

.:dent.... .These. :individua'ls •ma¥y have been" evacuated -before--the
release of material .,In whichcase it is only necessary to .,
extend their stay out of the. area, or movement of additional
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individuals from contaminated areas might be required. As
improved information is gathered concerring the dose rates from

-deposited radioactive material, individuals may -be permitted to
reenter those areas in which projected doses do not exceed
unacceptable levels.

The new economic consequence model allows specification of
the time period- for integratg.on, of emergency phase groundshine
doses.,--the cr•iterion to:which- projected--indi-vi-dual doses are
compared., and the time period for temporary population reloca-
tion in areas where the specified criterion is exceeded. The'
pr~otective -action-criterion for the "emergency phase" period is
defined based on projections of individual doses from surface-
deposited materials.

The costs of temporary population relocation during the
emergency-phase period are estimated including food, housing,.
transportation. -and income losses: .

Cep Pep * [E+(I.R)] f (t 2 ep-max(txep.t2ev)] (4.2)

whete

ep= cost:ofemergency phase population relocation from
.... ... . .. . .. a r e a .($ ). - -. "........... .-. '. .--. :- ._a e .... .. .o.u. ----- ----- -----

paton ffected in- -area (number -of -persons).

tep = t ime.of endoof emergencyphase relocaion (days).,,

tje. tme of.tr -femergency phserelocation ..for ~
'areas where :no evacuation pcocurie (ays.

tiev= end of evacuation-period for areas where
evacuation occurred (days). or 0.0 if evacuation did
not occur. -

and the other parameters .'are defined in Table 4.1. The compar-
ison between the end of the evacuation period and the start of
the emergency phase relocation avoids double-counting evacuation.
and temporary relocaton'.costs.- ,-For very short.-emergency phase
;relocation periods- :may ,be. appropriate to'exclude wage and
A ncome losses. .

4.4.3 -4INTEIEDIATE'-PtASE RELOCATION . . .-. '

A time peiod beyOnd the ,emer.gency phase is modeled in:which

it is itntici-pated:that.bet:t er information concerning dose fields
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would be'"availabl4, tf64 deci~sion process for long-term protc
tive actions would be started, and preparations for long--term
actions would be made. Like the emergency phase, an individual
dose projection is compared to the r.riterion for temporary pop-
-uulation relocat-i-on. from ani area. A1 previously-relocated

- indi-vidu-als-in--areas.-not exceeding-the. intermediate--phas-e -cri-....
terion are assumed to :resume normal activities in .this per iod-.

....- The cost of -intermediats *phase relocation from an area is ------
-e sti-mated itn-. a..manner simiar--to. emergency phas -r elocation

Costs:

tCip- Pip * [E+(I-R)]J [taip-tjipj (4..3)

where

Cip ocost ..Of. intermediate phase relocation from .an area ($)I

Pip) .,population to be relocated from the area (number of
persons).

tyip- time of -start of intermediate phase relocation
...... .. .. (days). : . . . . .

taip time of ..end -of :intermediate phase relocation (days),.

a and -th-e-o-ther -paraete-s are def ined in Table 4-,1 it -1-. -
. assumed that -the ,intermediate phase.relocation period does inot.- overa .with theemergencyphase. re lcation -peiod in-the model - -

- (t,•>p-tAep). Au in the Pemergency phase period, it is likely
...hitha-t reloc.ated Aindiv.iduals cannot continue normal p.roductivity

..... --pa-tternand..ncome- is-:assumed -to be=ost-during this---e-location-
.,period-. The parameter R7can be defined for each spatial inter-
val to-estimate region-specific relocation costs.

4.4.4 AGR I CULTURAL ;PRODUCT DI SPOSAL

A model very sipimilar to that employed in CRAC2 is used to
estimate the costs of milk and crop disposal whic h may be
necessary.after severe 1MB accidents. -The -method of projecting
maximum individual doses from ingestion of-crops and milk is
discussed In-the RSS (Nu75b]. The disposal cri-teria -for •milk-,.
and crops used in this study are identical with thoseused in
the fiBS.

4.4..1 Fod (Co)rodiact -Disposal

Direct deposition of zadionuclides on -crops from. releases
--which occur .during the .growing season can result in the 4need t6
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dispose of the agricultural harvest which is affected.
of crop disposal in these cases is estimated using:

- : C 1w= FF ' A"* FP e (1.0 - DY) . S.

where'

=t c o.st off-crtoip Adi'sp s a'(

The cost

(4.4)

FF fraction of tegion which is farmland."

A area where doses from ingestion-of foods woul'd be.

unacceptable (acres),

FP average annual farm production (sales).in area
($/acre).

DY = fraction of farm sales from dairy products.

S season.factor.-, =i.0 in growing season. = 0.0 outside
:of growing season..

It-is assumed that crops in growth are disposed of- in all areas
-which require the ,long-term protective measures of.decontamina-
tion or land-interdiction. "Accidents which occur outside of the
growing season result :in no crop: dis43posal costs. The parameters
*7--FVO FP ------ nd *DY-are 'd ined- for each ,'gr idý':'e-leke-nt--.n .-the -ý.codnsez

..- q n clculations .-. .Dairy p rodu c-t-s 'are k c-n66if-de--e'r ed p r a t ely
in.the miik dAispo-sal :,-oist cal culations.

4.4. 4.2 Milk --And Da i ry ýP rodu c t: D i s po s a

Population dose levels.from ingestion of •milk could exceed:,:
protective action :criteria after a release of-radionuclides
because dairy cows are extremely efficient collectors of radio-
nuclides deposited on pastureland. The dose projection models
and criterion used for projecting ,maximum individual doses from
ingestion of milk are the same as those described in the RSS
,[Nu75bJ.

The .cost of-.'milk-disposal when necessary is estimated using
the following equation: ,,- . - I

-,k .2sp s ,M

whore .

• cm = U

(4.5)

2 C ,~ 2
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tm = time .or radioactivity levels in milk to reach
acceptable levels for ingestion (years),

and all other parameter. are defined ir Table 4.1. The, value
o---..f ...one year__of._dairy._product .produc-tion. is assunted -to--be lost .
in all areas-requiring the .long-term. protective:- actions of

.decontamination or land interdiction.-For areas .requiring only
food pathway protective actionS, the duration of -.milk interdic-.
ti on. is normal ly ,less -,than 90 days .(.251 years). ,, -.,The parameter's,

_FF FP-, and-DY" can be defined for -each spatial -grid-element..
Iodine levels in milk and projýected thyroid doses are normally
limiting considerations for milk interdiction. Because cows are
assumed.to=be ifed with.stored feed,.o0utside.of..the. growing
.season, accidents occurring during this period result in no.
milk dispodal* costs.

4.4.5 LONG-TERM PROTECTIVE ACTIONS

After assessments of dose rates in various.,areas have been
completed, it would be necessary to make decisions concerning
acceptable doses over long periods of time (-years) and-the
re'turn of- populat ions to-contaminate-d areas. The dominant
long- term chronic exposure pathway is likely to be groundshine
.fr-om-- surface-deposited -radionuclides. Two effective methods of
reducing long-term population exposure via this pathway are
.decontamination-and/or landinterdiction with permanent popula--.

t~oelcatont&del'in~g -tec'hniques and equations -used in
:estimating fostts ofthese two population protective,.measures

are discussed in this section.7.

- .The need:for- long..term .protective actions is determined by
-- pojecting A.ln-emindiua dose f rom e.xp~osure to- -

surf~ace-.deposited materials and. comparing this dose to a speci-
fied criterion for-the -implementation of. population protective
countermeasures.,-,The time period for dose projection and the.
protective action criterion are flexible in the-new economic
model.

4.4.S.1 Decontamir'a-tion Of Land And Property

-.Decontamination is -a -less disruptive measure than long-term. .,
interdiction of areas .because after the cleanup process is com-.
pleted normal. :activities can resume in the affected areas.Decontamination canbrestore much-of the initial wealth and

e..conomic activity -4n !an, 'area. without' the need Ifor permanently-
moving the ,populatibon to a nw locations.

Recently much 'attention ,has been given to the potential
':ef-fe-tiVen•ssand i•-s~of decontaminati-n-techniques after L, ,

:.•... :-._• ..... •:-. ................ - . .-.. ... . . . . . . . .
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accident releases [Wa82,L~i83,0s83]. The experimental data which
exist concerning the effectiveness of decontamination techniques
are dependent on radionuclides, particle sizes. and the chemical
forms characteristic of deposited uaterials. Little data exist
wh~i~ch are directly' plcble6 to the small _particle- sizies
.(u0.1-10-rm) and soluble materials .which are ant~icipa.ted in
releases from most severe LWR accidents. The co.st ani effec-
tiveness estimates for decontamination contain large .uncertain-
ties, and results- of future experirr.entation, with decontamination
" techniqueshoul dbe ued•• *toupdLe models for decontamination.

The cost estimates used in this study for various levels of
decontamination effort in an area are taken from a detailed
re view of. decontaminiation effectiveness and co sts performed at
Sandia- National Laboratories (SNL) [Os84]. CleanuVpcost-esti-
mates were provided for farmland and residential, buuiness, and
public property based on decontamination techniques which are

-currently feasible. The study also considered- the large areas
which may require decontamination after the worst accidents in
defining the variety of decontamination techniques which: could
be employed..

The study estiwakt'ede decontamination-costs In farin, areas.
ha-s-ed o~ lw an~d A i' 1eve4& ef-Iff&-r te a e ee-&t .ele-t ivate- f &r low

level--elffort-Ate --basd-' -on plowing".of grassland -and cropland- :
areas and reseeding of all grassland areas. Costs for.high

. level .efforts ;are' based on deep plowing-of grasslands and.--"- •scra p ing :and: bu r~ial-o~f:cO nt a m nat ed cro0pl ad n-:a-re-as s-(deep-!p~low-..... •-:: ---- ,

ing_ could do ýdamage-to the qua-lity of cropland surface soil).
The farml'and decontamination cost and effectiveness-values
S. employed In the- 'copromic consequence model: are presented in
Table 4.,3. Three levels of effort. are specified in-the economic.
model'with-cost estimates., labor cost -fractions, and decontami-
nAtion effec~tiveness (i erms. of dose ratea redctofaor
specified for each level of effort. The estimated worker dose
reduction factor,.whict i is the ratio of the estimated.worker
dose to.the total dose from constant exposure to surface-
deposited radionuclides during the decontamination period. is
also-.shown in Table 4.3 for each level of effort. The dose
reduction factors are estimated based on the shielding which may
be afforded by tractors and other -heavy equipment used in the
farmland decontaminationprocess.

Decontamination costs for non-farm areas were estimated in
the SNL study on a per-capita basis. This approach was employed
in the RSS economic consecuence model and is appropriate for the
ýnew Offsitecost models 'for the following reasons:

...- .- n angbleassets in an area -equiring decontami nation

.g-. should be -oughly proportional to the population in the

. .. . '• area.'• _ < j<•L•, :"-. .[. ; :
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Table 4.3

Decontamination Cost and Effectiveness VIý'cs for Farm Areas [Os841

Dose Rate Reduc-
tion Factor After
Deconftamination

(f)•

23

15

Approximate
Costs

• $.acre) '

(DFf)

160

480

Fraction
Cost for
Paid Lab

(FLf)

.30

.35

.35

of ~orker Dose Reduction'
Factor (Estimated Worker

or Dose/Dose From.
-Continuous Exposure)

(WFf)

.10

.25

.33

---- -- 71

0
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2.- The costs of-decontaminatioii should be roughly
proportional to the total tangible assets requiring
.le.anup or-d.isposal in an area.

3.: -Detailed analyses of decontamination -costs based-on
land usage mapping and estimation of decontamination.
costs for specific area types is not. justified..for risk
-model-s- because areas requiri-ng-- decontamination a-e
large' enough that .avecage' values -provid~e re_6a s-oniabhle-
cost estimates. The large uncertainties inherent in
estimates of reactor accident radionuclide release

...pro.cesses.(source terms)., atmospheric transport and
deposition, decontamination-effectiveness, -and.
decontaminaticn costs limit-the'usefu-lnesS of more
detailed analyses.

The non-farm area decontamination-costs and effectiveness values
used in. the new economic model are shown in Table 4.4. The
decontamination cost estimates incorporate information o a "
multitude of possible-methods to be used in the decontamination
of non-farm areas, and havef been weighted to account for resi-

. dential. commercialýand industrial, and public-use land areas
based on national averag-sstatistics. The methods to be

---....-.employed for- each.-level -of effort--and-each-type of area -include
combinations btf demont-affiat-ieon teehnfi-ques. ,However, dose rate

_ reduction factors for decontamination techniques cannot
.generally b6e rulti V1 e&Yo account ior~miai so repeated,

-applications of cleanup techniques.. The estimated factors for-
.combinations -of tee:Mods will generally bb less than the-product.
of factors for-each-individual decontamination methoid.

The total cost -of the necessary decontamination program in

an area -is estimated by weighting farm and non-farm costs' for'-.
the appropriate decontamination factor by the-farm.acreage and
population in an area:

Cd - i(FF 9 A DFf) + (Pj " DRf) (4.6) -

where

Cd = cost ,of decontamination program in an area C$),

A -total ,area to-be decontaminated in interval (acres).,

S Ff - cost,,of :;decontamination of farmland by appropriate 7
deopu,`tion a iion atore eO/acre),'

*P opltoliig *in area before accident
occurreinbe (per --- - ----

..... . ÷ . .4 -.. 7



Table 4.4.

.. Deco.nta-minatio.nCost an.d Effectiveness. Values. for Non-Farm Areas [0s84.]

-Dose lRate Reduc-' Apprkop imate Fraction of Worker Dose Reduction
tion Factor After Costs -Cost for Factor (Estimated Worker
Decontemination (*$/Lperson) Paid Labor Dose/Dose From

- - - . . - - - Codtinuous Exposure)'

(f_______ Df (RLf) (WRf)

3 2600 ..7 .33

15 6900 .5 .. 33

.20 7400 --.. S .33

-~•. .... -..... .......

4'N-
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DRf = cost of decontamination of residential, business.
and public property by appropriate decontamination
factor f.($/person),

-and the other parameters are defined-.in-Table-4.1.-Decontamina-
tion costs-are not-discounted because 'it is assumed -that the
program would be implemented as quickly as possible after acci-
dent. occurrence-- :Although weathering .arnd decay-of radionuclides
would prvide bincenties-to delay the decant mination process.

it is likely-that .migration and fixation of radionuclides-onto.
surfaces in an area with time would make decontamination more
difficult and. costly. Also. -delay of decontamination in an-area
pr o l ongs -the ý:societa 1 -and economic dis rupt ion c caused. .by the

process." Thertefore... the •.most effective approoach is-to complete.
decontamination of those areas which can ,be restored t0oaccept-
able levels--as quickly- as -possible. -

The portion 'of the'-decontamination program costs due to
.labor is estimated using the following equation:

-Cd 1  (FF9ADFf-FLf) + (PdoDRf*RLf)-- . -(4.7)-

wher e
Cd ='the -laborcost •f-or-.the decontamination ,program in

ý'.each 'area $.-- -

FL- = the r action -of farm decontamination cost for the
- .approprlate •f-actor :fich is estimated to !be :pa id.

labor.,,

S R!f = the fraction• .of -residential. busness, and -public .
~property deot nton cost ftor ,the appropr a-teo

* .,, fatoetr. ,f :.which 'is estimated -to be paid labor. .
at r t pai labor.-,

and the other r aparamet es ,-arke efin ned 'In Table 1 .6 . Theesti

.mated labor ý1corst -fract ion.s,' for. each level.:oýf.,,decontamination
,effort in !both farm ,and :ý,nona-farm areas .,are presented in Tables,
4.3'and 4.4. These values are estimated based on average
.decontaminaltion -la~bor .-Icosts of -$10/man-hour ,-0s84]. ,.-The
remainder •:of deeontami-nation costs are •basel ,on necessary
cleanup equipmenttand ,building materials. -,

The total manyears of.,e.ffort,..'required -for _t-he,,decontamina-:,
tion program in each :area is .estimated using: • - . - .

.......- ...Adl

DM~a(4S
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where

DMY tle. total man-years of effort required in area,

.. DW. = the average cost of decontami ation labor .

($/man-year).

--and the o the r -parameters a redef'i edAn Tae 4. The ... veage

cost -of- decontamination labor is estimated to be -$30,O00 per

man--year in this study (-$10/hour for a 56 hour work. week).

This, cost is estimated based on costs for military and disaster

relief personnel. Theo t:aL man-years. _of ef fort required is

used, to- estimate the number of decontamination workers r"equired

.to complete the decontaminat in program min a specified program..

duration:.

Wdm 
(4.9)

where

Nd ,he.numberofdecontami~nation--or-ke 
r~sr~required.to ..

c....-ompleteprogramin ýthe estimated ;program duration

(numberit of y.workers)- -f . .. ,,--

. td -specif-e erage 4time requi-red -to complete the

.decontamina ton heffo .-rt (years).

and the other -,pa ramete rs are 4def ined -in Tab le i .s "A A For severe

accidents :involving `large areas ,,to :be de contaminated, many
worikers :wou.4be :equired to-complete the ,decontamination

.program in a ,short •time.-Costs and --time periods e Sti•nated for

decontaminationi assume :that, combinations of -military personnel..

disaster reliefi agencl.t•s' and -comme c ial -personnel would Ibe

employed.

Doses incur red by decontamination workers during the decon ,-,-

.tamination effort ,are aestimated In the model by -accounting for

the time worker -Vi I-be ,,"in .contaminated areas -and possible

shielding which-•c6uxld 'be 'afforded for various ylevels :of decon-

-tamination'"f fort'V~~~---

" DD - -FFAeDf eFLfeWf' + (PdeDRfoRLf*WRf).- (4.10)

~td
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wbere

DD the total dose incurred by decontamrination workers in

en area due to exposure to surface--depoaited
radionuclides (Man-Rem).

UT. = the dose which would be incurred by an individual
from constant exposure to surfacce-deposited

- -racilonuclides for the entire decontamination- period . -.

WFf raria of-decontamination worker dose for

appcopriate level of effort-in farm areas to
individuial` do's ffo mcntn e-kposure-duingth
decontamination period.-

WRf . ratio of decontamination worker dose for
'appropriatelevel -of effort in residential, business,.

and public -areas to individual dose from constant
exposure during.decontamination period.

and the other parametes are ,e.fined in Table-4.1. -4-

The dose ratios for wecontamination-workers in residential..

'business, and -public ;areas -(Veq),.a.,rae :estimated for -all levels

- of effort assuming. that w.worker"4- w0ork 8 hour. days.,.: are .constantly
working "in areas~yet'to.be decontaminated. -,and leave -the

impcteod ýarea at 'te-nd of ýeach-4day.- Nodose redu ctiow- is--
afforded -by mac hinery s h ielding in non-f arm area.s inc much of

the eoff or t -,.is likely ;to-,,manual labor --and the radionuclides
of -concern ar -ad~axaeutes. -Th far aradoe0rt

_-• f-or .decoitamInation Are4;sJOIght-yf rreduced because the m..,machinery

-involved in the-- cleanup -adds distance. and hielding:b4e en the

radionuclides and the workers ,exposed. Worker beta doses from

'ra donucides deposited -,directly on :ski n and doses from Worker

inhalation of -resuspended aradonuclides are not included in the

model. Worker ,;6protec, tv•ve %measures would be taken ,..to effectively

eliminatetheepsreatwy.Tedsto'eotmato
workers is included.n%-tbeesimates of total -pupulation -expo-- -

-sure and chronic, eeat-effecits,. -he -estimated. decontamination .
-worker dose ratios-for each-level of effort are presented in . -

Tables.4.3 and 4.4.

,Dose rates in £certain •:areas• might ,warrant the temporary

.relocation of the i-population duriag the decontamination and

:cleanup processT..". o Twoptiobns ,are -included in the new economic

-model to acco unt. or 4o of "re ocating -individua•las during the
- decontaminat•io0 pleriti•tr option includes a• check to

detriewehrr-o the on-tarm Vrot~eptive action.n
-criterion Mould -ble, 6x3 edifindividuals lived :in areas

: - ' . . I -:" . •: "" : • • : ! .-- 2 - : • ' . .: :. : . i:: !- b''
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decontaminated ddring the cleanup process. If the l-6ng-t~erm
protective action criterion is exceeded from inhabitation of the
area during decontamination,, then the population is relocated
during the decontamina,:ion process. The second option estimates
decontamination factors necessary to meet the long-term protec-
tive- action criterion with -the- assumption- that-all individuals
are relocated from areas to be decontaminated during the cleanup
process. The .number of individuals to be relocated during
decontamination can be significantly differe nt:for the .two-

The c ost of relocating"individuals during the decontamina-
tion process is estimated using: .

Cd PdrI[E+(Io~R)]Qtd*36S (4.11)

where .

Cdr = the cost ,of )pOpulation relocation from an area
during the period ;of decontamination ($).

-V, Ai -thee op1l ttotxn ý.,to be relocated from the
"- deccintaminat"ion ý:area .,(number of persons), , : .. --

td the -averagertime fml start :,to -completion of the'
- ---- dentintnproc~essyer)fiw - ''"-

.and the ,othher ý,parameters ae defned in"Tabl -4.1 The time
. .fVrom start to.completon-of -the decontamination ?prodess 'is spe- >-

~Cif-i.ed-.t~o..repre~sent-""n' "'.a'velr~age" ---for- ,:those ,ar~eas ̀ to be de~con '

taminat-ed.'-',-t isassumed that. normal .activityresumes in an
- -ar:ea aaf ter-the econtamination "rogram-has'been completed. ,-

- The :new eonomic ;consequence :model estimates attributes of.
the decontamination program which 'can be examined with cost
estimates ,.to-i•denti~fy:potential.resource and logistic -llmta

tions for -severe -,LWR 'accidentsý,- 'The model includes estimates
of worker doses. -in'chronic 2 heanth effect and :health -effect,,cost _

calculations -6.-P'A large.scale decontamination program 4is ikely
to create additional employment in specific industrial sectors ':7
due to the labor. -building materials, .and equipment needs of the
e ffo rt. - . -, - - '.. . . .... - -

- nthose areas,:.: er~e-4urA~e.- de posited atiiy evl
Aexlceed unacceptablehafio by: the `maximumi
achievable factor i naot projected to reduce individual doses

'to accepta ble ..l evels, .land interdiction ia implemented as'a

4.-.22 ,,• o: ::.
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..populationprotective -measure.- -- The population- origina-lly.--

inhabiting the area is assunted to be permanently moved to an

alternate location. After decay, weathering, and possible

future decontamination efforts, it is posqible that individuals

would move back to the area. Land interdiction costs are esti-

-mated- using- present -value -discounting concepts, and the i mportant .

as. asumption that some portion of the initial valueof the -

property-may be recovered if the area can..be used in the future.

--Thereare twObasic- methods- for estimating-the economic loss

due toland interdiction' 
fter a rele of radioactive mate-r .

ials. The first method.measures the production rate (or rate

of output) of the-land and all tangible assets contained within

- a-.region, .-and i.Integrates thisI value over the interdiction or."

.".some other specified time period. -.This -approach is used.

in both the BEA ec-onomic *,model and -the ECONO-!ARC consequence

-model.-..The BEA--analyses pr.edict -job l1osses which occur in the

first year of land interdiction. The, ECONO--MARC. model estim. tes.

.thecontribution.0f an areantotGross Domesti-c Product andinte-.

grates the total .pro'duction .l-bss over the entire period ,of land

interdiction. ,Oneprlem-with this approach is that all,,

attributes dof `an area Which•contribute to societal -productivity,

are -not measured .- t-i-nGross Domestic Product. -For example, .a.-.

-parcel -.of -land may be ;productive 'through a scenic view whidc it.

- " -ov-des:.. Thi 6productIvity. s .rarOey 'measu eed through Vmrket-
."tranact ions. ,,tand - not incuded n GDP. -Another problem,: with , .

. integrating-" productionlsses to estimate int 
erdttIon --cost.s

" that .production•,,.can,.-oft ena.resume in other- areas oor ,from new

cpital• inve-s.tmentits om-e ti e- ibd-fr Vpt-du-tion reumptionV

:must be Zpecified,,o ..iest•ima.te :,,a :total c ost "of land interdict ion'.-..;.

F ina lly, .ipr oducot'On Aintegral .•approaches do not accurately
.... ..... :account_ for -.the rio;sjr:of -,,4accumulated .tangible assets which may : . c,,,

-be containedji n an intezrd'ir!tedý :area. •tPast investmentsa inýntan'.J- ii 'J'' 
-nv an-;

.gbl ..goodsmay.:not be_,a-ccurately -ref lectedby -integratig

future m,'tducti'thlosset. -
3,

A second Approach :toe the o't' of l`Iand inte)dl:

ti - ton is to use the concept,:of wealth to estimate--the tota. -
" present nvalue -of land-and •tanqble assets in -an area.. .Wealth

provides the tapability to produce output and income (including

-. non-ma r output and"income) over a succession or accounting

pa;. iods l[Ke76a,:Ke76b].. ,,.',The w•ealth ,of the United .:States has

grown constantlty,;:ov, er the l14if-etime of the nation due .,to contin-

-uous -investment in t•angible..goods .-to increase productIve qcapac- i*ý,'-"

ity. Studies.,have examined -both the human- and non-human wealth
"of the nation-,:to .determine pOatterns ýof investment and wealth 4.

formation :?. .it ,ere p:ose to measure ..•the -total vproductive .

.output. ,of -an.- area liknluin-,utput.conibutors liee senic,-,

views which ar~rl esrddrctly 4n .markettascin-~,jY

:',then the prsn-icutdvaeofa fureotp zo-ll

items 'would 44'vafl, net yt-nble :ealth, •iven perfect measure- , -.,: "*

., . .technique. :.... the,.broad.definltion or"pro.uction.

:wealth and Aiscounted future production ,should 
be equal,

-4-23
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CRAC2 employs a wealth model for lastimating societal costs
of land interdiction. This approach is preferable to the inte-
grated production output approach because of the better estima-
-tion of total costs of land area interdiction. Also, implicit
in the wealth model is the-.assumption that- investment 'can .create

-new- wealth in a different area. The wealth Loss in an inter-
dicted area can be estimated using available data for past
integrated-capital investments.. Finally, wealth loss estimates
are comparable -to losste e f-r om'h historia evetswh i c h ta ve-:r r,....l : ýO.oVi£ a I at•

r-:resul•te-d-"in significant costs.' Fires, auto accidents, torna-
does, and hurricanes are. examples of events which result in -

..tangible wealth losses.. The costs of these events result from
the coss •incurred. torestore the tangible. property to its
initial- (.or often an improved) condition...•

• Wealth and present-value concepts are used -to-estimate
interdiction-costs in-the new economic.model..' Non-tangible
:financial assets such as stocks, bonds, and :precious metals are
not included in cost estimates since.these items 'would generally
not be affected by a-reactor-ýaccident. w-Therefore. only land and
.,tangible asset y.,eaflh values -need to be included in the
-analysis.

Th wath Vae o land and tangible :assets co'ntained.. :-with-inan a r e a, a nbe me.atured-using two approaches. -The first
" .approach -istO-estmate the market-value of- ,h a'- --as
recorded il.:nmia,rket-transactiOi2 -been-sed

inte `rece.tCinsus of .Governments ýto estimate ,'t-he a6verage re6al
estate values in var ious regions of the .. count ry [Ce77 fri: ý),.This ,

appr ach is useful -for-assets which -are often t-raded nin i: 'he- 7
- - market, ýbut 14 ýinApproprl.ate-or- -*ýthose -societal--as sets, vhich 'are'

-edmor ntever -valuied j,-n market transactions, (ei. seersy-s- -

tems pulic ranit. yst~a8.natonalpars).'For. "these asets
it -is most appro priate to0 :measufre :eath bysumminng: total past
investment in these items .and subt-,acting :net ýdepreciatio0'n and.
losses (from-accidents,,,disasters). Possible appreciation of
wealth canh.also "be taken ,into a'ccountr . ýAccounting for -the net.

..-wealth ,:,mkitfonusing this aplroach is tedious becatuse
investment as•tr.'ams from-the.start of the 'creation -of 'wea lth '.1.n '• . an area must be 4ncluded . .. •,•.. ... . ... .. •- ........ . .... ... .... , , .•--•

ý!Ax e ~ 4 It t

The SEA is in the process of-completing a multiyear ustud?

.- which has employed the netstock formation approach .to -est imate
the total tangle 'wealth of the United ,States (Lo72 .- Mu4.

-7u61 MU76bb- cve s t me nc -Yo!lt. 0I•est e d ast m•t p'• t.,, -
i~ng ba ck ýto `b"pec
. t... co-ae. re :.appr

.. . . . . " -h e e' " ,; . .. t t" .a c i . . . .

jp~~~ ~ ~ ... 01 A 9b ,ý,Ln-onae i
- . t,•rell. 4, avliy on the- Nationa ncome-a

~Product.'Acc~ounts ̀ .to, -Stitate tinn'stment -in now -tangible 1wealth.-K
' The curttodk aOt-ý7-kvate a~n'd :esideiitial :wealth, governmuenti
wealth. -consumer dural.,,and 'businessý inventories 'have 'beeon'



es.tima.tedin .the .-study,. Research, -to- estImate--land- weal-th-is -. ..

underway to complete the estimation of total net tangible wealth
in.the nation. Once these estimates are complete, net tangible
wealth estimates-can be easily updated in future years by using
national income and product accounts. Rlesults of a previous
study performed by The Conference Board are used-in estimating

-the wea-l-th- of- land i-n the- U.S. for this. study [Ke76]

.The new economic- model estimates. wea--th contained-in-.farm
a--reas-by: u-si ng-:.-: - -

Vf = FF * A FV * RVf (4.12)

where --

Vf total farm -wealthin :an area from -land and
improvements ($1)

.FV = average market-value:of arm land and structures in
ýnation acre)

"RVf ratio of region-specifvic tonational average market
. .va lue-- of f'arm land and str~uctures in the area.

_ and, theoer parameters are d efined -i n-Table:--4.. -The values
'for FF and RV-can-be ispecifed 'fo" each spatial interval in he

ca-s-e-uezce-cluain 7Farm Vadand. structure va~lues are,,
-avaible in the 1978 Census :Of Agriculture -a haha been

upae o18 ol~lars; usin A alfarm 1-and and st~ructure -value '

- index [C678,SA3.. S'-311-.

§ Te tta-tangible -wealth- ofr eidenrtal
-public proper ties in 'an -a-rea' 1,s' esOtimateid using!: - . .---

V iC -FRRV .(4.3

whe r e

V otl esienia, business. and publi'c !wealthi
an area.0(). - -

- i total puopulation in area fted (number of
-per sons). C" ," . * -

-' 'e "

•a * National evei a n(,ahotble Aan u w ing .arm. ,
Sland a .- (t$) ,t- es)i per-capita ($/.perso).

p.na olaincome in -area r
....•= .....•m j :=a o:O -ie iOn-k ecific n i n a er • .. I.I :' :.•1,4 rI -25: '.• .1

- " . . . .•!.L . ... •. . .. . . .. . .j



Tota-ltrn g-ble wealth es:imates are not available on a region-
specific basis. Therefore, the detailed .national wealth esti-
mates'which are available from the recently completed studies
of national wealth are allocated to affected areas on a
per-capita .basis.- The wealth estimate is further -weighted. by"

-region-specific personal income statistics -since wealtb to some
Sextentrepresents income producing capacity, Areas with high
incomes are likely to have mote tangible wealth and_-more poten-
tial.for wealth creation than-low. income areas-.- :-Interdiction-- ....

co... .tratment based 0on ..per-capita..-allocation isc-¢onsistent with","',
"the 1el. of Catail treated, in the consequence model. Other more.
complex-methods -of wealth allocation could be employed but. are
net- justif-ied 'in -this type of analysis,

The, estimates .of .wealth included in each interdicted area
are depreciated to account for the societal-cost of a period of
land -interdiction. It is-likely that buildings and other.-
Improvements would depreciate at a faster rate than land in ;an
interdicted area due to lack of mainterance and repairs [Nu75a].
A depreciation rate of .pn.a20/year is -used for improvements ill
both farm -tan non-farmareas..-ý.- The cost -of -interdiction of anarea is estimated by subtracting -the value of -land .and improve-.- 1?

ments when reclaimed after interdictio from the -initial present
value of the area':i

-wihere

.Ci:- :Societal ,cost due' to.land area interdiction $Y).

.Vf ',Initial to.-,ttal. 'tangible wealth -in farm Iond 'andimprovements in the area affected ($). .

...Vr initial.,totai-,tangible wealth in -non-farm land and
''improvements 'area

Fit Fraction offarm .weaith in improvements in area ,

FIr *.Fraction 6of ,non-farm wealth in improveme•its 'in
non-fara portion, of. !area, ... , ., t,

p eptecia'tion iratelv. fo-improvements 4tring,,the
Azinrdiirtion pro (.er.

- r - .ocIetaldiso.unt ..rate Used in analysis /ye"ar) , -... ',-

..... otal tie and area is interdiiCte.4 (years).
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..-. The parameters-FTc. -F!r. and tj can be deffined for "each
spatial interval in the new economic mod1el. The interdiction
period is estimated based on the time.period necessary for
radioactive decay, weathe::ing, and decontamination efforts to
reduce.the integrated long~term population dose to an acceptable
-level. If an area is predicted -to be 'interdicted -for more-than
30 yea-rs" the entire initial- wealth in the.area is assumed-to
be-lost. The costs of deconta mination. interdiction, or a com,-
bination of-these--mea-sures is estimated for each area where
l-ng ter .ct-ios. are- required and the. least :!Cost- alternative-:
is included in cost and health effect estimation. Decontamina-
tion is generally predicted to be the most cost effective pro-..-- .tectivemeasure-ifthe -population can be returned to the area
immediately. after the cleanup process.

SIt is likely that personal and corporate incomes would be
lost-.for-- some -period due to permanent population -relocati-on from,
interdicted areas.- Permanent. relocation costs ar-e. estimated
based on personal income losses for a 100 day transition period
and corporate income losses for a 180 day-.transition period[Pr83., SA83]. •.•Costse•of moving .belongings .to -newareas should
be small since. al-l tangible property in the interdicted- area-i.
assumed to be -replaced. ThezxeLore, .the cost ef pe-rmanent-Xelo-cation results -entixre.,efrom temporary income losses in the
model. This cost is estimated to be -$4000/per on in the
1 ntordiction area, .,which is -small compared to wealth loss

. predictions. .- -. - . .-.

. . . • , ': ..: ,.; •.
. .........4.4.6 HEALTH :EFFECTs COSTS ". , . :: .- : .:,,.....:-',:•.,?::

.,'Studies f AC7T38-Co06,1Ne83] -ave been performed to ýes timat e "the
-societal costs.,of. :health effects which resxult f-r variousrie6k _
souces..- Ther are :two-general- approaches '..hich have been -used -
to estimate the costs of. healt-h effects.-The first approach
estimates indivi.dual .or. societal preferences-f.s, a-idance Ior
reduction of -health effect risks. Studies [Ac73. Co8l] using'
-this approach- have .. oncluded -that preferences for health effect
risk reduction-are-,dependent --upon the activity or circumstance
which leads. to the risk. - -Estimating health effect costs through
evaluation of -preferences does .-.have the advantage that effects
which cannot be .quantified directly fe.q.,. mental anguish, pain."
suffering) should-be appropriately included in individual pre-
.ferences. .•However, the interview .process necessary tfor elici-
tation of risk reduction prefeferences can be difficult and
costly.-

~A scon aproah'_to.;hea1-th.4ef fect, costs elutsthe loss ;-- -

in hiuma'n., -apitl1rVum ýalth) induced by h'eaIt h ,Oft edC
occurrence. bTig, approachvle the loss in productivity o6-
an.individual ..au ..ed by h X ncidence of a health effect. The - - - -
loss -in .productivity ,can' be estimated by discounting an indivi-

. - . : . ._ - . . . • : ... .. . -. • -.. .... ""
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dual's expected lifetime loss of earnings due to the incidence
.. of a" par-ticular health effect. The.advantage of this approach
is that estimation of costs ic straightforward. However, -the
estimated health effect cost from this approach includes only
purely economic costs, and in no way reflects individual pre-
ferences. for -avoidance of pain. suffering, or anguish. :Health
efffect values -calculated using this. pproah-.are---incorpora-ted
into the new economic model to represent the societal economic
losses due to the incidence of radiation-induced health effects

-at offsite locations. -

-In using the-human capital approach to-.esti:mate the societal
losses due-to--health effect occurrence., it is necessary to add
the direct-societal costs of health care to estimate the total
cost of tradiation-induced health effects. A previous study" has -
estimated the.direct (medical care)•and the indirect-.(human.
.capital) cost., of possible radiation-induced health effects
after severe LWR acoidents (Ne83]. The study used detailed

.calculations to account for the age- distribujtion and earnin-gs.
distribution of the population, average medical care costs. and
-health effect risk versus time after -radiation. exposure. to
estimate the costs of specific types of health effects included
in Mrte CrC-2..conseqrleTrce ca-culation code. A computer model-wa"

.developed in the study-to estimate. health effect costs for spe-
cific-consequences and discounting assumptions. Estimates of
base-case radiation injury, cancer, and genetic effec.. costs
from the study are shown.in Table 4.5. Early fatality costs
were not directly esLizmated in the study.- The cost estimates -

.are .. based--.on ,•a-,typ-ical .-population -exposed-,to-..radiationafter.-.an
LWR accident, .,a 4%/year real societal discount rate,...and.a.
1%/year real growth-rate in medical costs-and earnings.

-The costs of radiation-induced health effects are estAimated
in the new eco0nomicnodel by multiplying -the expected numbe of

health - effetsby Average s1ocietal. costs~ or e 1ach type of
health e6ffect: --

-. Ch N HCj - - (4,.15)

wheo. e

C Total medical care and human capital croat of'
ChJ :radiation-inducedbhealth effects of typo j ($).

O'.-Average medical care and human capitaI cost of
.-- 06specific health effect j ($/effect), -.

Nh W.Total number Of -health effects of type J predicted
:'to ocur in area (number of effects).
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The health effect estimates included in the new economic model
include early fatalities resnilting from eF.rly exposure*., early
injuries resulting from early exposure. latent cancer fatalities
resulting from early exposure, latent cancer fata]iti-..s result-
-ng -from chronic ýIexposure-,--thyreid healtth effects resulting from
total exposure, and geneti-z effects resulting from total expo-
sure.. The total cancer fatality costs include leukemia, lung,
gastr:ointest-ina:l-, .ýbrýea~st.° bon.e, .- and all other*-*fatal-cancers.from
-exposure.--The health:-effec't costs .als include the costs of!

non-fatal effects. All health effect cost predictions in the
-new economic model reflect short- and long-term protective
actions which are assumed t) be impl~emented in each area after
the accident, including doses incurred.by decontamination

.... workers- when appropriate.

The new economic model estimates the societal costs of
radiation-induced -healtheffects-using the human -capital-
approach with estimates of direct costs of medical care. These

.- cost estimates have been taken from a previous study of health
..effect costs-for severe LWR accidents.(Table .4.5)(Ne83]. T""e
-values represent onl-y societal-economic losses:.and do not in -
any way reflect true individual preferences for-risk-reduction--from radiation-induced health effects. Therefore, the health
effe:t •costs presented- in this report represent lower-bound -

estimates.__D.lDlar -values.for health.effects.reflecting societal,
- preferences-for risk avoidance could be incorporated into the

---- -new- economic-mod;els..---However, -.it -is- ques-tionabl'e'whether-triue-
societal preferences can be appropriately represented-using:
constant dollar values for health effects. [Ke8Oa.KeE-ObKe8Oc].

4.5 OFFSITE COSTS -NOT. INCLUDED IN THE NEW. ECONOMIC MODELS

'.5.1 "OFFSITE LITIGATION COSTS

After any severe accident resulting ina release of radio-
active material it is likely that parties affected at offsite
:locations will seek compensation from ltable parties through
litigation..-As discussed in section 3.10 on onsite litigation
..costs, the societal costs of the litigation process itself are
likely to be -small. However. to individual parties involved in
.litigation.-the costs of the litigation process could be large
and should be-included in analyses for these.groups. Most "
damage rewards for offsite parties represent transfers of
.losses which are included in direct -societal cost estimates and

-do not.-result in additional net costs. Legal awards for costs

-- Fivetimes the average value of a radiation injury from the
-health effect-cost--s-tudy [NeS3] is used as an estimate of-.
early fatality costs in this study (-$500,000). The

:conclusions of this :study are insensitive to this value.

4,ýý-i-29
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Table 4.5

Estimates of Econoiri6"Costs of Radiation-Induced Health Effects*[Ne83I

RadiationInjuriLes

P 'rodrOmal
Bone Narrow
Lung
Gastrointestinal
Prenatal

Mediccal.Care and
Productivity Costs (103$)

HC~

129
76

100
281
118Ave rag

cancers

-Leukemia
.Lung

... . Gastrointestinal
Breast

..- . . -n e . ?

:All Others...
.-- ... Thyroid - .... . .

.-- •._-~ ...5._Genetic_ Effeclts _.___

.... .......

131.

275
25.

24
:-2

52

*Cost estimates -are based on4% discount rate and 1% real growth rate
in medical care costs. No estimates for early-fatality costs are
presented in [Ne831



not quantified could be included by augmenting the dollar costs
used in this study. No societal costs for offsite litigation

.- cases are. included in this ,study.

4.5.2 SECONDARY IMPACTS
4 y e ._ . ..... ..ii i {•i} It•i :,iii•iis .pos silb-le, that. an a€cciden-t cOu l':d .have-.economic€ -iipacts- i: :./,i:•••i

outside, of the area. directly. impacted by population pr6tective.
_counttermeas-ures. Alsoincreases in the cost of electricity in
specific regions could ripple through-the economyaffecting.

-- prices.-, employmentV,.-ý. incomes..-and ....productivity in.,.a region.
These secondary, costs -or ripple effects of --accidents are
discussed in this section.

- One problem-in discussing secondary impacts .is that the
magnitude of impacts depends on the size of the area included

-Ain the. analysis. Negative impacts in.one specific impacted
region are often balanced by positive impacts in another area.,
For example. 4.ncreased labor costs on the East coast of the
U.S. could lead to' gradual- industry relocation and 'increased

e.economic:actlivity..on.-the.West coast of the country. This type -

- of :secondary impact :results in small net societal costs due -to
.-the balancing of tcosts .and benefits in the: economy. However.
when viewere-from a -regiona-l -perspective .::this secondary -impact.
of-higher.labor•.-costs --could be important. '

The potential.,:secondary impacts of population protective

measures such as _milk-•di-sposal - crop disposal., decontamination.,
-- andl-!an,.i interdiction 'have _ýbeen estimated as part of the Bureau

S.--of,, !ý.Econoi -Analysis study-of :reac-tor accidenrit consequences
-usng npu-6uputanaysi tehnqu~es.' The r sult and,

"limitatio ons of the BEA. analyses -are :discussed in detaili• in'
Appendix C. _;Analyses for. various re-actor sites indicate that
secondary impacts of population protective measures will
:ýgenerally be small compared to the direct cost of measuies taken
in the physically a4ffected areas. However. the BEA analyses

.did not estimate the potential.secondary impacts (which may
largely be beneficial) of -a large decontamination program after

- severe accidents.. -In general, it is. likely that the flexibility
in the national -Tand regional a .',nomies which .is observed .after..,
most disasters would ,esult in ],a -lessening of the secondary
'impacts from population .protective measures jPe77,ED74].,t 'is
possible that "s pecific j instances -could be found where secondary .

-impacts are 'Important.

.Anotheri potentialsuc ofsendry Amp~icts after -it c .' ~-

-dents which result i reactor`plant 1s hutdown is -the increased
real cost • •electricity in aparticular region. This potential

impact has- been discussed In a tud ies of the costs .f shutting
4 doun operatinq reactors (Stalb]. Increased-electricity prices

430
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ina region can have adverse effects on employment, income, and
production in -the area.. These .effects are normally estimated
using simple multipliers. The multipliers for.regional impacts
of higher elec~t~ricity prices have ranged from negative values
.(indica.ting a net-_benefit to electricity._price incr.eases, to
positive- values of 5.5-1(indicating -that secondary impacts are-
4.5 times as great as the direct costs). These multipliers are
normally estimated using region-specific input-output or econo--

mercmodels.t' rdc h oalrgoa mato ani energ0y,.
-price increase. From the societal perspect1ive, £it i-s lixkely -

that secondary impacts will be reduce4 through cancellation of
costs- and. -benef-its in different regions. -.

Secondary impacts of severe reactor accidents-are not
explicitly estimated in this study- because costs -are estimated.
from the societal perspective and the level of detail and cost
-necessary to estimate-secondary impacts-for a specific event
are not-warranted for risk alfalysis apprications. It is likely-
that secondary costs will largely be cancelled by benefi.ts when
viewed -from':the :societal persipective. 'Results'of input-outputanalyses indicate that.-the secondary impacts of population pro-

-tective measures should be generally small. .Thisý view is -

suppor ted -by data from _disaster experience [-Pe77, ED74]. -The_
impacts Of-electricity.price increases due to. reactor shutdown'
could be -serious :in a paxrticular region-,but are likely to be.

r -.- _balaainced.-ýsomewhat-bypositive .:ffecs in the-socety -viewed as- . -

a whole. 'Further- research ,in-estimating ,secondary costs should.
I b& e-n-7d toIi -J -6 o. estima-thethco6mp-e-t e--c-it co oser••e -st-.

accidents. No sOcietal., coasts,. for. secondary impacts are included
A-in this: study.. -

.. -...! . . .. . ... .. ..... ... ...... .. c ! o Z .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ... . . . .. ..
4 -6 COMPARISON OFCRAC•-••AND WENEW ECONOMli" - S -

A flowchart -of the -new -of f aite economic consequence model
is shown in Figure 4.3. :-.The model estimates direct costs, of
population protective ,measures and public health impacts at -. -,-,
offsite- locations -after r.eactor --accidents, and incorporates
-estimates *from -onsite cost ýmodelis in the calculation of .distri-
butions of e~conomic rss.Afowhr of the CRAC2 economic.,"
.model, is shown in Figre '4.'4. 'The major differences between
the..new model and the-CRAC2=mdel1 are:

1. The-new model accounts for short-term emerrency phase
and intermediate phase population movement costs not
i-ncluded i.-n -the CRAC2 .model- .

2. The model ,4accounts..or population celoca ion which .may,-,,
be ýnecessary. duringr.the decontamination and cleanup
process., . .. -
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Figure 4.3 - FloWchart of new economic model.
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Figure 4.4 - Flowchart of CRAC2 econornic model.
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3. The model allows user-definition of all protective
action criteria to be applied in post-accident
situat ions.

t--.-4.-Mosteconomic parameters can be specified on a spatial
..-interval basis for site-specifi-c calculations.-

5. All cost values have been...updated and expressed in 1982

6. -Additional attributes of the decontamination program
. are. estimated -in the neweconomic model. Dose_ •t

-- decontamination workers is estimated and included in
the- health effect-calculat-ons.

7. Dose calculations correspond closely to the protective
-actions which are implemented in each area. This
,provides the -ability -to estimate-both -costs and---
benefits of various protective actions.

8. .,Heal th -6effect costs and onsite cost components can be-
-included-"inthe estimation-of, total- accident costs.

... -4.7-_ PROTOTYPE =ECONOMIC MODEL USED IN THIS STUDY

:-A prttp '-~e~cnmcmoe a endeveloped as
part- of this 9study -or -evelo pment -and testig purposes The
Iprototype .modeluses 'raJdlonuclide concentration 'data from CRAC2 :
analyses as~inputin estimating -accident economic ,.consequences-6L.'

..... .A f diara fo the prototype model is presented inFigure
-•--:- 5.---The new-economic.models are -urrent-l--bei'n incorporated

into: the -MELCOR series--f reisk- as-sessment cod es.

The* prototype mo nc subroutines to- cal
...late indviduall doses.., f~rom -exposure to surface-deposited
materials or comparrison .with otffite protective action
implementation cri~teriaxi•anyof the-dose projections necessary
for the -new economic iodeis are -not included in the CR6C2 code. -

-Appendix E contatins j d~isc'ussion of the equations temployed in
the prototype model to integrate individual exposures over
various time peri~ds. ,

4.6S CONCLUS 1O1S -

.The nev offsiteo ýeconomic model can -be used "toestimate nh " -e:kij:4
'..'- costs-of protective -actions.after any accidental release of.

. aterial from an.-LWR facility. Since routine forced outage
.events -result--n-negligible off site consequences, there is no
need to emPloy,'the offaite cost models to estimate costs 1for.

- . . . ...- - - --- -. . . ...-
4- . . .. ..
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.. routine forced- outage events. The new offsite cost models are
employed in the estimation of severe accident consequences in
Chapter 6 of this report. The model predictions are compared
to previous predictions from the CRAC2 economic models in
Chapter 6. .. .. .
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CHAiTEIR -5

ECONOMIC RISKS PRO24 SHALL CONSEQZENCE LWR EVENTS

The frequencies and costs of routine LWR outage events are
combined in this..section to. estimate the--economic risks from

.-these events-.. LIPlant. outage.'data are used to estimate the fre-.
Squency of LWR forced.--ou~tage -events, anrd-the-. severity•:(or_ dura-_..-
tion-) of forced-outage -events conditional.-upon forced outage

occurrence. Onsite replacement power and repair costs for- rou-.
tine forced outage-events-are estimated using the onsite cost
model 9,descr ibed hin Chapter. 3.- -Of f-site-- costs -are .negligible for
this category -of- operational :events., -. The. possible benefits
resulting from the reduction of the frequency and duration of
• forced outage events are discussed-.

5.1 LWR, FORCED- OUTAGE :EVENTS •INCLUDED JIN CATSGORY JI (SMALL'
CONSEQUENCES) -

The primary goal -of this 'study -is to estimate".the economic.
risks posed by abnormal occurrences or unusual events which
occur at U.S.--nuclear power reactors.' Therefore, scheduled.

-- plant events-such"as refueling-outages are not. included -in

-etimates- of Wt -economi ris f rom pla nt.,...ope rat ion.; h ms
ii-portantcon-tribut o rtO: onsite -st o from ..routin e. _forced o..-ut
ages is the- cost of .replacement'power.-duei'to plantoutýae.time.
Events which do notresUlt Ainplant :outage,:time ared:not
considered n`%th Msuy.-Tesa eOvents -con~tribute-!ýminimallIy -.ýto6

- the economic risk from plant 'operation.,- -Any .events ,which _;]result ,-. -

n cor e-damage or- ad I ioacvtiv cv n taminati on of f plant f acilities_ _ý-
.... are inc luded in: ;event •cat~egoiee I and -i1I and are dissed

i.n Chapter 4. - .- '--

52DATA BASE-:,Y0,'-'M:,ORE OUTAGE EVENTS

A data baseU66 as idformedd...in t•his study to estimate U.S. LWR
-forced outage IfrequOenhcies by-•Using the annual reports--of -nuclear
plant operating experience -.published by the NRC. [AE740 Nu77b,
:Nu77c. :Nu79a.--,,Wu79bh';•NuB la. -NuSlb). :Each NRC report presentso
operating sftartist'ics'-and :.•data for ýeach plant -in commercial
-operation at t1he 'end of : xagiven "calendar year. • The -data base:: " :
formed f or -•ths -atudy :inclUdes "icalendar years' 1974 trough 1980

V, 4* 1974 throug -4-'49814

Each indivj•uai1reactor plant-outage which occurred.iuring

a-; calendar-pear ilP1. _41.umma rzle n te-NRC data tbasew h 'pant" -

.... ....

o t g -,a a "An •°":'a ,, •"•':••>•••••fd •"•• -h 1i "A" t16iali ," ,:>: f' the•:i• -O t g ,(tr "J•,•s•••, :



nature of the outage, the cause of the outage, the reactor
shutdown metLod. and the plant components involved for each

:operating U.S.,-LWRt outage. - The data are used to develop es.t-i-.
mates of the frequency of forced outage events and outage dura-
tions for LWR... The cause of each outage is also considered in
the-formation of thedistribu-tion-of forced outage frequencies...

-in this.study.

--Unfortunately, -- inclus ion -of -::a--1 -f orced- outage --events in -the,
formatio i ofnthe-ou1tqge.distr ibut ions not appropriateforthe

'purpose of-this- Ptudy.6- Events such-as regulatory forced outagesresulting ifromNRC 'andates for plant, shutdown are inceluded in

NCthe.C data- basea.s forced Outage. events. Also. the :distinction
--between forced and scheduled outages -in .-the NRC data. base s.
... s -me~times q'uestionable:. -:ThereforeC--the- cause of- each individual-
forced outage event wa.s reviewed and -only those events which.

.. resulted from plant operation are-.included.in-the-.formation of
distributions-in this study- Judgments regarding the scheduled
or non-scheduled nature of forced outage events were applied to
the data -base.,- It is necessary i to take'proper -account of out-- -

ages which. extend: across:calendar-years -by summing the outage
---contributions .-intoa single total outage duration.. This summa-
-tion - is --not -perforsedAin i.the RC -eventsummaries,-but -is--

.included in !t-his report.- Al regulatory .-forced. outages are
-excuded -fromthe-: estimatio .of economic: risks from-operation. .

but-arediscus-sed -sepa&rately in Appendix B. - -

The nulearI-palr -pant -opera ting-experience --data- base- formed-Tfor-
.thi study.6 is -iscussed in, -Appendix A . The data- base( co-nta in
informat ion -:•concerning týhe -plant name, -calendar -year. -the date. .-.of-the start o•,f lnt comercial operation., thedate :f plant. -
Vpermanent -hUtdow ,(whe .re p p icable). -the-::reactor type, ate
NSSS vvendoL.the reactort-ýelecttrical -rat itn, the---tot-a l.tnumber-- of.-... .. -

forced outaes- ,occurr ing within each reactor-year .-,a•dn he dur
ation (in "-hours) .o•of each.,forced":outage "-event which:occurred
d.uring eah-.calendar year --frm 1974 -through 1980.

" . • ':-t • • - -i ". . . -* ..

-. 3 -,DISTRIBUTION OF ,IWR.;-FORCED OUTAGE FREQUENCIES " ' - " .- :

- MThe n :",lyAeeloped plant eoperatng experience ,data base ,. .
including 367-.cOMplete'reactor-years of-.operation is used to
*sttmater the -ifrequency rof -,f or ced -outage ;events at -a.-operating [AIR
Plants. .Partial- -yeyarsb xof!ý-operation.tv, hich -occur ,immediately ,-.,.",-
.after .panst tartup ,(ie., the year -•of ýthestact of:-o amercia ,
operation) ",are,-ae eude8 frIom -ýthe-analysis -because o~f- difficulty , ;,';-ýýý.:',-''

-in data interpretation., -. ne .data for the totalI-number-,of

..-Some nuclea-Plantsoutages -ich !occur before :the

start -of -planto.-oommerarial operation. Theref ore, any partlal ' ---- •-
- years of experience ,at the time of plant st~artup are excluded
:fron the analysis.
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.... forced outage.-events- occurring- in, a- given plant year are sta-
tistically analyzed and tests for fits of standard probability
distributions are performed.

The .statistical arameters of the data set used to estimate
the forced outage frequency using equal weighting of all
r-eactor-years .are .showrn -in Table 51. I The total -number-of.
forced outage events included in the set is 3681. resulting .
a... -mean estimate. of .10- .0 forced outa.ge events per. reactor-year.,
' The•• minriM,. m numbe -.-offorcedo..ut a ge- event s observed-in a .
rdactor-year is 0. wit a maxi un of 52 forced outa ge eve nts.
obevdin a,,single0 re'actor-year., -The.. standartd -deviat ion 'of

the data is 7.-0 events -per reactor-year,.-. ýStatist ice are- also
shown..for PWR. and.. BWR plants considered separately..- Small- dif-
ferences exist- i-n the data for the- two plant types , id t-h .BWR."
plants on average experiencing -slightly fewer forced outage
events than PWR plants over the study period.

.-A histogram of the number of Iforced outage events occurring
in each reactor-year of data isshown in Figure 5.1. The.
empirical complementary cumulatiVe dIstribution functions for
PWR, BWR. and all LWR plants are shown in-Figure 5.2*.. The
Ma •rju• tionahc hama1i g dif.f erences between- BWR. andPW plants
.in.the study period. . -.

-- -The data .ba-se :was- analYzed¥ . to- estimate -the distr ibution of,
-pIant-speciifi -fo-rc-ed7 -ou.•tagefr4iequencies.no•;_4 nge i i l---l-o the-yea rs ;

1: oprtoa -aa-f-or eah1ntý ncluded-in the datavbase. ---
Thelat-aerqeforedouagefr~equency. for--:each -nucl ear-,unit

-inoperation during ut 1974-, periodi c ept
-thodse- p lants whichh experien less than' fu year of commer

- -~ - iao pera tion- during the study .period.,. Simple'. etatistics- for.
t.-he eave-rage Tfoorced- outage f re•qu'ency y at each: nuclear- -unitduringii
-- i_ -period- are -shown-i Table e-52;A •tota.l •f1 -67-1nu 4le plat
are included with_0a mean-plant-average.forced .outage -.freque.Dcy

10.6aof 10. utagesperetr•• -year.... A hist ograml go f' 'the p lant-
average forcod outage frequency data for all 67 LWRs J- shown
in Figure 5,.3. :-,The plant-average forced outage frequencies .show
less variationt,,han the 'forc'd. outage frequencies observed in
each indLividual.,reactor-year !of .operation (Figure S.1) This
can be explained by ,the-balancing of operationaf years with many
and few forced outage events-for -each individual nuclear plant.
The complementary ,cumulative distribution functions .for -plant-
.average forced outage frequencies Ifor BWRs. PwRs. and.all LWRs -,- .

* Parameters wetr@,rium;t.df-fitsof the normal.'lognormal,
'exp -n1 t A ieb dtr ibu t i o.ns t<o ..thee i a
-using .a l ea!.t squa~r;e.6estimation -technique [-Ch56].. - A Weibull "1-; T;4,:

di.4 ribtion -a tL.he -o anly -j hYpothesized dietribution accepted .
-at a .100 levol-.0 f7 - nf.icance.using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov , --

.twest of the hy otsiis Cr7ZJ].. ." ' ' -". ". g--

. : .. ..:. . . . s -s . . . . . .• . : . .



..... Table.. 5. 1- Statistical .parameters of .data used, to . .......

estimate forced outage frequency.

Statistical Parameter PWRs BWRs-° All LWRs

-- Total. Reactor-Years . 219 -14 367 V -:

Toa orced Outage .Events .- 2370 _313681,

Me a n-6o-ri.ed O0utage Frequenicyý
Based- -on ýEqual7Weighting o f 10.8 9.0 10.0
Reactor-Yars(eR.Y) --

Median Forced Outage Frequency 10- 8 9
-(per .R-Yr.:

-Variance of..orcedOutage Fruency 2 "27.7 4 "4• ............................................. .4-4•-i-.... :-.. -.. ,
Standard Deviation of Forced 7.. 5.3 . 7.0
Outage Frequency-(ýper R.-Yr.)

Minimum Forced Outage F.requency 0 0
in a S ingle Reactora-YearL

u. r Fo c d O t ge Frequency 52... 31.. ... . • . . . . 5--2.* .... ,-,•.,, ...

;n a-S~ingle eat-ear

-- -- -- • ..- ..-..

ý117

........ 6 .... .. ...... -.

-. , , " " .. . • . " • ,*" •.4.4.4. ,

QI.



Figure 5.1 - Histcogram of forced outage
for -I LWRS, 1974-1980.
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Figure 5.2+- CCDFs of fotced'outage frequency for BWRs, -PWRs,
and all LWPs, 1974-1980.
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Table 5.2 - Statistical parameters of data used to
estimate plant-average forced cutage frequencies.

Statistical Parameter

Total Number of Plants

PWRs BWRs All LWRs

41 -- 26 67

_Meanh. Pklant--S Pecific Forced' Outage,, 113
Frequency , (perReactor-Year)

-Median, Plant-Speci-fic Forced Outa'ge- 'Z.2
Frequency (per Reactor-Year) 11.2

Variance of Plant-Specific Forced
Outage Fr:equency 24.4

Standard Leviation of Plant-Specific. 4.9
..Forced Outage Frequency (per R.-Yr.)

9.4

9.6

17.0

4.1

10 4

22.1

4.7

Minimum Plant-Specific Forced Outage
Frequency (per Reactor-Year)

Maximum Plant-Specific Forced Outage
Frequency (pcr Reactor-Year)

2.8. 2.3

24.3 21.0

-2.-3

24.3 . '
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Figure 5.3.- Histogram of plant-average forced outage frequency
data for the years 1974-1980.
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7, , 7- .....

are shown in Figure 5.4. The-data for plant-average forced

outage frequencies are approximately normally distributed. The

variation of plant-average forced outage frequency is due in

part-t.o characteristics of the portfolio of reactor -plants

operating during the 1974-1980 study perio-d. Dlffereences in the

age•, design, and operat! iný and maintenance programs of. each .

operating U.S. .LWR-unit contribute to the observed variation in

-,plant-average -torced outage frequency-. ..

-.The. data base was also- used -to tet- for correlations 'between
.-,the number, o fo-rq.1ced o u t oua ge s in e a ch re actor- year -and'reactor

.-..a'ge ,:(during. the ',,reactor-year). reactor, size, reactor type, and.,

NSSS vendor;.-ý Significant correlations were found _.to exist

Sbetween .reactor age and. the-•number of forced outages observed -

in each reactor-year o-f dar.a. For nuclear -units with electrical.

ratings larger than 500 MWe and less than 1000 MWe, signifi-
cantly more. forced outage events are experienced in the first

few years of plant operation than-in later operation years.
This is consistent with-standard 'bathtub" failure rate behavior

which is observed 'In "most 'technological devices. 'The- higher '.

rate of forced outages In the first few years of plant -life

r t w -in problems which often arise in

engineering-,de__vices'. *.Si gnificanit diffe~rences tin '-t--tho--%e mean number --,--- -;-ý":7--

of- forced-,outageevents.per unit time were found for small

yertsns large ,_tac4 or-s-.so, ,No Gs-%ai-f+Cant -corr-elattont - wer rfound

-be tween: the: -numbe r-of --fo rced outages -per_ reactor -year and. -the ,_-, .

~plan.. tpe o.. NW~S endo.----------- -- --- ------------
- .Analysesee performedto c:dheck for correlations between

the, number -of tforced :,outa-ge events ineach reactor-year., and'the
mean forced outage :duration. -Although it wa exected th at

-smaller numbers of-forced .•;Ioutage- events -might be correlated with

-in .whic.h .,.,forced ,outage :events may occur)•.no s4gP.ificant cre

lations were found. In. add ition,-1no igni iant correlations'
'were found between-plant age 'and the mean or total forced outage-

duration -in each reactor-year of data. Results of.-detailed

analyses of-the 'LW 'outage data base are reviewed -in Appendix W.' -

S.4 DISTRIBUTION OF LWR FGzCED OUTAGE EVENT DURATIONS

The LWR forced outage :data -base is used to estimate the

'distribution of'forced outage event durations conditional upon

outage occurrence., The durations of 3681 forced outage events

(Oin hours) ,are included ,in the Pnalysis. N'o outages from

.parial.years •of. ,,reactor, ,operation are included. The minimum

outag• duration in -the NWRC .reporting system is.A hour'. The

.*More recent NRC reports include outage durations-less than- I

:ýhour in duration.

S-,



Figure 5.4 -CCDFs of piant-average forced outage frequency for
.BWRS, PWRS, a~nd all LWRs, 1974-198C..
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duration-of outage-events which extend-.across calendar years is-.-
taken to be the total summation of all plant downtime resulting
from an initiating event.

-The statisticali parameters of the fo-r-ced outage duration
data set are shown in Table.5.3. The forced outages included
in-the data base totaled 303,754 hours of forced outage time
(-35 reactor years of.downtime) between calendar years
1974-1980, The mean forced ..outage duration. during this ..period..
is approximately,..82. 5 1hours-;, -and the median outage -duration is.
15- hours. The standard deviation-of the- outage duration data 7
is approximately.-42•60 -hours. A .histodgram-,and complementa~ry.-. .. .
cumulativedisetribut io-n-f unction. o f,.f orced.outage-- durations from.,
the- the.•._empirrical data, are pre sented in Fig'ures 5.5 and. 5..6..
Relatively small differences-exist-in the forced-outage-duration
distributions -for PWR andBWR plants during the study~period*. .

5.4.1 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF FORCED -OUTAGE DURATIONS

A distribution of forced outage event frequency versus out--
age duration is obtained by combining the frequency of 'forced.
outage event' ;occurrence and the distribution of ioutage durations-'-:.
conditional upon .event ýoccurrence. KThe distributior, I of ..'forced -. •/.ý,.
outage event durations is ,assumed to be independent of the total-'.'-
frequency .o0f ,f orced ;outage .'events it .e. the di-stribution of.
event sever4ityis•-independent *of- forced outage-f requency) iln t-he-

combination-prcess. -Complementary .cumulativef requency dis -. -
tributions of ",outauge -event durations' are shown in Figure 5 7 for

Mes Bs.And al LWR'.'-

S. 55 -DI STRI.BUTyION ..OF '.'ECONOMIC :R ISK FROM- CATEGORY- I. -FORCED
----- OUTAGES--

'The 66om1plementary cdumu! ative' frequency dsrbutions of
forced outage duration can ýeasily be converted to economic risk'::

.. distributions Ifor forced outage :events by correlating. each"
--forced outage duration to ba cst using the models discussed in -"-
-Chapter 3 of this. •re pot. - discussed in s ctio n 3.2. the real -

-societal. discount ritate. ussed .•I:in ,this study is 4% per year. The
costs of events in"this .c-ategory are insensitive to discount
rate because of thesihort duration of the -cash flow streame -for

- routine forced oUtage events. - --

.-*Parameters were ':etimated fr. fits of the normal1. lognormal. -•, -,

. exponential and .Weibull .ibtributions to the forced outage
duration data forall- -LWRs using a least 'squares techniiquep.

.. All. of the hypothesized: distributions were re.jected -at a 0.1
level of significance using a,-olmogorov-Smirnov test.

' 1~5-II1:



Table 5.3- -Statistical parameters of data used to
estimate -forced outage event durations.

•:Statistical -Parameter :PWRs-

2370

-BWRs. All LWRs

--.. Total Number of Forced, Outage.,
EZvents

Total- Outage Hours from All
Fb~red OuaeEvents

Mean Forced Outage Event,-..
Duration (hours)

.1311: 3681

184,.510. 1303,754. ;

7719- -91.0 82.5

Median Forced Outage Event
Duration :(hours)

Variance of ';Forced O•utage 'Event
-Duration ,(hours)

Standar d_ Devia ti-o n of, Force Id
Outage Event'. uration -(hours.) ...

Minimum Forcen d Outage. Event :

iDuration ;(hours) i

MaxmumForced :Outagje .Event
:Duration(hus

11 22

121.,51 284,163

348. 7

6- .941

- 533.1

12, 059: :_:. ...

179,462.

'12,0597,

4 4' - ,
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Figure 5.5 - Histogram of LWR forced outage event duration
data for the years 1974-1980.
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Figure 5.6 - CCDF of forced outage durations conditional upon
event occurrence for BWRs, PWRs, and all LWRs, 1974-1980.
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Figure 5.7 - Complementary cumulative fr'equency distributions of
forced outage durations for BWRs, PWRs, and all LWRs, 1974-1980.
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The losses for routine forced outage events in category I are
dominated by replacement power costs. A.s discussed-in section
3.6.1. plant repair costs for .these events have historically
been small relative to-repla'ement power costs. The events in
V'is category-do not result in significant plant-contamination,
-and- the-plant- is-assumed to always'--be repaired- for return-to.

...operation.. Nuclear power industry costs,. litigation costs,. a nd
electric util-ity...busilness c.osts are small for this category of

.-events. -No, -earl-ydecommissioning -cost-sz-or -of fesi te consequences-
result from,'this-category of events. Common-mode .failure-s which.... .• " -r e s u l t "i n m u l t Pip l e u n i t ' f o r c e C : o u t -a g e s 'a t a "s i n g l I -s i t e -a r e •:... .. ; :.. .......
unlikely: -for ithiss event-- categ~ory,.'--

Using-.- the- replacement power-.,correlation.from- equa tion3.4-.
and assuming no significantescalat-ionin-real~power production
cost increases occurs over the short time :duration associated
with each outage, the, discounted.societal cost of-a forced out-
age of duration h can be estimated using:

th

twOt

where -

-. =the discounted societa cost: of a bplant forced-.-...
.ou.tage of duration~h hours (7.'.

w th oe r production cost increase.pe hor o
- - - o.tage. duOra- tionr- he plant under consederatio,

. . . .. ($/hour),
------ plant repaircost.per hour :of otr•gdt-•ion

:(-$1OOO/hour).ý

X ,, ther.eal societal discount rate (4% per year),.

h .. outage . duraition measured in hours.

A discounted cost is calculated for each outage duration and the
distribution of discounted cost :versus event frequency is .-
.formed.

:It is 1Mportant'-to,,note that the replacement ,power.,cost.--,.
model used in ý-this isection may significantly overestiimate the.
actual societal costs dueto very short duration forced outage

-ý. events. 01-oU4odel does not account for el1ectric 'utility
options, .seasonal.effectsand other .considerations which may
avert the need -for -the purchase-of replacement power..However," -•,:Y'
the model -doesýprovide a reasonable estimate of the costs due
to forced outages of short-.duration assuming replacement.power
purchases or equivalent -cost measures are necessary.



...omplementarycumulative frequency distributions for cate-
,gory I forced outage costs are shown in.Figure S.8., The curves
are based on frequencies estimated for a generic 1000 Mwe-- nuclear plant. Curves-for plants located in the NPCC. VAAC, and
ECAR NERC regionse are shown to demonstrate the effects of

" replacement power cost.variation..on.economic- risks. A plant.-
repair cost-of -$1000 per hour of outage duration Is iPcluded ----_.--. . .
in the analyses. -The curves are based on an average total
f"dor:cd outage frequency of 10 events per reactor-year.. The-,
_expecte -value oftec ecnomicrs iri''osaeasshown in1Figure-5.8. The ,expected losse- ,due to routneý. orced

::outage.events vary by a factor of -4 due' to the dif ference. in-
thecos t s-: of repl-acement p ower purcha'ses across NER -regi ons.-Tabl, 5.sh--s-the expected hour of sf orced outage time .and

dollar. costs per reactor-year for a n . average LWR. in 'the -AAC. -
region for forced outage events of various durations. Outages
of less than 28 days duration account for :approximately half of
•.the expected costs from category I forced outage events.

The forced outage frequency-severity-data was also employed.
to estimate category I outage economic risks for P1Rs and BWRs :

- based on reactor-year .and plantraverage:.forced outage frequen- -.cies . The expecaed costs ofcategory TI forced outage events are
the same for both methods of-analysis. The forced outage
frequ ency i.. sli 1ghtly. lower- ..for BWR plants than- for. PWR plants.-in the study period., but the mean outage duration is -longer for---.WRp-antsthan-Pfor FU plants.- The' differences in outage

ffifrYguencyand severt fo h wopattye.tnd-ocanc~e-l-.
-,- _hen-estimating Xthe expected -costs of, category.•l, for~ced .,outage-:-.*"-

,-events--

5.6 RESNT VLUEOF, LIFETIME.~ INTEGRATED,- ECONOAI-CR.SS
--ft is ueful to stimate the otal'p resent value o lifetime

. risks foreach. category of reactodr:l' accidents--'for use :in -
cost/benefit decisions regarding economic risk reduction
measures. "The -total °integrated economic .risk over the remaining
lift a nuclear plante,,correspondesto the amount which society
-should be willling tO6"pend ;-to, reduce the -economic losses fromevents -to zero iasseuming "expected value maximization is the
decision objective (i.e.. risk neutrality). Measures of risk.
aversion or iproneness ýto events .could be incorporated in the
analysis but are-notV.addressed in this study. The integrated
economic risks reflect the :present value of expected costs of
events over the remaining plant productive lifetime. The sen-
-sitivity of integ-rated,.•.lIfetime 'economic risks is examined using
0. .4, and lO%.real'.discount ,rates..:, It- is assumed that realfo1-il fuel ower production o"sts do' "Pnot 'escalate relative to

...nuclear -powevr generation,cod tosti- over t•he--remaining -ifetime o -a of A
reactor. -
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Figure 5.8 Economic risk distribution for category I outages
at an "average" 1000 MWe LWR in 3 NERC regions.
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Table-5.4 -- Expected costs of categorty I forced outage events
per reactor-year of operation - "Average" LWR
plant, 1000 MWe, MAAC NERO •region.

...Forced-:Outage
Durations

0-6 ou-rs

6 -2 hours

12-24 hours- -

24-72 hours

72-168 hours

7-28 days

-28-183 days

.6-12 months

>12 months

Total Expec ta~tiot
Per Reactor-Year

Expected Outage -Hours
Per Reactor-Year

8

19

:" .-" - -•: " : ."-3 7 . ..

73

96

205

213

64._-..1. ~. . 7 . • .

." I ~ ..-•:825. -.

Expected Discounted
-. Cost (4%) Per: .
Reactor-Year

$5.. OX10~

$_.-Bxlo0

$1.9X106 -

$2. 5x10.

$ 5.4 x10' -

$2. x o10-

$1. 6x106

. .......... ...
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The lifetime-integrated economic risk from each category of
LWR events is calculated using:

t L

-ER ii(.t)e 5.2

where

- -.ER' - the present valu of economic _ri from --..
- category i LWR' events ove r; t-he' r ema ining

----- " . productive plant lfa _).

~ he frm n liet'ime of te -reactorpln
.(ear-o)........ "

fi. = the frequency of accident .category i.: (per
reactor-year) assumed to be constant over
remaining reactor life*

-C(t) the cost of event i which occurs at time t
. "scounted to the, time of event -occurrence (*).

r - the real societal discount rate used in the
S.analysis (per year):.

The .SrrIy. IU-nit .2 nucjlear :power plant. is used as an example
. forintegrationof l-fetvime econom.ic-risks in.thisstudy.."The

7.5: ae :plantlocated-in the SERC: NERC region:, has been -In_
-operation- .for•approximately -10 years. -wiith an estimated. remaIn-z
.'ng productive 11lif etime of 30 years. The estimated-integrated . -,
economic' .osrks f-.1 ca-tegory I -outage events at the Surry plant

are hovnn Tble .5.The -estimates aebedon- generic_..
- forced outage frequency.and duration .esat imates. for the .1974-9.80 , ',

period combined: with the new onsite cost:, mode estimates for the
Surry -plant. -The! integrated ýforced. outage event .risks vary- -by
a factor of -3 for the 0-10% range of discount .rates. The
-present value of 4category -1 outage costs for the remaining
lifetime of the .Surry.plant results from costs of replacement
power ,during plant "forced outages. The integrated values show

-that a significant -societal benefit could be realized through
reduction of forced outage time over the remaining lifetime of
.the plant.

* The freuenicy fj-4in the above formula implicitly allows
repeat events ýat a reactor. 'The formula can be' corrected to '

-pohibi.t•his..tuati-on, particularly for core-melt, accidents
whchae ikl t eslti ery -plant shutdown-. -The-

-correction vouid considerably complicate the formula., vmd.n.
-. because.the frequencies of severe accidents resulting in-.early-

shutdown are very low, the difference in results would be
-extremely.all.." "2



Table 5.5- -Present value of life~t.ime integrated category I
forced outage event econonic risks for Surry #2,
based on generic event frequency estimates.

Disc unt -Rate Prese'nt- Va.lue- of Category I For~ced Outagf
Eventc~oss fo ~ ~Plant Lifetime

$.7x10

.. 4.

.1o 0•
$8.6xl07-
$8. 4xi0'-

Based on average forced outage frequency of 10 events perreactor-year over 30 year remaining plant lifetime. Allcosýts are expressed in 1982 dollars.

.... ..-...... ......

. F -,
-I '"
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5"7 .. REVIOUS ESTIMATES OF FORCED OUTAGE ECONOMIC RISKS.

The frequency versus outage duration.spectrum for LWRs,
has: been previously estimated as: part of -an--EPRI. study of the.:
financial "risks of ---reactor outages and -accidents [St81]. The
forced outage frequency-severity-curve derived in the EPRI study-
is. siown in Figure 5.9. The upper portion of the curve, at high
frequiency and .sma1llrepaA4 r time, was estimated from data .. -
co- ecrted..for an e'a~rlier re'porkt, .on nu-lc-lear -c-omp'onan~t- failure
sta4t i st icds -[Ko 8O)- Te Ieort es _M 4ýt timA te d t he frequenc y--of ;forced
oAtAge6S' bas edon daacol :tdfor -54ýU.S. commercial -nuclear-

..Power reactors large" than-400MWe and in commercial operation-.
.bekfore June.' 1978..- The maximum .time -to- repair estimated&. from the,

_data was -approximately 500- houvts., at. An- a-p pr ox i mat e fr-e"qu e-nc"y-
Of-4-pe-r-eactr-yea. '-The. frequency of severe --accidents with-
longer repair times was estimated using the median core-melt
frequency and uncertainty bounds from the Reactor Safety Study
[Nu75a]. with -the assumption that a core-melt accident would
result in the equivalent of 10-30 years of outage time cost.
The dashed line in Figure 5.9"is.an interpolation between the
historical repair time._data. and RSS estimates. The interpola-
tion extends: frtom mean repair-- -times of -500 to -250.000. hours '
and-frequencies -of-0.-5-to 6xl0,5 per reactor-ea•.-

The BWR.-PW_ and LWR outage frequency-outage duration
curves dnrived in this.- study are compared to the EPRI curves in.
Figure 5.9. The 6est imates 'of PWR and BWR outage frequencies for .

S- sh-ort duatonout age-s-aesomewha t--lowerthan the esti mats
,'f-rom. the -EPR'I ýstu-d-y,. -- Th-i~s d'itffearence, in-estimates- for- short--'1

du'r a tion ohutages re sults f rom the- exclusion, of r egulatory -

outages and -the use -of a-more extensive operating experience.
ba se devel o ped in th is study. F9r Ut ages onger than 5.00 hours

-in duration ý-histori-ca 1-:-data •--ag~re esw--it-h- .t-he--EPRI -.-.int-erpo-lat-i -
.verywell.- The maximumotagedurationf~o~r~o~whimhge. hstorical---
data exists for category I events AIs -12,000 hours. -

The estimated economic risk c,.rve for category I forced
outage evonts for a generic 1000 MWe '.WR plant in the NPCC NERC
region is shown in Figure 5.10. The 1000 MWe plant in the NPCC
region has replacement power cost increases on the order of
-$1 million dollars per day of ,outags time (see section
3.2.1). This curve is compared to the -economic risk curve
estimated in the EPRI study for outages of greater than 10 days
duration. The two estimates of the economic risk curve -agree
remarkably well. The expectation value for both curves for
outages greater than 10 days and less than 5000 days in duration
is -$17 million dollars per reactor-year. The total expectation
cost for A1l "category J events i-s-e-stimated in this study to be.
-$34. mi1ion 1982-dolars pe reactor-year for a., 1000 MHWe plant

- in the- NPCC region. .
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Figure-5.I- -Cormparison of category I economic risk distribution

to electric utility risk distribution from EPRI study.
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generating capacity to produce replacement power and costs of
fossil fuels become more uncertain when projecting costs for
years in the future.

. .ore detailed analysec of replacement power costs for a
specific plant under consideration would take into account the
reactor electrical rating.- historical capacity factor-, and

..u.til.ity-.specific .considerations- regarding replacement power
.-agreements., load variations; ,andexcess _qenerating capacitie.

t st Sanspecific cot analysis could substan-.
. .tialy reducetheuncertainties associated-with replac eme ntr .
power .cost estimates.

The generic estimates of category. -I economic risk presented..
.. in •-this "section con-tainkuncertainties du 6-- to plant-specific p .......f" .•
characteristics, stochastic variations, and imperfect knowledge
regarding forced outage frequencies and costs in future years..
-It is.estimated that-these variations can lead to actual plant-
average category I event economic risks ranging from a factor
of 10 lower to a factor of .S higher than those presented. iNost :..
of this variation is :due •to-the variation-..of forced outage fre-
.quencies -based.-oneplant-specific charactersi
analys Of plant-specific data for frequencies-' and costs could
reduced -these uncertainties.to... .approximately factors of 3, and_ .

.. ,presented using ,the "forced- outage data base discussed in Appen--•. :
dix- A' anid. deta iled- -utilIity-sp0c-if ic _repla-cement p--ower cost
esti-mates. -The unc.rtaintiea b&-arger-for f tur e year projec--t-ions due to posiblechanges which affec't the assumptionsthat,
-unnarrlie the :frequency and cost models employed.

Loevent category I a defined in this study to cover:a
broad range 'of events f rom.short duration forced outages to
severe LWR accidents which do not result in significant core-
damage or .radioacti-re contamination of plant equipment--o .
systems. The best-estimate of ,category I event frequencies -

ranges from -10 per reactor-year for outages of any durationto -2xlO-'• ler reactor-year •for the most severe category I -

[LR events. ,The, expected societal cost of events in this cat.-
gory is predicted -tobe .$l-$3x10 7 per reactor-year based
on forced oatage event.'frequencies and costs for an 'average,
: 1000 MKWe IWi -in the U.-S.-

The large magnitude of the costs for.category I events is
Importan for two . oasons.,-.The expected losses result froa the
high-frequency o0f A.VW •forced ..outage -events. Because of the
predicted poaer :,production cost -increases Zor LWR outages, and

-the-use ,of snuclear-uni-te for- base-load- generation of electric
power, an event- which -results in a period of no power production
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ca.nr.. result in.--signif.icant 'societal--costs. - The prevention of
fo ced outages should be given high priority to reduce the
expected forced outage losses. The expected losses from this
category of LWR events indicate that there may be significant

-s4ocietal. (and electric utility) savings from 4a. well organized
piant maintenance program and a plan tc take: advantage of plant ....outage time, a. it becomes available.

There. is- ano-ther poten-tial- benefit to-- the reduction of the,
S -fequency Of •LWR forced outag'e." events. -'Every WLrREf0'rced ou'a'ge.
event requires that the reactor be shutdown either by nu~clearplantsa-ftyytems or by I6operator contr. i. Each forced'outage

event results-in some transient of the nuclear steam supply,
system. -Nuclear.plant transients place demands on systems which

--•renot require-d for normal plant:.operat.ion.-: ProbabilIstic. ri~sk:_ "
analyses have ihown that routine plant transients can lead to
system failures which result in severe accidents involving
core-ddmage [Nu75a].: Tr&nsient-induced accidents can be impor- .
tant contributors.to the total-public health risk posed-by
plant operation. Thus, +reduction of forced ou.ta.gefrequency
should result in someconsequent -reduction in the public health-
risk_.caus~edLbyp~lant_.,op-eration. - -

.. .. Analyses-of forc4.d outage frequencies versus -plant age and
electrical rating in .Appendix D shows that large LWRs (>500 MWe)
.... ienerafrl- er•pet-ier larger forced outage event frequen-
cies -early. in plant life than in later years. This is ccnsistent
-with the failuze rate curve which is observed in most technolo-
'gical' de'v-ic-e-s-. -There-,are two important consequences 'of this
'varilatio in ocdotg rqec 'e 'Plant l ife. .First.
this variation indicates, that the economic risk of .category I-

,reactor accidents 4is not constant over the -life of an LWR.
. Expected. losses ,from -these. -events -would be, larger during :the..---...-
--fi rs"t few yeaks of -operti onthan -over the '.hrema"inder of pa nt
life. Secondly, public health riisk posed by :plant operation, may.-
not be constant over plant life. This is' due "to the 'effect of
transient-induced stvere accidents resulting from forced outage
events. 'The .analysis in Appendix.D indicates that the frequency
of forced outage events early .,iAn.plant life may be factors 2-3 .
,higher than ,for :older :plants. -Riperience would support this
hypothesis. *iince the worst two accidents in U.S. nuclear power
plant operation occurred at large reactors (>500 Me) which were
in the first years of commercial ,operation.

Finally, the potential societal costs of routine "LUR outage
events-have received relatively minor attention compared to the
losses of low probability. +severe core-melt accidents.. ,,Because
the events in category I -arehigh frequencYy events aAd occur
"frequently.during,.ea normal year. ,of LWR operation.. the costs ofthese events care ontinually being paid, 'and little attention
is drawn to these evens 'by electric utilities, state rate

a commissions, the INC,' or. coisuaers. The relatively minor
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attention given to -costs of category I LDWR accidents may be in
large part a result of ,the nuclear po.wer regulation system in
the U.S.

The societal costs of routine forced outage events show up
in reduced availability and capacity factors for LWR plants in
operation. Historically, LWRs have achieved poor capacity fac-tors relative to-the-pr-ojected- ca-pacity-f-actors. for, ,plant,

des i~gns -%Part o this: decreased capai € factor has ,rsulted
from f0orced outage events ,which -we re-not antici:patied.-igure,.
5 ows te complementary cumulative distribution function

--- 0f--o availability-loss due. to.,outagtA -events-'of -various causes- from-
the 19174-1980-data base. This figure shows that a 10% avail-
ability loss in a reactorýyear of operatiol caused by forced -

.outage events" was not uncommon. The availability loss 'due to
forced outage events makes a substantial contribution to the
total availability losses due to-forced, regulatory. and'sched-
uled outage events. -Over -tfme.- the anticipated availability-and
capacity factors for LWRs have decreased based on experience. .
with longer andumore frequent .plant forced outages.

The currentU.S. nulear power regulatory_..system providee

only small incentives for reduction 'of tnesfrequency of routine:
forced outage events. The NRC is only concerned with routine
RLW forced outage event withregard to the possible contribu- ,

tion- to public 'heal.th risk -from-pl ant operation. Low- probabti-,'I--
it~~~~~~~~y~6 -ft melt&oeft--vrawn ajlargpoinfteNC

'.and =publ*ic .att-er.-tion. .,From* the :public utility commission view-':.
,point.. routine LWR forced 64outago -events result'ideead

plntcapacity -factors -.,and -the need- -for generation ofel~ecti
.--- cit--from ýhi-ghergmarginal-,cost-plants.-Normally utilities are

..allowed to earn -,a fair return--on their-investments. andsmall:
percentage operating cost: increases- due tothe increased useof .
.higher cost-,f uelis can .often nbe passed on Io consumers.'-....
- Conversely. -if• aplant 'Icensee is' successful in reducing the
frequency and duration'of forced outage events resulting in . -

higher plant capacity ,factors. public utility commissions return
most of 'the-costs "avoided -balckto consumers so that an electric
utility does not 'earn an.. exdessive profit.. This truncation of
,risks to electric utilities results in decreased incentives :for -

the reduction of-societal costs from routineLWR forced outages.
Public utility commissions -limit many market forces which
.provide incentives for. iplant 'licensees to -achieve the -highest
possible capacity faitors for societal -benefit.

.... 5.10 CONCLUSION . . . - -. .
.. ,The eonomict-esks ofcategory I forced -outage events are • ' "

Important becaus~e -of -Ithe- high f requency -(.-10 per reactorý-year)ý! Y-""''
- f ouieforced outa'ges_. "-A typi-cal -1000 M~e' U.S9. `LI in _:Ope-ra--

tion is estimated to -lose ýapproximately $10-30-million dollars
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FIgure 5.11 - CCDF of LWR plant availability losses during the

Figure 5. 11 -CCDF of LWR p lant Iavailability losses during the

.1974-1980 period.
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per reactor-year in benefits from plant operation due to theavailability losses caused by routine forced outage events. Thefrequency of forced outage events at LWRs has shown.a wide vari-ability, and may be dependent upon reactot age, design, and plantoperations programs. The variation in plant forced outage.fre-quencies indicates that it may be. possible to reduce -forced out-age losses through improved operation and mainte.nance. pr.ograms-for plarnts -in:operation.; A reduction -in the number a-nd durati6n 7..of, forced outage-events 1could result In significant societ-al eco-- ,nomi-cbenef-its from- incr-eased- plant availability' an-d capaicity....factors. The expected costs of routine forced outage events arecompared- to.-the expected costs of more-severe accidents in
Chapter 6..

I 
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CfAPTER 6

ECONOMIC RISKS FROM MEDIUM AND LARGE CONSEQUENCE LWR EVENTS

6.1 INTRODUCTIONW-

. A- range of economic risKs-from categoy- lI-and III :-core-.-
-- ama'ge and core-melt-accidents. is 6estime ted in thissection.

The effort is hindered to some extent by the limited under-
standing of-severe accident .phys cal 'prcesseos and' human inter- r
actions -and -because core-damage event .frequencies have not been
expl.icitly 'addressed in current probabi-listic risk analyses
" (PAs). -Therefore, --category II-- and -I- economic -risks are
considered jointly in'this study. At is assumed that -the core-
melt accident frequencies from current PRAs include both core-
damage and core-melt accident sequences. .A range of severe
.accident economic risks-is estimated for-the Surry:#2 plant
using the median PWR core-melt frequency 'from the RSS_ with the
assumption that'.either-all'sequences lead only to core-damage .
(category II event costs, or that all -sequences proceed to
core-melt (category III event costs). The latter assumption is
consistent with those employed.in PRAs which estimate public
healthrisks. •-,These. ,assumptions should bound the severe acci-
dent economicrisks if :the total frequency of. core-melt events.
estimated .in current-PRAs :includes- all.. dominant -core-damage and
core-melt accident r sequences,.However this range doeB not
inelude the uncertainties in 't 0t-ai i-seve-r'e'a ccidentL frequencies.' '
The arge- uncertainties in the total severe accident frequency

.stimates -arediscussed later i:n. this section ... .

S.Estimatesare,-developed f-or- -the Surry -plant -which show -that
:--total severe 'acci-dent ,'eco~nomi c-:*- risks --are :notV very-- s-ensitive"-- A'

..assumptions regarding the relative likelihcod of. core-damage
versus core-melt accidents'-because of the large c.ontribution of
onsite costs to economic risks. Results of other probabilistic
risk studies are used to estimate the .variation in economic

.-risks from medium'and large-consequence events-at other U.S.
reactor sites;--Sensitivity studies of offsite core-melt acci- .
dent consequences and .potential-'applications of the newly
developed offeite cost models for cost/benefit analyses of
offsite emergency planning, emergency response, and post-
accident 'countermeasure implementation are discussed.
,Estimated economic risks from-category I-forced outages and
category -I and l-IIIsevere accidents at the Surry 02 plant are

.compared. The -ur.ertaintie8.4n the estimates of core-damage
...-. and core-melt:accident':costs are also discussed in this section.



6.2 ESTIMATED- SEVERE ACCI•DENT ECONOMIC RISKS BASED ON
CATEGORY II COSTS

An estimate of severe accident economic risks for the Surry-
#2 plant is calculated using the median core-melt frequency
from the RSS with ;he assumption that all severe accidents...
result in limited core-damage andd0 not cause directbreach"of
the reactor vessel or re-sult in a signif icant release of
-radionuclides to the environment. This assumption-is clearly
.unrealistic."and leads to a, "lower bound" estimate of severe
accident economic risks. _,The. cost models- from Chapters- 3 and 4
are used to-estimate category II accident c6nsequences_ at the .-.
Surry .2 plant:_.- .The-.-cost of pr-ecautionary_ ffsite population.
evacuation for category II events is shown to .be, uegligible

ompared to the expected onsite, costs -of core-damage events.

6.2.11 PLANT REPAIR AFTER.CATEGORY IiH EVENTS

_-.. As discussed in- section- 3.5. any severe core-damage event
results in the need for a plant decontamination program to..,
remove radioactive materials which -have been released from the

reactor core.. -Following plant.,decontamination. a decision must
-be made concerning plant repair or permanent plant shutdown and
d~ecoms-tonting-. :Trv dees-1-s-fe ".-e~y be 44~-~d unit4lthe end- of'the plant decontamination'process, so that full know-

ledge of plant, equipment damage from the accident is available..:;,,',
The decisioAn .oncer'ning. theu..ltima-te --repaeir--of-the•-TMI-ZupA t
has not been-ma de yekt... The_._.present -Value -of --lf etime-integrs ted:ý7 -

c-ategory I-1I-avccident.risks is relatively insensitive to assump- -. <

tions regarding post-accident plant repair or decommissioning

(less than a factor "of' 2 variation).

S6.2.2 EMERGENCY .RESPONSE, COSTS. FOR CATEGORY 'I i EVENTS

It is anticipated that public protective measures would be,
implemented..at.offeite ilocations during most accident. sequences-
which -result. incore-damage. ..-The new offeite evacuation cost
model is used to.-:.estimate-the range of-offeite emergency
response costs for category It events. , It is assumed that the
area within 10 miles.of the reactor site is evacuated for a
period of 3 days as-4 precautionary measure during accident
sequences leading to significant core-damage. This action is
-redicted to result -in offside protective measure costs of
$7x10 4 to $,1X10 7 for%:,the:range of current U.S,.teactor sites.
The variation in-offeite-,.costs results -from differences inthe
number, of people. moved ,ýzfozr.various -reactor -sites. This offsite

-emergency ,rgespons., cost Is .small compared to .onsite losses for '.
.. -cor-e-damage --.accidents. ... -
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6.2-.23 PRESENT VALUE OF LIFETIME-INTEfi ATED ECONOMIC R!SKS'-FFOR
SURRY*#2

The societal.costs.of category 1l1accidents are.dependent
upon the time during the life of an LWR plant when the accident
occurs. An-accident.-which.occurs early in plant 1-ife-results

•in a larger- societal cost than one which Occurs near.-the end-of
an LWR plant's productive lifetime because. little ..of-- the capital--
.val~ue of-the' pln is reoee early in., the plant lie This
variation of -accident-economic risk:is accounted for in- the
inte~grlat~io~n of--economic-;r~isk. ovefr_ the- remalining7 lif et-imex-of- -the.:-

reactor plant (Eq.. 5-.2).

Estimates of the present value of lif.etime-integrated. severe
.accident.tec.nomic.-.risks..-at.-Surry.#2 are--.shown- i-n Table 6.V. The-
estimates are based on the bounding assumption that all severe
accidents result.in .only in limited core-damage. (i..e.,.
"P({Category II Events')*} P[Core-Melt from RSS}, and P(Category..
III .Events. M D0.)). .The risk estimates are based on category.

-. event costs-and an assumed core-damage accident-frequency-of--
6x10- 5 per reactor-year of operation. -The core-damage frequency

-.sassumed- to .-be- -constant over -the- reactor lifetime inthe -o-
.nomic risk integration-.. The integrated economic.risks are shown
for real discount rates of 0. 4. and .10%. The present value of.

.. ,offsi-te evacuation costs is.estimated to be -.- $2-;8xTO3 do-lars v
over the 30 year:-remaining plant lifetime. - The -present value of

-onsite economic risks-including plant decontamination.- replace-
-metpower-, .a nd: p-lant -repair-or-,- ca pit-al1-costs- -i-s--_predicted -to ,'be-
--$l-.4xl0 6 dollars--over. the remnaining plant- -lifetime -f or :the.
.0-10% range of discount rates.-.. The integrated--onsite costs are

--.2-3 •:orders aof magnitude hi-gher than irntegrated offsite; losses
: for category-II accidents,. Most of the-onsite costs result.-,from replacement- power-and plant. caapital los-ses wit..a bout --'one.

o-urth of the lifetime -risk from category ::II accidents resu lting
from- plant., decont amination and: cleanup costs'. for -these acci-
dents.' The total .present value of lifetime risks varies by a
factor of -4 for real discount rates of 0%-10%.:

- The potential loss of multipl:e reactor units at a site due
to a single core-damageaccident is an important consideration
for category Iievents. The TMI-2 accident resulted .in the need
to cleanup and restore shared plant systems to operation before
TMI-l restart. This operation could have -been completed within
months of the accident. Unrelated plant equipment problems and
regulatory concerns after the accident have forced continued
shutdown of the TMI-I -plant for nearly 5 years. The cost of
replacement power for the undamaged IMI-I unit has been an

- -important- contributor- to-,the-tota-l Cost 'of -theý THI-2- accident.
- - or identical units at -the :same .-site (like Surry •1 and 02).

-shutdown--of--both-units af ter all category II events for an
equivalent.time-.period-...results in a lifetime-integrated eco-
-nomic risk -60% higher than that for single unit, shutdown.
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Table 6.1- Present value of severe accident economic risks
based on category II event 'costs, remaining
lifetime of Surry #2 plant.

Assumed. Core-Damage Accident, Frequency- 6x -5/reactor-yea:

Present Value of Lifetime -Economic Risks
Discount Rate- Offsite Costs (Evacuation)

0%

4%
10%

$8. 4x103

$44. 8xl10'

$2.-6x'10'

Onsite Costs

$3.9xI06

$2.OxlO6,..

$1 .OX-1O'

- All costs are expressed in 1982 dollars.

,,Estimates based on the median core-melt frequency from the
RSS with the aseumption that all severe accident sequences
resultýonly-in •limited":core-damage- (category 'II event-

..:conseq uenc-es)•,:. Th is -assumpt i onris.. clearlly ..unrea:listic._ and-..
is .used. to proVide lower :bound.estimates of .severe--accident-

-. (category IoI :and III event)- economic:-risks..- --
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Because category 1IIaccidents are limited in snone to exclude
core-melt accident.3 which breach the reactor vessel, and most
multiple unit reactoz Rites have some separation of plant
systems-, forced *shutdown of multiple units caused by plant
equipment problems should be unusual. It is more likely that
regulatory concerns could. result. in multiple unit shutdowns
after category II.core-damage accidents. The large.cost.of
multiple unit shutdowns like that which vccurr.ed. afteri the.
'TMI-2 .accident 'should be-cons-idered in post-accident regulatory
decision: ma in~g.

6..3 :ESTIMATED SEVERE -ACCIDENT ECONOMIC RISKS BASED ON
CATEGORY--11.1 COSTS -

An estimate of severe accident economic risks for the Surry
*2 pla-ant is-calculated in this section-usirng the source-terms.-
defined for-.PWR core-melt accidents in.the RSS. It is assumed ,
that all core-melt -accident sequences cause direct breach-of the-

-reactor vessel and possibly result in a significant release of.
radionuclides.to the-environment (i.e..P{Category III

• Events) = P(Core-Melt from R$S). and-P{Category II
Events)-0)); This is consistent- with the assumption' used
in the RSS for estimating public health risks from plant-

--operation. .

Theevets n cteyry II ayimpact public health and
safety at 6ff"••-e. c ocaAoco -Thecosts of c-unt-rmeasuresto-

,.,,*protýecvtoethe pulicfo raiat exposure -af ter. severe- acci-ý

dentswithenvironmental releases :of radioactivemtraae
ýestimated using the new offsite cost models. The offsite
consequenceestimates for an accident-are dependent on.the
site.-specifli-c:-.,de-m6g r aphic.-.char a acter-is-tidcs of the areas --.- -. ,
-surrounding the reactor. Also, the meteorological.conditions.
wind, direction. and, em3rgency response 'measures .implemented.-.
during a severe accident have important impacts0onthe public
health effects from a release of-radioactive material to the

environment.- These considerations are incorporated probabilis-...
tically using the prototype offsite-economic consequence model.
The prototype model interfaces with the CRAC2 consequence model
for input to the economic calculations (see Fig. 4.5).

6.3.1 RSS PWR CORE-MELT ACCIDENT SOURCE TERMS

The source terms defined in the RSS based on analysis of the
Surry plant are shown in Table 6.2. Seven categories of PUIR
core-melt acc ddent- wer defined .in the RSS f or input to the
-offsite- consequence analys..s. .Specific core-melt accident
.sequences were assigned to one of the seven release categories.
Two categories of a ccidents-less severe than core-melt events
were defined in the RSS (PWR8-PWR9) to estimate the potential
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Table 6.2 -Summary of AsS PfWR accident source terms (Nu75b].
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impacts of design bas~isaccidents-.-Because the offaite eccnomic
consequences of the PWR-PWR9 event categories are doiridn'ted Ly
initial evacuation costs*. and since these everts are predicted
to result in very limited damage to the reactor plant (fuel
cladding failure), these accidents are no' included in the
discussion of category II and III accidents.

The RSS PWR source terms-are used in the -offsite economic
r,-.sk calculations --in this.-study. Recently, there has been-
. ,concernthatthese .surce -terms- may. be. conservative or .

-.nonr-realist~ic,, fo~r,,most CW aci~dent seuee [LeS1,*Nu6c1.

Research -is underway to Iredef ine .LWR ,.acc'id5en.t source6 -terms-b -

based on--detailed accident, phenomonology studies for l1Rs.
[-ASN83.Sp831. The new economic model-has been designed -to .

- incorporate any new source term definitions with minimum effort.
without invalidating the assumptions-which'underlie -themodel.
Economic- riske from core-melt accidents can be.reevaluated when
new source term definitions are available. The sens-itivi.ty-of-
-Off.site e.e.onomic -consequences to source. term definition is -
discussed in section 6.6. " .

G.3.2 SITE-SPECIFIC DATA-USED I THE- OFFSITE .:ECONOMIC. - -
-CONSEQUENCE CALCULATIONS

The new offsite economic consequence model provides the
capa-bility- to"-use--si-te-specific economic -data. in estimating the.

--..... costsofemergencyresponseand population protective counter-
m~easures after- an accid~ent. Couhty economic data for anhual
farm product sales, -the fraction of each area used in farmland. -
market values-4of farmlard and improvements, and the fraction of
farm sales from-dairy products are used.in the offsite economic -

consequence calculations for the. Surry reactor s i. These
data'are taken- from the 1978 Census of Agricultuh... and updated

. ,-..t0o 1982 dollars .(where .appropriate) .using cost inflators
- Ce7[eSa.SA83J. County data for per-capita-personal income are- -

taken from the Bureau of Economic Analysis Local-Area Personal
Income Series for 1982 [BE83a). .

County economic data-are allocated to a 16x34 interval polar
grid which is normally used for consequence calculations with

*.Calculations :performed -dith the prototype economic ,model
indicate that -90%,of PWR8 offaite costs and -99% of PWR9
offsite costs resultsfrom population evacuation. -Although
these events have-higher frequencies than core-melt accidents,
.they contributenminimatly to the total economic risks because

the -onsite :nd.offeite -costs of these accidents are small
relative to .category II and III :ccidents resulting in severe-.
plant.damage.
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_,the CRAC2.-code [Ri83].... ýA.,computer-, code was developed-. to allo-
cate county economic data to each polar grid element based on
the nearest-centroid .of county ,population to the geometric
center of each polar grid element. The locations of county
population centroids-are taken from the Bureau of.the Census
•PICADAD data base (CE78c]. This data allocation scheme leads
to slight errors in the assignment.of county economic._data to-.
consequence-.modelgrid eleme~nts.i-However. this allocation..
scheme is appropriatee since. economic data- generally -vary"

--. _smoOqhly. around small-counties-. and- much averaging is performed
to. allocateo censu'-s lpopula'otion data- to the consequence'model_gr-id.. County-average onomi dataarefas igned to grid
elements within 100 miles of the reactor site-for the calcula--- t0ions-.inthis study. National-average economic data-are used
in -a rea s -beyond __100 mile s. f rom the .r ea ct-or -si1te due. to- -the: la rgo-,

gr.id--el'ements,' the large uncertainties associated with
atmospheric transport and deposition calculations at these

.di'stances. and since accident economic consequences-are gener-
ally smalltin these areas.

A graphics display code'was developed in this study to pro-
vide a map of county boundaries surrounding a reactor-site-with
an overay of the consequ-n'ce model calculation grl -. The code
employs county boundary data from the Bureau of the Census DINE
data base along-with the county centroid population data from
the PICADAD data base to map the area surrounding a reactor-site

[C7bCeO] Tecle fa-map--is, usier-specif-ied, .allowi-ng--.t.--,

detailed mapping of the Prea immediately..surrounding aIs tew .or.
.- -mapping--of the -entre1 cons-equencc-talcution -grid Maps ..the 'Surryreactor site with the 16x34-consequence calculation
grid overlay are-shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. The graphics
routine is. used to clearly identify those grid elements which.
cover ocean areas only. The economic data for ocean intervals....- are_ set equal-to zero since .only sma economi:consequences
occur in these areas.

6.3.3 POPULATION PROTECTIVE MEASURE -ASUMPTIONS

The offsite economic ,consequences of any large accident at
a nuclear power reactor are strongly dependent on the population
protective measureswhich are assumed to be taken. Based on
current guidance, the calculations in this section assume that..
the entire population within 10 miles of the reactor site is
evacuated during all core-melt accidents (NuSOb). Individuals
.art returned.to areas.not impacted by a release of radioactive
material 3 days after the Initiation of evacuation. 'An inte-
grated groundahine exposure of 1 Rem in the time period 1-7 days

- after deposition of.-kadionuclides in an area is used as a cr.-
terion for-emergency, ,phase relocation from contaminated areas.

- An integrated groundshine exposure of 2 Rem in the time period
7-30 days after deposition of materials in an area is used as
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Figure. 6.1 -.- Mapo..ofc...counties, and consequence :calculation_ grid

- - - within 500 mile radius' of Surry site.
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Figure 62-: -- Map of- -counties and --consequence calculation gr.id
within 50 mile radius of Surry site.

MAP OF SURRY SITE, 0-50 M ILES
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the criterionfor•' intermediate phase-relocation. A long-term
protective'action criterion of 25 Rem-integrated groundshine
.exposure-during the period 30 days - 30 years after deposition
of radioactive materials is used in the calculations. The dose
levels and organs considered for disposal of contaminated agri-
cultural products are the same as.those used in the RSS [Nu75b].

. .he. ec.onomic consequences and public. health impacts of an
---accident are s•trongly a f ec ted- by the -use r-s-pecif ied -protective'. -
action-Impl1ementati on crift eriaa. The- cr iteria--chosen :in thits.

-study.-a~r~e ýbased oft se-nsitivity studies-- pe~rfo~rmed, wi-t-h;-the-,new-ý,,,,,
economicmodel ,1 and--: guidence provided by the Environmental
Protection Agency, the Federal Radiation Council. and-the RSS

• (. EP75.FR64.Nu75b]..;-.The sensitivity of offsite economic conse...
quences to-off site protective action -implementation - criteria ..is.
examined in section 6.6.

" 3.4 DISTRIBUT IONS OF CORE - LT ACCIDENT ECONOMIC
:-CONSEQUENCES AT SURRY *2

-The new-onsite and offtiite.economic consequence models are..- .....
" employed to estimate risks using the RSS source terms for the

Surry reactor. The consequence calculations are.based on 100
samples of.Washington. D.C.--meterological data using the metbin
s-ampling.technique [Riel].. and the yearly average wind .rose for.
the Surry reactor site. All economic data have been updated and
reslts -ar presented*in 19S2 -doll1a~rs-.- -

-- The compIlementary'"cumulative: dsrbtofuncto frcoe

melt accident econ0micconsequences. over the remaining lifetime
(-30 years) of: the Surry .plant is shown in-Figure".6.3.- The
figure shows the iprobabillty vof, -occur ence:of core-melt acci-
dents with economic consequencegreater' than specified,.magni-
tudes- over. -the remaining: lifetime of the Surryplant. The
lowest probability accident consequences shown have-an :estimated
ichance of one in a..million of occurring.during the entire
remaining life of the reactor plant. Consequences with probabi-
lities lower than one in a million over the remaining plant life.
have a negligible contribution to expected costs. The expected
values of all of the cost component curves for lifetime core-
melt accident risk are also shown in Figure 6.3. The cost
estimates presented-are discounted to-the time of accident
occurrence at 4% per year. The economic risks in future year&5

..are not discounted to the present in the economic consequence
distributions in Figure 6.3. .Discounting of future accident
riske is appropriate for calculating the total present value for
'risk-reduction expenditure decisions: however this leads to -- , -

difficulty "in interpretation ýof economic consequence
disttibutions.

The economic risk distributions and means presented -in
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S.Fig..ure.-.6.3 .-Ml-Dlstr.ibutions of-core-met acc-ident-economic risks.
f.1or remaining lifetime of Surry12 plant

(based on loss of, single unit).
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7 Figure 6,A--show-some important-characteristic8 of the core-melt
:.economic risks'at the Surry plant. The onsite costs of- replace-
ment power., plant capital' losses. and plant decontamination
after a core-melt event dominate the offaite property damage and
"public health effects costs except for very -ow probability
accidents at this site. The economic consequence distributions

'.show that the-most- likely core-melt. accidents would -result in
small offsite .cons.equenc.es re•lative to the onsite costs of plant
-loss and cleanup. ,Expected offsite proper,ty- damage and health
effect-,costs of core-melt accidents are .a-,factor of 10j .lower

-than~expe~cted-onsite losses'.'

-- - The ec6onomic ris 6 k distributiofns "in Figure '6.-3 -are -baseda on
the loss of a-single-775 Mweunit at the Surry 3aite -after a

ý.core-melt:accident. 'Because of the severity of :core-melt acci- .
d.nts. withreactr.. vesel breach, and the -potential for -large
releases of radioactive material contaminating the site to high
levels-, -it is possible- that :the: generation capacity of both
units-at.the Surry-site.would be lost in .the event of a core-
melt accident. Figure 6.4 shows the economic risk distributions
based.on .the assumption-that both units of theSurry reactor,
site are forced out of service after a core-melt accident at

- -Unit-•. The figure includes replacement power and capital -

losses. for both units of the Surry site after a core-melt acci-
dent at Unit *2. -The total expected core-melt accident costs'

-:over-the remaining lifetime of the Surry Unit 2 plant are,
- approximately .1/3 higher ..assuming both units.. .1 and. 2 are lost
.. after -a single core-melt accident., .The risk distributions in .. i:•i ..

'Figqure. 6'.4show, an, even. larger d .ominance, of ont cost over

Of f sitse dost: : omponents for- the Surry *2 plant.

The contr ibut ion of each of the RSS PWRlA-PWR7. core-melt'
accident release iategories to expected costs :over the lifetime.:
of. the. Sur ln ssoniSal .. Th contributi-on- Of
each release -category .to onsite-c.osts is.. directly, proportional
to' the accident category -frequency. since the onsite cleanup.
replacement-power,. and capital :osses -are approximately the same-, .
for--all-core-melt accident categories. "The high-frequency-core,-
melt accidents-resulting in small releases of radioactive mate-
rial to the environment are the largest contributors-to expected-..
onsite costs. -In contrast, -90% of expected offsite costs
-result from lowprobability PWR2 and PWR3 release categories..
The offsite core-melt, accident economic risks are dominated by
low frequency, large consequence accidents- The'expected onsite
accident costs :are larger than expected offsite accident costs
for all release categories.

The RSS estimatei"o6ft Offsite costs 'for the PWRLA-PWR7 release
categories for a "compofit, reactor site isalso shown in Table->)
6.3. Although t 6he composite" site estimatea iis not directly
comparable to--the results presented for the Surry reactor site.

1the rough comparison in Table 6.3 shows that the new model
predictions are similar-in magnitude to those from the aSs.
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Figure,,6.4.- Distributions of core-melt accident economic risks
~~f~~~or~ eiaingletieofSurry $2 plantý
(based on loss of.both. units),
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- Contribution of PWRIA-PWR7 core-melt accident categories to

lifetime-integrated economic risks, Surry #2, singleiunit loss.'Table 6.3

Reease
CateorqEIL

PW"I

ý_PWR4

IWRs

PWRO
.PWR7

Total1
(Core-Me].t

RS Prequecy

4x10'

x0'

SxilO-

4x10'

6xlO-'

Contribution to Expected Contribution .'tO Expected
Onsite Costs OffiLte Costs

$3.5t'OW

$4.01.lO

$5. 3xl65

$5. 3x 110,

$;Is'6010

$.2 10i

$;3. ixlO

$.1,.2, 0'

$ 5! 3X .10 2

$9. 5xiO2,

$51.3x101

$4. 3x:1

.3

Lfl

Bxpectdd Offtite COre-Melt

ASS .- _ Corposite" Site

New Model -. Surry Site

Accident Costs per Reactor-Year:4

$1.3xlO0 (1974:$')

$1.4xlO" (1982$)

4 -
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.. -- Tabl~e :6-.4 summarizes the expected 'cots of -core-melt acci--dents. .over the -remaining Surry plant lifetime based on the RSS'-source terms. The-expec!ted offsite dosts from core-melt events
at this site-are small compared to the expected costs of
replacement power, capital losses, and plant cleanup aftercore-me-it accidents- However, offsite impacts of-core-melt
accidents could be much higher for more densely populated sites.As- ciscia•ed in section 4.4.6- the public health effect dollar_.iaWus ed..in the.-analysis are baseda on purely economic- costs., -.

-and"do not include scietal prefer-ences for avoiding health
risks. TLarger- health eff.ect costs -which- reflect,-.-prefer:.ences.fo:r---
risk a*voidance. Could, eas~ily .be incorporated- I nto- the;: new- of feite'e....1...ecno"mic _€co n sequence model if desired. The .dollar values foroffeite health effects must be increased by factors of 50-100.to make them important contributors to. the expected costs of- core-melt accidents at the Surry site. This supports the con-.clusions of -earlier .studies which found the- total. costs -ofcore-melt accidents-tto be relatively insensitive'to-health

-effect dol:lar values even including. preferences for health
effect risk -reduction [St8]. --

6.3.5 PRESENT VALUE OF. LIFETIME-INTEGRATED CORE-MELT ECONOMIC
RISKS FOR SURRY #2

Estimates of the present value-of lifetimze-iateqra-ed
..-ee.noiic ris-r of -core-melt accident costs-for-the Surry #2plant are shown in Table 6.5.5. The-economic .-risk estimates areb.sec. on the core,-melt accident frequencies and source terms :..defined in the RSS. The integrated-onsite_-and offsite economic

risks are shown for: 'real discount rates of 0. 4A and 10%... "The
frequency of each core-melt accident category is assumed to be,
.contant over the .reactor lifetime in the- -economic risk inte-

--....-grati on.• -. The, :present`,value .of tot-al Offste cor -meltac-ident-
_costs is.. estimated -to--be- -$1-:xlS -dolIars over, the 30 year
remaining plant 1 ifet:ime. -The ,present.value of-.--onsite economic..--. .. .. ...
risks including plant decontamination, replacement power, andplant repair. or new plant capital costs -are-predicted to -be-

2-6x100 dollars over .the remaining plant lifetime for -the0-10% range ofdiscountraes~-. .,The integrated onsite costs are
approximately a factor0of 10 higher than integrated offsitecosts for core-melt accidents at-the Surry site. Most of theonsite costs result from plant decontamination and. cleanupcosts. replaceme:it power cost increases, and plant capital
losses for these accidents. The total present value of
lifetime risks varies by a factor of -4 for-real discount
rates of 0%-10%. -,-

The estimates .of total:severe accident ,economic'risks based-on category -iI:costs--, (Table 46.S) are about a factor of 2-higher than the estimates based on category IX event costs
(Table 6.1), This-factor-resul s from the assumption that all

" . .. :.6-1:
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6ab0e 64'- Lifet-imet corbe-mrel-t Accident eoonomic' risks' for
" Surry #2 based on loss of single generating unit.

Expected Costs
Over.Plant Lifetime Due

cost Component 1.to Core-Melt Accidents

Onsite Replacement Power, C..pital Costs

Onsie..Decontaminatio/Ceu costs,.
Offsi.te. Property Damage

Of fsite Public Health Impacts

$I. 9x~l0o -

$34 x106

$3-.7xl0S--

$6.. 0Xl0_4

$5.7 x1..Total

Based on purely economic costso-f medical care and productivity
losses due to early fatalities, early injuries, and latent
health effects.
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Table .6.5-S Present value of severe accident economic risksbased on category III event costs, remaining.. lifetime of.Surry #2 plant,

Core-eMelt Accident Frequency =. 6X1O5S/zeactor.-year

lyz1 7 1;i. "h 1- -4 4. 4 4 u. W_~'v

*

.Discot -Rate Of fs i Cesto s . .n n si &te, o st s

4%

$4.4.xl05

.$2.SXlO5

$1.3N10.,

$5S. 5xir

$3. 3x-06

$1.7x106
10%

.:.'All costs are expressed in 1982 dollars.

Estimates based.on the median PWR core-melt accident frequenciesand source terms defined in the RSS with consequencecalculations for the Surry site (category III events).
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.. ctteqry....acc.idents.r:• -result.- in, earIy'plant. sht.downand
the-,rhigher .plaat- decontaT.'- ,.tion cost estimates. for category 3.11

'iacdents h:. The csts- 61Icite property damage and health
effects for-core-melt accjd; nts also contribute to the differ-
ence in economic ri.sk. estimates.

6.,4 .UNCERTAINTIESJIN ECONOMIC RISE' ESTIMATES"

::-Unce rtaint-ies in t he ,catq ego. r y- ;..II 'and.. IIfl ent.-economic risk
estimates -are- domina'ted, by uncertainties .in event.frequencies.
The even-t- f requency estimatves ftom prbblsticý _risk ,studies
are "ighly uncertain due to imperfect information regarding
severe LWR accident initiat.ors and physical processes. The
uncertainties in the RSS core--me!c frequencies were estimated.
to be factors of S and 1/5 (Nu75a]. However, a critical revitw

-of the RSS conc.l,.ded tbat uncertainties were significantly.
underestimated in- the stldy [Le7C]. Uncertainties in th&_- re.a -
tive frequencies of core-damage versus core-melt-accidents are
also large. However, these uncertainties result-in only a
factor of. 2..variation in severe accident- economic risk est..-
mates.. Thus, .uncertainties in the total LIR severe accident
frequencies-are more-important in determining the uncertainties
in severe accident economic risks.

Uncertainties in onsite costs for category II aeccients are
dominated-by uncertainties-in rep-lacement .power cost increases....
plant decontamination costs, and the duration of plant outages
after-catego.ry II .accidents. For the entire,. range, ofcore_-
damage acCidents,..-.it is estimated: that tile -total onsite -crsts
could .range from a factor of 3 higher to a factor of .5 lower..
than those presented. This range is dominated by uncertainties
in. plant-outage-duration dnd plant. deý.!ontaaminat.-oncroSts for.

.core- da amage accidents.- Becauce offsite 'cogsts-. of- category- -.
-events -are -small .relat'ive to onsite costs._-the uncerttinties, in-ý
off Site -costs contr~ibute- negligib-ly t~o. the .to~tal. dnderta~inties_ - --

- in totialcategory -II accident costs.

Uncertainties in onsite costs.for category III accidents are.
dominated by uncertainties in plant decontamination costs., .
replacement power cost increases, and replacement cenerating
capacity capital costs. The total onsite costs are estinated
to range from a factor of 3 higher to a factor of 5 lower than
those presented for core-melt accidents. The uncertainties in.
offsita costs of core-melt accidents are dominated by uncartain-.
ties in offsite property decontamination costs and the criteria
chosen for implementation of long-term population protective -

.measures after contaminating events. The -total offsite cost for-
coreo.-melt accidents are. estimated to range -from a.factor of 5.

. higher to.a factorof ,-.lower than those presented for a definad-
release of radioactive material. The uncertainties in oneite
costs are the most i'portant contributor to uncertainty in total
societal core-melt accident costs for the Surry #2 plant.-
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6" 4 1`I RA\NGE 'OF -R 1KS-.FOR THR PLANS

The range of.severe accident economic risks at other plants
is ia,-gely de;termined by plant-specific accident frequencies.
Many plant-specific probabilistic risk studies have been per-
formed to estimate the core-melt frequency and/or the public
health risk. from plant.operation. A comparison of the plant
specific core-melt frequencies from probalbilistic safety studies
pIerformed sincethe. RSS .is ýs'hown .in Fi.gure 6. 5 (Ha83]. The
values- presented xepresentt-.median or "Ipoint", -estiimates of
core-mel-t-accident .frequencies•f at ea ch. plant' unless-otherwise-

indcatd i th ~igure. 'Comparison of the 'plant-'specif i6
frequency estimates can be misleading because .the studies have
not been 0performed using consistent.methodologies and assump-_
. tions..The.pr~edicted range of core-melt frequencies spans
approximately two orders of magnitude from ~2x10-3-10-k per
reactor-year. This. range is. consistent with- the best-estimate.

+ -of' core-7damage event f.requency..from the TMI-2 accident. and. U.S..
LWR experience (-2x10- per reactor-year)y. Some-variation in.
core-melt frequencies results from-the use of-different tech-* "
niques and assumptionsin the risk studies for each plant.
Plant-specific design characteristics also contribute signifi-- •
cantly to-the.variation in core-melt frequency, estimates.

Calculations were performed to examine the importance of
site demographic character~istics in.dedtermining offsite economic
.r.isks from core-melt accidents.. The new offsite cost- models
were-empl-oyed --.t-oý est-imalte--core -melt risks--k for-. the-FB u-trry -'*2--pla~n•t--
- S+PRsucterms) at, theIndianPoint site. ,The expect~ed•.offsite consequences of each of the PWRIA-PWR7--accident cate-

. gories at the..Indian Point site are approximately a factor of
-1C qrbaterthan for the equivalent plant at the *Surry site.... I.i -esuts-incomparable-e offsite and onsite ecbnomi c. :r i s ks, _for

"iore-meltaccidents-at, the Indian Point site.' The to-tal!. est.i.-
,mated: .onsiteS +and. of:fsziite- ,economic. risks- at the I1ndian .!Point . site
arer.approximately .a-factor-of 2 greater-than those for'an ,equi--
valent plant at the Surry.site. Site demographic characteristics..
significantly impact offsite economic risks, but have less
impact on total economic risks because they do not- influence-
cnsite accident consequences.

Based on the range of core-melt accident frequencies from
plant-specific probabilistic risk studies, historical experi-
ence. and U.S. LWR site demographic characteristics, crude -. .
estimates +of category II and III economic risks at other U.S.
LWR plants might ranve from -6 times lower to -30 times
higher than those presented for Surry #2. The variation in
core-dpmage event frequency is lik(ly to be the dominant
contributor to the .total ,variation in core-damage event economic
risk edtimztes-f-or specific plants. Site-specific demographic
characteriatics are also important for determining the total
offslte economic risks from core-melt accidents at other U.S.
LW•Rsites.
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Figure 6.5 - Comparisbn of PRA core-melt frequencies [Haa831.
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.-........-.--...--..... Calculations41ave-_been .performed-to.-estimate the lifetime -
.. severe accident economic risks for other reactor sites using the

new onsite and offtite economic consequence models. Economic
risks for the Peach Bottom. reactor site based on the RSS release
categories BWRI-BWR4 are s milar -o those presented-for the

-Surry reactor site:- Re •ults for sites with higher population--'
densities show higher offslte co-sts f•r core-melt accidents than
those presented for. the Surry Aite-. However-, for all--sites which.
have been examined, the offesi-te-,.costs of severe accidents are-,

• ,.-.predictedtobe smal-l- relative;to.-onsite: -costs except- forý l-ow-..... :
probability core-melt -accidents which result in large-.releases

.... of. radioactive material.

6.5 COMPARISON OF ZORE-MELT.ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCE ESTIMATES.
WITH RESULTS OF PREVIOUS STUDIES-

The results of previous- studies of core-melt accident
economic consequencea are compared to results calculatea with -
.the-"new economic. model -in this-section. -Results of .off ite --. -
-costs predictions from the CRAC2 economic model-are compared to.,
results from the -neweconomic model. Differences in the results

S calculated-with the two-models are discussed.

---.------.--......- CRAC2- estimates -the-economic consequences -of-- ostt- t
V- p.opnlation-p-rotective .feas ures which are implemented after a
release -of -radioactive- material-to -the, -environment-.The CRA"• -

.-code has ýrecently been employed -in a studyof the financial
.. - consequences--otfcore-mel-t-.accidents (NUREG/CR-27-23) ̀ f•[St82]which

used the Sandia Siting Study Source terms SST1-SST3 :A182] to-
explore the lifetime integrated costs of core-melt accidents.
Simple models were employed in the study. -to. estimate onsite
cleanup and replacement power costs. A comparison of lifetime:1:_

i- i ýr•"•nteg-rat ed- -SSTI acci dent cost esti mates. from that study St]ZJ
and the new economic models' is-.presented inTable- ;6.-The-.
table shows that the total cost estimates for the Surry reactor
site are very similar. Significant differences exist in health
effect costs due to the use cf health effect dollar values
which include preferences for risk reeuction in NUREG/CR-2723.
The new economic model includes genetic effect and thyroid
health effect costs which were not included in the previous
estimates. The estimate of onsite cleanup costs in this study
is higher than-the estimate from NUREG/CR-2723. However, the.,
total estimated lifbtime CST1 accident financial consequences
are very similar ap shown in Table 6.6.

.A comparison-of the meanfoffsite cost components for anlSST1.
release at theSurry plant from the CRAC2 and new economic con-
sequence models is shown in Table 6.7. The CRAC2 model does not
have the capability of estimating emergency phase relocation
costs, intermediate phase relocation. costs, or costs for popu-
lation relocation during the decontamination period. The
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Tabie 6.-61, CO.par~ison- of new. model predictions and reiul.ts

Ifrom NUREG/CR--2723 for the SST1 release, Surry rea ctor.

NEW MODEL RESULTS VS. NUREG/CR-2723

rkjwte4 Vahee el AzelderA 4CotL- f P1w~e LMfe

rammeRAt tkw 8BTI ~am C MYB'e toe

-Cost C-MmeuVG rod ..... . D o'ox- 228-. New. Eeo:n Mode"'

MieHealtk Effecta 1.0 X -1010 XrX19 fi _________

Offste Prormrty G "t. -3.2 x 1.01x X 8.5 x 1010- x

O"- ite Cleazu• - 2.5 x o10 117 xf, jf 5.4,x.10!0 x ft

Ons" Total- tst. 6J. x- 1010 x f 8 W• fx

T1oWa Costs 9.9 X, 1 010 1X .3 x 1011 Xf1

' fl is defined to be the SST1 release category frequency (per reactor-year). Multiplication

-by fl in, the table yelds the -total expected costs of SSTI accidents over the remain-

ing plaint lifetime in doilars.
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Table 6.7 - Comparison of: 'fsite Cost estimates from CRAC2 and new oe•s,
conditional on SS

110encylt Phase -Relocation-

Tnto mediate nhasler. Relocationt.

A icultuiral Product Dispo Isal
-opulation Relocatio.
ring Decontamination

La.". and Property Decontamination

Land and Property Interdiction

Inierdicted Population Relocation

Offsite Health Effects.

Total Offaite Costs

;T accident relea3e, Burry

CRAC2 Mean Coats

$3.Oxl0

8 $. oxio".

$4.2x10

.-$l- X101
$4.9x10'

$7,4xlO-

#2 plant.

Nv Modeal mean costs:

$4 5X10

$2.3xlo'
$8~. 6tO'
$0,-ýx

Ut

$6s.6x10e

$1. 6LxlO'9

Other Attributes Estimated
in New Model

,4~ .~A2~<

Total Population nose Incurred, 0-100 Years
Total Population Dose Avoided by Protective

Decontamination Worker Dose

Labor Required for Decontamination Program

Number of DecontaminationWorkers Required
fcor Completion of Program In 90 Days

.• • •. ,• • : . :" .

Measures

1.4x0

4.1Mb'
208xiO',

1.1Xl0,

4.6xl0",

Person-Rem

Person-Rem
Person-Rem

Person-Years

Persqns.



results of both models: i•dicate that the c6st of property
de~cont~amination•--is-the•most: important -contributor to -total
offsite costs for an SST1 release at the Surry plant. The cost
of property interdiction, in areas where decontamination cannot
reduce dose rates to acceptable levels is the second moot
important contributor -to offsite costs-for this large release
of radioactive material. The costs of...offsite health effects-.
. re.also-,predicted.to be re-latively- importan t for -this large--..'

souceterm-- -The ergcypaerelocation. intermediate-
.phase'relocation, and deconiamination period relocation costs.

are reatel smlfor -thid Accident 406rele'tuelicae catgory._96we ver. these costs dominate the initial evacuation costs
- which are the only popuhLtion relocation:costs included In .the

CRAC2- models. Updated cots -of decontamination. -interdiction...-
and 'relocation in the new economic model result in total cost
estimates less than a factor ot 2 higher than those from the
ýCRAC2 model-.--.

Additional attributes of SST1 accident consequences
.estimated 'in zthe new, economic .model are shown in' Table 67.,. Tha
.. implementationofpopulation protective measures .(including ."
decontamination.-.inter'diction; .-and relocation) results in a
factor0f 1four r'-eduction-in total population .-dose incurred in-
the -first 100 years ,after accident occurrence. The dose to

-. decontamination w-orkers during -the decontamination period 'is'
---estimated -,-to -bew about .%•%,,-.of t'he total population dose Incurred.
"."in this period- i'A total ,of - ,m000 man-years of effort..i8
involved in S t 'j contan iation7rogram. to reduce popula~tio6n

exposreifoma-t e,.acdet Bad onaen time to comleio
of 90 days:for the -decontmination efforts. 1this program would
re quire -a work foceo 4 •..000men. .Clearly. *a 'large.

-decontamination .program after-a s:evere reactor .accident would
. have-some -important :beneficial -economic i impacts--.in an affected
area. However,.,manpower limitations may.force an. extended
Speriodfor. completion of .'the offeite decontamination program .,
after large releases ,of 'radioactive.-material.

Calculations performed for various U.S. LUR sites have
.,shown that-the new offsite,-;economic model predictions of.
offsite costs are -generally factors of -2-4 higher than those
.predicted by the CRAC2 code.- -This difference results from more
accurate accounting for costs, inclusion of more cost*
components, indexing of costs to,1982 dollars. improved-..
estimates of. decontamination costs .and effectiveness, and the
-use of county-level economic data with the ncw economic
models. One important difference between CRAC2 and .the new

imodel s that the oew model,,provides direct ,estimates of -the*.
benef its of population protective measures anterns of
'population-dose -avoided..-These -benefit 2estimatescan be :used
-in 'cost/benefit analysis-of protective measure implementation
-as discussed in ,the following section.

.1c- -~
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6... SS•TVIT.Y STUD.ES OF conE,-ELT .ACCIDET OFFSII.E-"
ECONOMIC--CONS EQUENCES

The new offsite economic .consequence models have been used
to evaluate the sensitivity of offsite costs to assumptions
regarding source terms and offsite public protective measure

.imp~lementation criteria. : An example cost/benefit analysis of
1-off protective measureimp•lementation As also presented.

6..6. SENSITIVITY- OF -OFFSITE-COSTS TO -SOURCE TERKS.

There has been concern expressed recently that-the source
terms defined in-probabilistic safety studies may overestimate
the releases of radioactive material to the environment from
-severe LWRiaccidents -[Le81). The conclusions of research aimed
at defining new soUrce"term Values based on detailed accident
physical progression studies can be incorporated into future.
:economic-risk-studies [SN83.Sp83]. The reduction of.source term
values-would result in small-or no changes in- onsite cost esti- -

"mates for severe LUR .accidents. The offeite costs of necessary
protective measures ..and_-public health. effects. could be subetan-
tially ýimpacted by skqa-tf.icant source term reductions. -

- Te sensit-vtyo cr-et -a~ccident- -of~fsite cost- ýto

source term magnitude is :examined for tne -SSTIrelease category
-_ýa~t--the.-Curry_ xeactor-ýý-site,. _%-,Table6._*i-S-,hows the rslso
of fs ite economic i.consequence. calcula tions. ,for • •the CSurry -reactor -, -'

-site -conditional -on the:: SSTI-source term, and -for .. the' SSTI
.,source term with release fractions for all ;elements -except noble
.gases reduced -by factors of 10 'and 100. iThe table shows that the

-mean total. offeite economic consequences vary approximately-..:
iniearly "ith e source-term--release fractionse. Property

- interd ict ion- -costs and ý,Iinterd icted, populat ion. relocat ion costs
vary non-linearly dueto :the .threshold nature ,f thse:s "effects.
The cost of evacuation-'is independent of source term and becomes
ýmnre important relative to total costs for small- source. terms.

The sensitivity'ýof!'.•offeite'..costs to source term magnitude
is important -for -consideration..-of offsite ,economic risks. How-
ever,. since onsite costs contribute significantly to the
economic risks ,from core-melt -accidents, and these costs are not
sensitive to 'source term values, the total economic risk from
core-melt accidents is less ,nsitive to source term definition

6.6.2 SENS ITTVITY_%OP ýOFPS ITE: -COSTS 1TOPROTECTIVE MEASURE,,~
IM..PLZ.ENTATION 'CRITER, I, -;-." *... .....

The offsite,:costs of -a.release of radioactive material-ftom
.an LiR accident ,are dependentupon post-accident decisions " -"

-regarding population .protective. measure implementation in each

- -46



+abl 6 :2 Sensitivity
definition,

of offsite econoitic consequences to source termSurry #2, :SSTl release category.

Scos~ ~mpdent,

.0mgem e Ph s 1'"-elocatiOn

itn PrOperty Interdiction
I, •Afneite" Population Relocation

Off' ite Health Effects
T'tal Offsite Costs

5.,, source"••t term with all releae i

-y+a factor of 10.

S~r sorceterm withalrees
;b, .factor of 100.

,+• <.• '- . h. " . .

.+.+-+ •+ +++ . •. . .

. 8 +: . .<' " +P
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$6. 3x10
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-area-impacted- -by -the'release .. The-pos.t--accident, decision-making
process is modeled in the offsite economic consequence model _by.
comparing-projected individual doses to criteria specified for
protective measure implem.ntation. The sensitivity of offeite
economicweonsequences to.the.long-term protective action imple-
nentation criterion is-examned In this section.

The" dependence of: the 'mean .offeite, costs for 'the SST1
release category at the Surry reactor on the long-term protec-

St-ive action-cri~ter-ionis--pesented in Table 6:.9., The-- long!-.term....
prtectiveý actioncri-teri.on Aisbased: -on-:- individual-doses inte-
•grated.from 30 -days to 30. years after' deposition of radioactive

Smaterials:. The- Surry economic risks presented are based"on the
25'Rem 'criterion in -this period. Results are shown in Table 6.9
for criteria ranging. frot 5-500 rem individual whole-,body expo-
-sur~e -during this period,. :The-total -off site a&cc ident cý,os ts vary

... by approximately a factor of .Sfor the range of protective .

action crriteria- examined."---Asmore stringent criteriia iare
-,applied, the costs of population protective measures increase
because-l1arger areas and populations are affected. -However. the-

-.costs of offeite -.public..,;.health effects dec r-ease as the popula-
tion exposure- to radioactive material is reduced. The new
economic model is useful for. performing sensitivity studies .

- -regarding -population protective measure implementation criteria
because both costs and --benefits -of-countermeasure Implementation
are estimated.--

The offe6 ite economic .consequences of UMR.•e•&a •d-ert:uare.,..
s:etrongly dependent -upoa *:tb polation protective measure
Pt criteria defined in the new offeite economic
c.."isequence model. Offeite -cost 'estimates could be -increased
by.: lAarge faCtors based on the.assumption :that very stringent..,

criteria are-applied, in post-accident decision-making*. However,
this assumption.-may be unrealistic given- the limited benefits. .

Tand potential :resource limitations which would result -from ouch
actions.

2- -

4 ; . . - . . 4•: • : . . . " " .: *4. . : : . ' : ' • : . :

6.:6.3 COST/SENIT AM-LYS. S0?' POST-ACCIDENT COUNTERNEASURES

. e , . ,new e.sonomicconsequence model can be applied to
- ost/benef ttudies -Of .oPf e ;accident public protective ('action

i-plementation criteria. Aexample of this application of the

."Model is proesented in, this -section. , . .

1he prototype economic model estimatesthe !population
" -exposure avoided -!.(man-r .in rthe -emergency rpha se, i nte•me4iate 4'V

phase, Voand long-term periods. The €ots -of ̀ protec-tive measures ;•y.-:-'i¶.

-implementedineach-.post-.;-&ident period ace calculated 'in the .
model. For: exposure beyond the acute time period, each " -

.,,population man-rem incurred has approximately an .equivalent
impact on predicted radiation-induced :public health .effects. .

4 4- 6-26
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Table. 6.9 - Sensitivity of 'offsit •osts ý`to long-ter
implementation !criterion, SST1 release,

Pro#tetive. o ActionCiterion, -
for Period 30 days -- 330 years"M, Coe,, of ,

After :Material Deposition •-•LonngýTerm :"Offoite 0

(individual Whole-Body.DoseL) Protective.Actions

ftprotective action
Surry #2 plant,'.

ean Costs of
ffsite Health
,_Effects

X,~

35 Rein

50 Rem .3$.XIO

* ~ C, .00 Rem $7. x.0

~ 500 Rem ý'$2,5x;10

Lonfg*-tern protective action; costs include all
atad/or interdiction o f land" and property. in t

$.908X101,

$1. 3 x10

$l.SX109

8 $.x 10

'L4

Mean Total
Offaite Costs

i$4. lx10

$91. 34'0
$9. 3x10:

$8, 3x108

,.? '~'

3.

.~
S "~

~..,, ~

* ~..,<

.'<,. ~,.,.

A,

co6s 'alssociated with detontamination
hose'areas where requ'ired."

.: ,T . '. ,

1 .: .'..,.

"- ."4.,, 4-': , ? " ' . .' •

• . :.~ :.,•' . . : . ,



Therefore, for population protective measures beyond Ithe acute.timepe-iod-- man-;renP .Avoided. isausefu me sure of the benefitof implementi ng population protective. measures.

Results of sensitivity studies of protective measure imple-mentation criteria are presented inJFiigure 6.6:.- The figure is.based on results of .calculations performed condi-tional-on an_SST-1--release at tthe Surrfy-site.The emergency phase period is-_ -defined ý:to teXeteend fro -7 days- theinterediate phase from7-30 days. and 'the'long-term phase from.30.days-30 y¥ars.after-.-the'deosi-tion _ýofmahiteria. The figure, shows .the. meancOst/be'if• •t ratio in terms of dollars per man-rem avertedduring each of. -these protective measure periods for a widerange of protective measure implementation criteria . Curves. are shown for both the average and marginal cost per man-remaverted for protective action criteria in each defined timeperiod. The figure .shows that the cost/benefit ratios based on..average cost are smaller than those based on marginal cost.•,This behavior is observed because a large portion of protective-..measure costs and benefits..are incurred in areas where dose-rates are- high.1,s more restrictive criteria are applie.d.--additional cobts-.-and add-itional man-rem averted are smallrelative to total costs and benefits.
- . - more usefulmeasure .O-ots and- benefits for decision-

makingq is the marginal cost/benefit-ratio. This a.ratio is the
- - -ost4o aviding an ditonal ianrem-,(at te..- ari-by -- -applyinga- moe restrIctive -cit• rion for population, protective.....mnas re ip0eentatin. Unlike the average cost peg man-rem.aete..~h mrinlCost ."per, m&n-r'.m -averted, is determined

exclsively b..cOstsand- beneflits in those areag which onlyaargin~llyoexC~esa..prot~ective action criterion. This ratio
- -expici tlyemontrates the•oss :and benefitas .of avo iding -each' additional man-rem as ,the protective action implementation.-
criterion.,is decreased. -- - -

, Cost/benefit .btudies of .protect.1ve action criteria can ý'be ., .
-useful for decision-making 'regarding recommended individual
-exposure limits f.orb .different -time-periods. For %post-acdidentresponse beyond -the -acute time period the marginal ..cost incurredto avoid -population exposures should be roughly equivalent'for
efficient use of societal.-financial resources. The dotted linesin Figure 6.6 demonstrate the protective action criteria "Ai. each-, "time period whic.h lead to an equivalent- marginal cost of -$s00Vper man-rem -averted..:-,The new economic .model,-can be employed in ..t hefutUre to develo . on.sistent, ffiCient population .protec-

tiemeasure -mplemintaiiiii~o n,'iteria- for _usje,_'n post-accident -,situa t.ions._ 'a ~s n effcieesofeaaioplnfo ŽhsevreL acidnt coldalo ei evlaedvonuatiteo pcfin
.,basis using the ne'w models.
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Figure 6.° - Mean cost/benefit ratios for offsite protective
measures after an -SST1 zeleasb- at the Surr: site...
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6.7 COMPARISON OF ROUTINE OUTAGE AND SEVERE ACCIDENT ECONOMIC
. •RISKSFOR SURRY#2 #2

The present values of lifetime economic risks from category
I and category II and 1I1 events for Surry #2 are compared in
Table 6.10. The risk estimates for category I Dutages are based
on the gelteric frequency. 4.,sttn a.tes-fr-0mChwpter-5 combined wth
outage costs for. the. Su ry rpiant esrtimated.-with-,"the new &nsite

t !models.. Thetv oonom.. is fo'r category II nd-; iII events

are based on the PWR core-melt frequencies and source terms from
thegS w ith ý offsite-~s c ýca Ic ula ti o ns f~or t he S urry

site. The large uncertainties in the RSS core-melt accident
frequencies are not reflecced in the economic risk estimates in
Table 6.10. Results are shown for societal :discount rates of 0.:.
4. and 10%. Societal economic risk is predicted to-be-dominated
by. category I forced outage, events. The contribution of cate-.
gory II and III accidents to economic risk.is predicted to be a
factor of 50-80 lower than the risks from routine forced outage
events. 'The expected offslte economic risks of severe accidents
are predicted. to-be a factor of -500 lower than the onsite
risks from all event categories. In contrast to public health

-'risk which is-dominated by low frequency. large consequence
events. economic risks from LWR operation are dominated by high
frequency. low consequence events. This cost has been paid
historically through reduced LWR plant availability a-ad
capadtity factors.

The uncer ta int ies'_Tin es_ t-i-m*a-t-ed -*-ca tego-ry. I event ',r isks ar e.
reaiey--small (-actor-s -of 3 -and 1/5) bec'ause of the h.igh -

.-- .frequency, of these events- (-10 per reactor-year) and the data
.-availability for •routine .outage costs. The estimates of-cate--

.- gory 4I1 and I-II economic risks are highly uncertain- because of
the. large. unetite n t h6.e es tima tes :o f,:t~ot al c~o~re-.da m age
and ýcore-melt "accident -frequencies. and the-.limited underst~anding

-o~f. s~e-vere-.acici~dent. phys-;ical ý-pro~c-esses.! Reuto -roba~bi) si
risk studies predict that core-melt accident frequencies r&=ge
from -2xlO-3 to ~10-5,per reactor-year for U.S. LWR plants.
ThG uncertainties in plant decontamination costs, replacement
power cost increases. Vand new plant capital costs are the most
important contributors to the uncertainties in total severe
accident cost -estimates.

-Uncertainties in co're-melt accident source term definition
are extremely large and have important impacts on offsite acc.

dent consequence projections. ;Changes in source term defini-
tions.would have smallerimpacts on total cost estimates for

_-core:-melt ýaccidents.because- onsite losses are not.significantly
infiuenced -by-•ource.. .term definitions. Uncertainties in ofei.te

. -cos.t-.1estjim8tes9: for a'given source term are dominated by uncer-
tainties in decontamination costs, which are factors of appro-

-ximately 5 and 1/5. -Adetailed uncertainty analysis of offsite
-core-melt:.accident economic concequences is planneo as jrt of
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Present value of .crtegory I and category, I & !III event
economic risks for remaining life of Surry #2 plant.

7 Table 6.10 -

itscount Rate
Category I Eentso
(::10/reactor-yea r;):

Category II &, I11 Events*,
(v6xl0- /reactor-year).Y

Offsite Onsite Total

taD

0% ,$2.7xlo $4.4x10' $5. 5X10 $54.!9XiO

4% $li6xI0 , $2.5x10' $3.3x10 $3.6xlO'

10%.. $8-.. $l. 3x105  $I,-7xlO $1.8x.l'0

E.a:-:EStimated risks for category II &III events based on RSS PFR .core-melt
accade't frequencies and source terms with consequence calculations

:•performed for the Surry #2 plantc.,

• i ev v ., , ..

.. ,. .. . ..-



the KELCOR program. The new economic consequence model is
structured-for -ease cf implementation of. uncertainty analysis
techniques. -

The comparison of economic risks from the entire spectrum
of LEWR events indicates-.that societal economic risks are
dominated by high frequency, lbow consequence for-ed outaoe
events... Also,. the.offsite economic risks from severe LWR

accidents a e-predi~cted-to be small relative to onsite risks...
These 60icnc lusliC~hs a're not- s-ignfiticarntly influenced: by-
uncertainties in severe accident frequencies and source terms.

6.8 SUPMRY AND CONCLUSIONS
4n,

.. Calculationsperformed with the. new economicconsequence
models indicate that the. expected costs of category II and _III.
accidents at the Surry site are dominated by onsite costs of
post-accident decontamination, replacement power cost -
increases, and plant capital losses. Forýall sites which have
been examined, the offsite costs of severe accidents are

-.predicted to.be-small relative to onsite costs except for
low-probability core-melt accidents which result-in large

.-releases of radioactive-material. .The-offeite costs of . "
..pOpuationprotective measures are &ominý&ted b,- Laxid &ad
p5-rope ty d-econ.taminatiion,, costs. The costs of -offsite public- , ,

health effects-are small-based on purely economic costing of

':healt carie and health *ef fects-. Calculations performed for .€ oosf -tpredictions ... ..
various U. Wsites indicate that-ofsite cols. rdcin
from-the new model are generally .factors of 2-4.larger than

.those from the CrPAC2 ode.." .

The ,new offSite models have. been used to examine the- - .

sensitivity of offsite economic consequences-to source-term and .
po pula ation 'protec tive measure ass umptions.-The offsite cost *_ --

as. . . ----,Th .of f- s te os
-.predictions are sensitive to source term definition. .Offite I
costs can also be significantly affected by offeite protective-'

-measure implementation triteria.--.-The new %conomic models have
been used in example cost/benefit analyses which demonstrate the
usefulness of marginalLcost/benefit ratios in planning.for
post-accident population protective measures. It is recommended ,-

that the newly developed offeite economic models be exercised

in further studies of costs and benefits of LWR-accident popu-

lation protective measures.

-The new onsite -and offeite cost models have been used to,

estimate the economicl-risks at the Surry 02 plant with frequency

eatimates from. generic Ioutageg data and-the 2SS.- The example .... I..
econom cic-- risk calculati-%ns '.for ,the-Surry-Unit -2 pant result i n
the following conclu ions:.
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•.. ....... .. . . .• .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .: .......... . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . ,1. Unlike public health risks, economic risks from LWRoperation are-dominated by high frequency, small con-sequence forced outage-events. The societal costs ofthese-events result from reduced availability andcapacity factors and.th4. need for use of higher margi-nal cost fuel sources -for generation. oft.electr-icity.

2. The economic risks from LWR. operation are dowinated byonsite losses. specifically-replacement power- -cosstincrease-s-for short duration outages. Severe-accidenteconomic risks are also dominated. by onsite lossesincluding plant decontamination costs, replacement
power costs, and plant capital losses. Only ,very lowprobability core-Imelt accidents with large releases ofradioactive material are predicted to t',ult in offsite.cost . is large.. as. onsite -p! -..?t ccats.

These conclusions result from the comparison of economic risks-from various categories of operational events at the Surry #2plant, with the assumption that society is risk-neutral to alleconomic losses. The conclusions are not sensitive to thelarge uncertaint ies inherent in the estimates of the economicrisks from severe LWR accidents.

-4
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• -• • .. -- CHI' 7-- -- - .. .

SUIMRY ANýD CONCLUSIONS"

The primary goal -of this study was •Ao develop models to be -
used for analyses of economic risks from events which occur
during U.S. LWR plant operation. These models have been
developed for potential use, by both-- the nuc-lear- power industry.-aid regul'atory agendies in Cost/benefit ainalyses for decision-
making, purposes. The newly developed models include capabili-
ties to estimate both: onsite and offs 4 te costs of LWR events
ranging from routine plant forced out -jes to severe core-melt
accidents resulting in large release-a of radioactive material .
to the environment. The models developed are useful for esti-
mating- societal economic risks based on -either generic -or -
plant--specific economic data. The models can easily be modified
for use in economic risk studies for particular lnterestý groups
in the U.S. nuclear power industry.,

-The new onsite cost models estimate societal losses from
power production cost increases, plant capital losses, plant
decontamination costs, and plant repair costs'which may be
incurred after LWR operational events. Early decommissioning
costs and plant worker health impact costs are included but do
not contribute significantly to the onsite losses from-L[R -,
events. The dominant cost for most LWR outage events is the-,
power pro-duction.cost i:•ncrease caused by thbernieed- for using
generating facilities with higher fuel-cycle costs. .Replacement
power purchase cost increases .arql. vstimated based on the mix of
units available in each.reglon of the U.S. -Plant repair costs
for reutine forced outage events-have historicaAly.been small
relative to replacement power -cost increases. Plantdecontami-
-nation---costs. and capital..costs.of replacement power generation
facilities are important, for severe LWR acsIdents -resulting -in -
core-damage or core-melt. - Electric utility business costs.
.nuclear power industry costs, and litigation 'costs for severe
L[R accidents are, !ikeSLy..,to ,be small from the, societal perspec-
tive. However, these costs may ?be important and warrant careful
-consideration for-Aspecific.,:group within the U.S. nuclear power
industry.

t

V.,

~

The newly developed ofefsite economic models estimate -the.
costs of post-accident population protective measures and public
health' impacts. The costs of population evacuation and tempo-- -
rary relocation, -agricultural -product disposal,' land and. - :;
property decontamination, and land interdictionare included in 7.
:the economic- 16de .Is for Ipo pul at.ion p r otecti ve meas9u res. ,Cosats
of-heat impacts including-medical care costs are ,also i ncluded
in the new offsite economic consequence models. The new offsite
models-offer several advantages over the CFAC2 economic models,"
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inc.•1uding mcre-accurate--accounting-of shoft-term population
relocation costs, accounting for population relocation costs

..during land and- property decontamination, flexibility of all
time periods and protective action implementation criteria,
incorporation of site-specific economic data, estimation of
additional decontamination program attributes, calculation of
both costs and benefits (in -terms of ý population exposure
avoided) of population protective measures at ciffsite locations,
and estimation of- medical care and heal'h effects costs. A.
p-ro9to0type.-model -was deve loped, i~n thiss~tudyf-orý deveio pman t and
-testing--of-the new offsite economic models. The new models will
be-inccrporated into the MELCOR conbs-uence calculation code

_. which is currently under development.

A computer data base of LWR experience from 1974-1980 was
developed to fqtimate the frequency-severity spectrum of

..... unscheduled, no&:-regulatory forced-outage events at U.S. LwRs.
The-data base was-combined with the new onsite economic cost
models to estimate the expected losses from-routine forced out-
age events. The losses from routine LWR forced outage events
are large due to the high frequency (-10 per reactor-year)
and power production cost increases for these events (see Table
6.10)...The costs of LWR forced outage events are paid through
reduced availability and capacity factors for plants in opera-
tion.. During the 1974-1980 study period.•-forced outage events

.. caused an average10%.availability loss per reactor-year of
U.S. LWR operation.,Forced outare events caused- by regulatory.,.,,
concerns showed arconsistently increasing- tr-end_ during--. the...; -
--1974-1980: study period. -The averagejavailabilirty loss due to
regulaltory forced outage-events increased by roughly a factor
of 5 to approximately 6% in-1980.,.The total plant availability -

losses due to forced outage events-result An significant
-societal costs from-the use of higher cost fuel sources..

Detailed analyses of thelforced outage data base showed that
S-forced outage-events-occur.more frequently at LWR' plants in the
first years of operation than..later in plant life. This trend
is consistent -with "Iiathtub" -,failure rate behavior observed in '
most technological ,de6ices. '.This behavior is important because-. -
it indicates'that economic riskfrom forced outage events and
transient-induceC core-melt accident risks are not constant over
the life of LWR plants. Risk management programs in the U.S.
LWR industry should direct special attention to-plants in the
-first few years of commercial operation.-Historical accident
experience supports the'hypothesis.that risks are increased in
the first years zof tLWR.commercial operation. -Wear-out related-...
increases -in -forced outage frequency were not apparent in the
1974-1980 operation data. . = .
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-ThI6-I.6._- nsite and offsite economic consequence models have
been applied in an example calculation to estimate the economic
risks from core-damage and core-melt accidents at the Surry #2
plant. The'analys-is .included the assumption that the median
core-melt. accident frequency from the RSS. included all accident
seque:1 ,es resulting in either limited core-damage or full ,scale
core-melt. The present val.ie-cf expe-ted costs of severe acci-
dents over the remaining life of the Surry #2 plant is less than
6 million dollars. based on the RSS. median core-melt accident.frequencies (see- able.. A The dominant con'tributo-rs-to*.. - -
expected core-dai';ge or core-selt accident costs are plant
decontamination costs, power production cost increases, and new
generation facility capital costs. The expected offsite pro-
perty damage and health effects costs are an order of.magnitude
lower than expected onsite costs for the RSS PWR source terms.
The economic costs of offsite, health.effects are small .for..most
core-melt accident categories. The dominant offsite cost for
large accident release categories is the cost of land and pro--
pertyadecontamination.. The-total expected offsite costs of-
core-melt accidents for the-remaining Surry plant life are pre--
dicted to-be -less than -'-million dollars. Only for extremely
low probability events are offsite costs equal to or greater
tlaa ea-t-e. eo*s. . re exp*etvd.. cu-re-melt accident costs are
small compared to the expected losses from high frequency rou--
tine forced- outage-events.--- The-.uncertainties- in the -economic
risk estimates oare large and are dominated by the'uncertainties
in event.frequencies for severe accidents, and. by replacement f

_ _power_. cost _unceerta int ies .,for- _routine-- fo-rced--.ou-tage -events.-- ----

The example applications of the new onsite and offsite eco-
...nomic -risk models in, this. study lead to-some--mportant conclu-
sio•ns -cncerning LWRMeconomic risks.' Current probabilistic risk
analyses predict ýcore-melt frequencies ranging from -2XlO-3
per -eactor-year: to -lXlOS. per reactor-year for-U.S.-LWR
plants in-opekation.._ The general conclusions from the analysisare not sensitive .to this range of;core-melt frequencies..In
contrastto public health risks from LWR operation which ar- -
dominated by low frequency core-melt accidents, societal .
economic risks- frm plant operation are dominated by high
.frequency routine forced-outage events. From an economic
perspective, assuming society is risk-neutral to economic
losses, the maximum economic benefit could Le achieved through
reduction of routine .forced outage frequencies and durations.
The economic risk calcula- tions performed in this study
indicate that reduction of core-melt accident frequencies
should result in smaller economic benefits., Thus, although
-reduction of core-melt accident frequencies and consequences s16'.,:.
important -for. controlling public health .ris.s : economic analyses
-indicate that limited isocietal financial resources might,-be -more-
productively used in controlling routine forced outage losses. -

I
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..Reductionofi outage frequencies. would also reduce thefrequency • •t t.ransients and would thus have some impact-on core-rdelt ac-Ident frequency and public health risks as well.
The analysis of LWR .economic risks Indicates that focusingU.S. nuclear power regulation completely on.severe.accidents may

be-economically inefficient, and that the most productiveexpenditures for plant improvements might.be made to.increase • -.the -availability andcapacity factors-of operating•.LWR-unitsiy ..re du c mcig fo.rc e~d.out age :f re qu~en c ies ,a nd-c os t a E'xpe ndit Ure6s f orxcore-melt accident prevention are likely to produce larger.benefits than expenditures for systems which mitigate the off-,site .consequences of .cor'e-melt: accidents' since-a large portionof the expected costs of core-melt accidents result from theloss of phyý,ical plant.

The newly developed onsite and offesite economic consequence,models have many applications beyond the example calculationspresented in this report. The new models will be used indetailed...sensit.vity and uncertainty analyses- as part of .the.MELCOR severe accident riskassessment progrdm to-more accur-ately quantify'the range of economic risks from severe acci- _.[
dents." The. LWR forced o.uLage data b"-A-sa -aýEe, b-be•sn% ed_-in support of actua;'ial analyses within the nuclear insuranceindustry... Its recommended-that-the new•offite •economic cun-sequence models be used-to .perform cost/benef-it analyses to.--assess- post-accident populaton 'protective measure" implementa-ion.c~r-iteria--in=t•e-fu-tur----.Th-e'newly-'-develope 

di-del- repre-_setflexible etools --to be used -in--support -of -decie soi-makinq in..both regulatoryand nuclear industry agencies.- -"

. .. . .. .... 4 . , ~ .. . .. •,-* - .. .
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-- 77- ------ ---- `--APPENDIX A-

U.S. LWR-OPERATION EXPERIENCE DATA BASE

. The data blase- of LWR operating -experience developed in 'this
.study to estimate the freguency of LWR forced outage events isdiscussed in this. section.. The data base for 1974-1980 is
-a vTi-ab leon.i.0magnetit.:tape -in either-ASCII or binarydata -
f Tarmat.fa.

The data base was formed from annual .,publications -of -forced routage data from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commiesion [AE74,
-Nu77b." Nu77c:, Nu79a,__-Nux79bo--Nu~la 1, Nu~lb]". Only fofced outage
events (not scheduled)-have been included in the new data
base. Also;-ý all regulatoryloutages have been excluded from the
data base for the purpose of this study. Finally. the total
duration of a single forced outage event is recorded in the
calendar year in which the forced outage event was initiated.
Only those outage hours which occurred between January 1, 1.974and December 31, 1980 are included in the data. The plant

. pat .pe. -veer. pitt electric rating-, startupand shutdown year•- and the number 'of forced outage:events ...-observed are tabulated for each recorded plant year of data.
_-An example of the data base format for a single reactor-year- of
:operation is presented on the following page.

. . . . - - -. • y / • . " ... • .. . .. . ... . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. ... ... ...

... . . ... .. .. .......

,*The plant start 'an&Lend of-operation are reported to thenearest 0.2 year. The shutyown year is reported as 0.0 tof
plants still in."Coommercial operation. .
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•--SCII- RCED OUTAGE; DATA. ALL PLANTS. 1974-1980 420
CALENDAR YEARS 1974 THROUGH. 1980

PLANT NAME BIG ROCK PPOINT I, CALENDAR YEAR

PLANTTYPE_ BWR- ,NSýSS NEMDOR c.,GENERALELE
.PLANT-RATING -(Mde-)-= 00072
PLANT STARTUP. SHUTDOWN YEAR = 1963.,3, 0..0 ..-.

. FORCED OUTAGE EVENTS IN CALENDAR YEAR - 2
FORCED OTGE.EVENT DURATIONS (IN HOURS): 253 7

3 PTS.

- 1974.

S .. .

- .-w

ý.i
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APPENDIX B

ANALYSIS .OF REGULATORY FORCED OUTAGES FROM 1974-1980

- Nuclear-plant outages-caused by regulatory or-ders are
explicitly excluded in the forced outage data base developed in
this -study,.-' The economic .risk profile presented in this report
includes only •losses -from. those events resutihng from plant ,
-6era -if otiris-ks- whic - result ire`6tly fr-om regulatory -
policies or'mandates. The regulatory outages which' occurred
during.the calendar years. 1974-1980 are discussed in this
section a.

Figure B.1 shows the total number of U.S. commercial LWR
reactor years of experience which were recorded in-each calendar
year from 1973-1980 inclusive. The number of U.S. operating
reactors more than doubled during this period of study, began-
ning with under 30 in 1973 and concluding with nearly 70 opera-
tional LWRs: at--the end of 1980. This period of rapid growth is
also marked with fundamentaA-changes in the character-of U.S.-
LWMs. The size (in terms of electrical power rating) of new
reactors -grew-throughout this. period--finally peaking at-;1000---
~e -p-er--unit -at -the, -end of -the studype-4ýý. "h.-*- ttr6 po-rt-
folio of U.S. -WRs was constantly changing with time during..the
study period.

~T~e --verage- ýavailabilithe pei•c-jth6-ge Vf th-ear -e--c
power-=pi'lant is--available •or electr-ic ity generat;io0) ofU". f
LWRs `fn. neach calendar -.year .dur"ing the study period is shown in
?igure B.2. PF-rom the years.- 1973-1977.--the average availability,
fluctuated between- approximately 68-73%. averaging about 70%
during -this periodt. U.S..LWRs experienced a v-.y good year.in.
1978:averaging a 75A availability'during, the c .endar.year. In
1979- regulatory impacts of the TMI-2 .event andother unrelated
-regulatory-impacts Sent the .average availability down nearly 9'
percentage points to about 67%. F.inally. in 1.980. regulatory..and industry- changes resulting from the accidentwere instituted
and the drop in availability continued. The average availabil-
ity of U.S. LWRs dropped nearly 11% in the two years between
1978-1980.

The LWR -regulatory ,outages recorded between 1974-1980 were
analyzed to determine the impact of changing regulatory policies
and standards on the-availability of U.S.LMRs. Figure B.3
shows the approximate: decrease ln reactor availability due to
regulatory forced outage events fn each calendar year*.

* This is only -approximately correct since if fewer regulatory
outages did occur.-It is:likely that outage hours from other
causes-may have increased.

.*. .
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Figur e 'B.I- Total number of commercially operating
.. oS.nuclear power plants versus. time-.
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Figure #-3 - Total. percentage of reactor.-years lost in
regulatory outages.
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Fioure B.4 - Total reactor hours involved in regulatory outages.
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Figure B.5 Average fcrced and scheduled outage,

-time of L.s. ,WRs.
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The analysis of regulatory outages over the -tudy periodvws a consistent increasing trend in the number of plantrntime hours attributable to regulatory actions. In recentrs, -regul-atcry -action-s have become increasingly important inermining th. average LWR performance in the U.S_ The inclu-n of regulatory foiced outages in the analysis of LWR. per -rzmance 'can '-QanifiPit-ly-bia•S results downward-:. R-egulatfryages atre -exc6-uaed-in the estimation .c:f event frequencies ins report to reamove the influence of past regulatory policies.refore .the outage frequency and sever-ity, .eitimates containedChapter 5"inclide only events which tesult.f ro .pl1ant opera-n. not those resulting from regulatory*marnadates or policies.
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APPENDIX C

BEA ECONOMIC ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY. AND RESULTS_ ..

Recently the Bureau of"Economic Analysis (BEA) within the.:
.U.S. Department of-Commerce has applied an input-output economic_,
model.-RIMS IT*. to estimate -the potential impacts of severe.-
nuc-learreactor -accdents. The basic con(eptual-methbd6ldgy and--
the results of. the. BEA analyses are reviewed in this section.

C.l 1BASIC INPUT-OUTPUT METHODOLOGY,

The essential principles of the input-output method of eco-
nomic analysis are most easily understood through a transaction
table., which summarizes the transactions which occur in an eco--- -..

nomy during some period of time. Table C.1 chows a hypothetical
transaction-table for the'economy in a particular region...-The--.
horizontal rows of figures show how the output-of each sector-
of the ec0onomy is distributed among othereconomy sectors.--The
verticalc'l-umns-shohow ow-each-sector obtains-needed inputs of---

-..goods-and services from othar sectors., Each entry in a hori-
zontal row is also an entry in a vertical row, thus the table
shows the fabric i-of --the- economy. the flows of trade and -services
by which-all of the sectors are linked together.. Thc. composi-... -
t-_ion-o~f -the-- tra~nsac~t-ion .-ta-b-le -i-s -based-- onr- -transf ers -of-goods -And--
services-ina -region, andmay be'constructed-using available

industrial transaction statistics. The transaction table used
in the RIMS-Il model is based on the.1972 BEA national 1-0 table
which ccntains 496 "individual industrial sectors (a 496-X 496.6
matrix). . .

"nput-Output economic analysis is most often-used to-show . - --

the effect on a regional economy of a change in demand for goods
-in onessector oIL the economy,. For-example. using Table C.1 one,
can see that an increase in the final demand for agricultural
output would affect the demand for construction, manufacturing.
tra4e, and service sector outputs wiich are used as inputs in
t , production of agricultural output. A change in one indus-
,rial sector inevitably affects the entire economy, each sector
ppropriate!y adjust.alg to approach a new equilibrium in the

region. Because 1-0 analysis does reflect the fabricýlike OR.
nature of-the economy, -it is a very powerful tool for predicting
economy-wide effects of changes in demand for goods in one eco-
n',mic sec-tor (demand-driven analysit). The 1-0 methodology can:

• Regional Input-Output Modeling System I1
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aalso -be rmodif ie to:predict- ecnomy-wide-ef f ects :. of, i n put
shortages in specific economic sectors (supply-constrained

zaailysis) -. The.basic mathematIcs used in these forms of
reg i-ona I. :I-O a na lysi sa re d i s Cus ssed-in BEA reports- [Ca82-]..

In order co use the I-O methodology in modeling severe.LWR Awl.

accident;. impcts. .itis necessary to. specify- the •areas which are-
affected and---the impact on industrial output in each area
affected. The BEA analyses divide the entire region.considered

into .ithe.physic.qally: .affected"I area-which is .contaminated by the.
accident., and the "Physically unaffected" area, which is "the
areaimmedi ate-.y surrounding the contaminated 'area. The physi-.
call' af fected area is d ivided into the interdicted': 'decontami- .. 4
-nation . crop, interdition. and milk interdict -n areas based on-
--the imean -results of.-CRAC2. analyses -.for a given accident. source
term. The assumptions used in the analyses for the percentage
of annual output lost due-to post-accident countermeasures in
each area are defined in Table C.2. These estimates of output
lost are used to drIve the6-I0O analyses'fOr each region. - The- --
analyses are intended to account only for the-first year after
accident occurrence. theref~ore the maximum output loss in any
region is defined to be-100% of-annual production. -

One problem.with the RIMS-It analysis of post-accident
countermeasure- impacts is that the areas affected are defined-
a..at- the. county. level,. Only- entire counties are included in each
area specification a,4 4no sub-county land areas are-included.
.The assignment of €our.ties to production loss- categorries- -for--the.-. .

t.-.Lucie -reactor site, 'condifionlpna S1rlas6n a.....-
WNW wind dir~ectio6n.is shown -in Table C.3. A :map of :the'
St. Luccie -site, with. an 'over lay, of_ -a-_'ty-pi cal. s-traight- line
.Gaussian .plume coverage area as: predicted by -CRAC2 for'the "N,
wind directi-on is shown in-Figure Cl.- The.inclusion of the
entire area - in: each aff ect ed-county:-leads- to--l-arge -dif f erences - - ----

-in the basic problem for. the BEA versusi the CRAC.2 economic
analyses. Even for the. widest plume coverage areas predicted
-by.CRAC2 .(-700-)., the areas- specified in the BEA St.! Lucie site
•analyses -are much larger as shown-in Figure C.2. Thus, the BEA
analyses may overpredict impacts due to the inclusion of entire -.

counties in specification of the affected areas. Further work
is underway using RIMS-Il to more accurately model the areas
affected after an accident [BE82c]. Comparison of results to
CRAC2 predictions is currently difficult because the specifica-
tions of affected areas differ substantially.

C...2 ANALYSI . OF EBA. RESULTS

Although the. BEA -analyses -do not exactly correspond to pre-
dicted.--reas-.of.-..conbtamination for specific accident sequces,",
the results 'are :useful -for -analysis because they provide esti-
mates of impacts-based on a detailed economic analysis
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Table C.3 -- Definition ofcounties ficlhded in BEA anal:ysis for
q SST1 release, St:. Lucie site, W" wind direction [Ca82].
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Figure C.1 -. Comparison of BEA affected areas versus typical

Gaussian plume predictions.
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Figure C.2 - comparison of BEA affected areas versus widest
Gaussian plume predictions.
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technique. The BEA analy~es estimate second&ry impacts, or
impacts which occur outside of the ;hysically affected area.
The-.,results- of .the BEA analyses predict the secondary impacts.
to be small-relative to effects-in the contaminated ;-:ea. This
result, which seems intuitive based on economic principles.-is
useful 'because. secondary effects are not accounted.for-in the
CRAC2 or new economic m',dels.

-The- BEA predictions o-Jf jobobs• lost'af ter accidents at -- _.
-diferetk4 sites were checked for correlation with the population
within-the counties assumed to be Interdicted. This correlation
-wouL --be.impor-tant--because the CRA.2' and new economic models
assumerthat interdiction" and decontamination costs will be
directly proportlonalto the population.in-a given area.
Studies performed with the British ECONO-MARC economic impact
model indicated that-per-capita interdiction codt models provide
reasonable estimates when compared with more detailed analyses.

.,based on land usage maps (C182].

BEA analyse's have been performed for a variety of reactor
sites with a wide range :of affected-populations. Figure C.3

.shows-the tot-a-l-employment -in each of the.. study areas .which were
-ava-ilabl-e forianalysis. The'total employment In the study areas
ranged from under .1 million to over 12 million persons.

Three.predictions of-accident area employment impacts are.
-presented in the BEA a sumptions
used ... the -- I-th' O analysesi. The maximum direct Job l losses '
predicted. include all jobs lost in the.-physically affected area,
as-auming. no output increase in the physically -unaffected area-
and!that.. all. affected-households-do notT'resume normal -consump-ý:
tion expenditures.. -.Partially compensated job loss predictions
are based on the assumption that output increase'd ýto the maximum

_desixr:ed4 capacity- in -the.physically unaffected- area',:but directly-
affected households 'do rnot resume normal consumption expendi-
tures.: Finally, ful'y compensated job loss predictions-are "
based on.the assumption that output increases to the desired...
.capacity.in the -physically unaffected area, and that affected
households resume normal consumption expenditures. Each of
these predicted results was correlated to the population in the
area assumed to be interdicted. Figures C.4-C.6 show the maximum
direct, partially compensated, and-fully compensated job losses.
predicted for each reactor site, accident, and wind direction
considered in the BEA studies [Ca82.BE82b.Ne82b] --. The results- -.-
of-linear regression performed on the results are also shown in
the figures. TheJpredicted job losses from the BEA analyses are
remarkably linear with the interdicted area population. all-
three correilationc coefficients being in the range of -0.95. -

The results of the BEA studies predict the -losses in the
directly affected area to vary approximately linearly with the
population in the area.
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Figure C.-5- BEA partially Compensated direct job loss
predictions versus interdicted area population.
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Figure C.6.- BEA fully compensated direct. job loss
predictions versus interdicted area POrulation.
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'he BEA reactor accident economic impact studies are usefulecause of the application of a different economic modelingechnique- to the estimratiornof reactor accident economicmpacts. The I-C modeling technique is very data intensive andomputationally expensive and is therefore inappropriate for usen rissk-analysi-s-applications requiring analysis of hundreds ofccident sequences. weather scenarios, and wind directions. The.IMS-II model has alsolbeen used withareas defined at theoun-ty levelwhich rezults inr large differences from CRACZ pre--ictions.. Since the CRAC2 code employs a simple Gaussian plumetmospheric dispersion model, the areas defined in the BEAnalyses should be considered carefully in interpreting impactredictions.

The BEA results indicate that seconda:-y or spillover effectsill generally be small relative to the direct effects inhysically contaminated areas. Also, the BEA results indicate--hat losses will generally be a linear function of the popula-ion living in the affected area. This result agrees with theomparisons of land-usage based and per-capita based interdic-ion losses predicted by the ECONO-MARC model. The use ofer-capita cost estimates and the-exclusion of secondary orpillover effects in the CRAC2 and newly developed economic -..onsequence models- is supported by results obtained usingifferent modeling-techniques; -Future research and assessmentsf ipdirect effects and populatio, based loss predictions shoulda analyzed--for-ver-ification-of -the assumptions underlying thei~w; o ff s-ite i mpact- -mod el.
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.. APPENIIX D

ANALYSIS OF LWR FORCED OUTAGE DATA BASE

'his appendix reviews the results of detailed analyses per-
d o-the"'LWR 'fbrcedotage data base degeleped in this

The d~ata were analyzed to determine impact of reactor
(,1ectrica1.rating),.age, NSSS vendor, and reactor type
vs. PWR) on the forced outage frequency observed in each
dar year. Regre3sion analyses were performed to check for
ble correlations-between forced outage event durations,.
d outage- event freq uaicizs, and reactor age. Regulatory
d outages are excluded fr.^m all analyses-in this section.

FORCED OUTAGE FREQUENCY VERSUS REACTOR PLANT AGE

igure D.l_.shows. the. number of forced outage events -occurr-.
in-eachý--reac-tor-year- versus'the age of the LWR-during the --

-The- raw data---include 367 U-;S. comme-rcial -reactor years,
eration.between.1974-1980. The high density.of raw data,
s-•for smallre-aector -ages reflects the la7rge number of
s which began ccmmercial operation during the study period.
awdat-a-points-i-lso -show-a- tr-end-t-owa-rds-•larger numbers--of-
d outage events in-the first few years of reactor opera,-

A'moving average of plants in 3-year age groups.,:includ-
ll.of the -raw.data .point*-i - is shown in -Figure D.1-.-.
ctively, all plants averaged about 15 forced outage events
e first:year-of operation, dropping steadily to aoout 10
d-outaige events in'the fifth year of plant operation.-'
10 years of-plant operation the plants included in the

1980 data averaged about 5 forced outage events per reactor
Thus, the initial-years of plant operation show an aver-

orced- outage- frequency approximately three times as large
e forceu outage frequency for older plants.

he curve for the number of forced outage events versus
or age is consistent wit-h a "bathtub" failure rate curva
he learning curve observed in many technological devices
]. The high incidence of forced outage events for new
ors is caused by "teething" or wear-in problems with the- -
m. As the reactor becomes older, w-ar-in problems become
important, and the base forced outae:- rate is approached.
e reactor plant nears the end of its productive liietime
ected to be -40 years from startup), an increase in the
d outage -rate would be expected due to wear-out failures.
..none-oft-the -reactors•-1ncluded-- in-t-he-data --sample-are more-
20 years old, the lack of wear-out related effects is not
ected. Also, .reg-ula'r-maintenance work may-be effective in

D-I
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_ correcting wa r-out re.ated problems before forced outage -
-events -occur-.-.-

Figure. D!.1 also shows curves "for the yearly~forced outage
- rate versus-[WR age based onvarious size categories of plants.

The curve including-all plants under -500 MWe differs signifi -
cantly from-the curve for all plants, considered collectively.
exhibiting a rellative'ly constant forced outage rate of. -7
forced outage events per reactor year over all LWR ages. The
curves for-plants-between 500 MWe and 1000 We in size show-
-significant wear-n-forced-outage rate effectk. Finally. large
-LWRs-.(> 1000 M~e).have not shown significant wear-in-effects.

-- and-the,- forced .outage.rate has remained relatively ýc6nstant at'
.- "-12 .per.: reactor ."yea:r-. :However, no-la-rrge -reactors in the da ta

base were more than 5 years old..

Figure D.2 shows the forced outage rate versus.LWR age for
PWR and BWR plants considered separately. Only very small
di.fferences can-be.seen between the average-PWR and BWR.forced --
outage frequencies.for a given plant age group.. Both types of
LWRs do show significant wear-in or learning. curve effects dur-
ing the first few. yea:s of .plauat ocperation. Figure. D.3 shows-
the f orced outage, frequency versus. LWR p_.lant_ agoe Lo.x plant-s-.
bas-ed o.n th.e ..-SSS endor-.. -The-curves-for-all -four U.Sw- NSSS- -..
vendors. show similar wear-in or learning curve effects.

-The results of the above analyses indicate that for :LWRs
larger tLan 500 MWe and smaller than-b000 MWe. the plant forced
outage .frequecy-:.•.- a-.funct-ion -of-plant--age-measured --from-- tthe- -
!dateof start of-commercial operation.-? During the study period
1974-1-980.-. the average forced: outage frequency for these, plants'-
decreased during. the .first few years of operation. .leveling off''
after about 8 years of operation.at. approximately 1/3.of its
initial value. This trend in mean forced outage:frequencyis
observed fcr LWRs- independent of plant.type and NSSS vendor,
except for'those p]ants smaller than 500 MWe or larger than

-1000 MWe.. For. the smallest plants...the forced outage frequency
was approximately.. onstant-for all plant ages. :Possible
explanatlona fcr this small plant. behavior include small system
simplicity, improved system reliability, or extenaive operations
experience in the U.S.. with small reactor startup and operation.
For large-plants. the forced-outage frequency did not show a
significant decrease with, reactor age. This could be explained
by the-small-amount of data`•i&€luded for large plants, a lack
of experience with large reactor startup and operation, or
decreasedý system-reliability due-to-increased size and
complexity.

- The. decrease of forced-outage frequency observed with ..
longer commercial oper:tion of an-LWR plant may have-important
•mplic,ýtio~ne on: the economic and public health risks posed U.S.
LWR-.-operation.-.- Many _.afety- analyses performed-on-.LWRs---to--date
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igreD.2.-- Forced..6 outage frequency. ..versus LWR age -for
._-plant type groups.
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Fi.gure 0D..3, - .Forced -ou age, frequenc-ver sus LWR--age fo-r
plant NSS., vendor groups.
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'have f ound transiLent-induce~d ic-Cident seu.cs - -t e Mpor-
tant-contr-ibutbr t 6ris k from LWR operation (Nu75a]. Each forced-ou~tageevent at an R faci~ity results in at- least some trans- "

ient of the reactor. system to achieve either a hot or cold
shutdown condition.. Each forced --outage- event- results ain demands
7p.aced o n systems required for transient operation, and possible
demands for engineered safety systems if.normal systems fail to

.- operate corre~ctly. Since transient. f.requency can be important
in determining tf'e risk from plant operation, the risk from,
plant operation may-_reflect a "bathtub" curve over plant. life. .. ...
'Risk-reduction or. control programs should focus efforts on very'
new and, very o.ld -(if LWR system.,wear-out is Indeed an observed
eff6ec-t) _plants in operation. This conclusion is supported by."...
historical-experience-with the worst two U.S-. 0comercial.reactor--
incidents* occurring at reactor-facilities in commercial opera-
tion less- ,.han 1 year. The dependence of risks of, reactor age
should be seriously explored. The maximum potential for econo-
mic losses exists in the first years of plant operation since
little of the capital value of. the plc.nt has been-recoVered in
this period.

D.2 -POSSIBLE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN FORCED.OUTAGE DURATION-
FREQUENCY., AND PLANT AGE

-It may be expected that -some- correlation would exist between
the number of foiced outage events in a reactor year and the
duration of each individual forced outage event. The occurrence,,
of fewer forced outage events may be the result of very .ong......---..-.

. .outagenduratioons.n-.-whichthe -plant isnot -pe-rat'ing. Large
numbers of forced outage events might be inpartdue to -the
short duration of each individual-outage event allowing-,
increased operating time for more-forced outage, events to occur.
Also, forced outage durations may be dependent on plant age.,
older plants requiring longer outages for major :ystem repairs.
Th.e.operations data base developed- in this study is checked for
such correlations in this section.

Figure D'4.shows the mean duration of forced outage events
versus the -total number -of forced outage events observed in each -
reactor year inoludedin the data base. The data shows much
variation and no clear correlation is observed in t'ia raw data.
Using standard linear regression the correlption coefficient
.between the two parameters (R2 ) is less than 0.20. .The duration ., .

of forced outage-events shows little consistent variation with
the total number of.forced outage events which occur in a reac-
tor year. This result supports the basic assumption which
underlies the calculations in Chapters 3 and 5, that the

W..

*The worst -two-U.S. commercial reactor incidents are considered
to be the TMI-2.accident- In. March, 1979 and the Brown's Ferry
Fire in March. 1974. .
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F-1 ure.-" D uraion forced ou~tages versus number of-forced 'Outdgeevent .s xn each reactor-year-.
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i-:-•di-stri~bution-"-of forced ota g seVeritty-(or duration) is .nde-
-pendent ofthe observed .forced outage, freque.ncy. .-_-The assumption
tbutIon of seIerity is indopendent of frequency
i6s used in performing actuarial analyses for many types of
insurance (i.e... fire. floods, auto accidents).

.-7" 's discussed, the frequency of LWR forced outage events
shows e strong dependence on reactor age for most LWRs. Analyses

.were performed to check for possible correlations-between
reactor age and orced outage eventc severity (or duration).

Figure D.5 shows.the mean duration of forced out.age events in.a.
ri-eactor. year versus...the• age of. the LWR at the- time the data were

Srecord-ed. Thedata show very: lit.t~le. consistent• variat-ion-and -
R the2 R2 of-i-a.--linear regression. is very small (".. 0.10). Fi gure -,

D-.6-shows-the'total duration of- forced outage events in each
reactor-year versus the age of the reactor plant." Again, no.•correlation is shown and linear regression results in a very low
regression coefficient. Thus, the total duration .of.-f-orcedout-
age events appears.to .be independent of LWR age.

D.3 CONCLUSIONS

Based on ther... esults of: detailed analyses of forced outage
frequencies...and -durations -from :the LWR data base. forced outage'frequency shows some dependence on LWR age and LWR electrical
rating. However., there.. is no significant difference between
fo.ced.o.tag.ef.requenciesbased.;.on reactor.•-ty-peo--(-BWR vs.-PWE) --

orNSSS vendor. --The variation-of• forced ..outage frequency with
reactor age is. consistent with a "bathtub" shape due to wear-in.-effects,.but..increases in-forced outage frequency due to,
wear-out-effects:are-not observed in the data base. -The data
base should be continually updated.in.the future and analyses

• performed to check for wear-out induced effects..

The increase in forced outage frequency due to wear-in .
effects for large L'WRs (> 500 MWe) has important, implications
for the variation of risk from reactor operation with time.
Based on the analyses performed it is'expected that risk from
transient-induced accidents would be approximately three times
as large in the first years of operation as in the middle of
reactor plant life. This hypothesis is supported by historical
experience with two serious U.S. LWR accident's occurring in the
first years of reactor operation. The variation of transient-
induced accident .risk with reactor age could have important
implications for risk reduction and risk mitigation programs.

The analysis of the data-base-to check for correlations-
between forced outage durations and forced outage frequency
showed that no signif•.cant correlation exists. This support's
the assumition of forced outage severity distribution, and
frequencyirnd-ependenc-e-which is used in Chapters 3 and S. The
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Fi19%ure D.5. en, duration of forced outag~e.

eveints-versus LWR age.
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Figul:e D.6- -Total duration of foriced outaige events-in 1year...
versus LWR age.
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meaa-nd--tl -•-ra-t-io-o- -of fo-rced outage events also showed nc
siqn•f.ian~t ,co, ationith -reac.tor .age_.. .-Thus.,. the. as-sumption
of" frequency _and.. sever- 4.y:"d is tr i but ion -i ndependence is used in
all actuarial ..analyses. contained in this report.
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APP*ENDIX E

bDO-E PROJECTIONS. IN. THE PROTOTYPE OFFSIVE ECONOMI4

Dose-rates from surface-deposited radioactive mate
projected in tr.e prototype economic model by accountii
:adioactive decay. weathering,.and- shielIding provided
.ures and geometry. using the RSS model:,

RDe M SF9DCoSDt.1a a e4a2 . e.

rhe re

RDi (t)

SF

SD!

= the dose rate from isotope i as a.functi
.time after deposition (Rem/Year).

St' shielding factor to account for dose
- re-.4ct-in afforded by buildings, etc.

(divonsionless).

d .os-91e c .o nv .e..r-sio0n ,f~act~or -wh-ich-r-el-ate's de-p
activityý levels for isotope i to whole-b'
(JRem/year)/{Ci/d*_*2).)...

* initial surface deposition levelof isot4
(Ci/m**2),,

radioactive'decay constant of nuclide i
(/year).

C MODEL-..

erials are

ng for
by stir•u- "

(El1)

on o!

rate

osi'tedi
ody doe ..

ar),

rear).

from LA
ted radio• - .. ..

:integrated

.. ... um K ,

a. weathering.constant from RSS (0.63).

a2 3 weathering constant from RSS (0.37),

% w veathering coefficient from RSS (1.13/yeJ

= weathering coefficient fr•m RSS (0.007•O/

his model is based on data collected for dose rates'
esium-137 versus-- time .but -is employed for all, deposil
uclides in the RSS model (Nu76b]. This equation is
etween two points in time. t. and t,. to project a m•
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-inKdiVii••iu-al•cd•s•from•-onstant 
exposure to deposited radionu-....clides durirnga. .s-p-ecif-i~ed- :t-ime -period: "-

-. " ' : D"3S . . , . - 0. .. .. . . . al . " o. )ez "P o8j - ' ...iTVTV

-- _...._ •.. - "0. 1.OS !.93T )1}
where ..- 

" .. 
(E.21

7. - = Dintegrated dose commiitment during period t1 -t2 for- isoltope i (Rem).

1/2TI = half-life of isotope i. (years),

,t& =beginning and end of dose integration- period(ye-ars).

ihere all other paremeters have been defined. This equation isised to project individual doses from exposure- to surface-leposited materials in the emergency phase, intermediate .hase,ind long-term protective actions periods.. The equation is saummedver all deposited isotopes .in-an--area -to -estimate total do•se-".... .0---an--in-diVidual during each p. Ziod. Details. on the derivation-f this equation are provided in the, RSS [Nu75b].

Calculations were performed to identify the isotopes-whichust be considered to :accurately project doses from groundshinexposure in different time .periods. Reduction of the number.ofsotopes which'must be considered -can considerably reduce theomputational expense using Equation E.2. Figure E.l shows theDntribution of Important isotopes to. nteýrated groundshine.cposures in various.time periods after deposition for the SSTI)urce term [A1821. Over a ,period of many years..the cesium;otopes dominate the projected groundshine doses for this -
)urce term. The same is true for other LWR severe accident Iiurce terms. The CRAC2 model includes 10 isotopes in the pro-ýction of 0-30 year ground shine doses. ..The prototype economicdel considers S4 isotopes in the projection of groundshine:posures for the following reasons:

1. The prototype model allows user specification of theintegr atio.an periods for projecting doses for protectiveaction impleaentation.. These integration periods may• beonly a &few bours or many years. therefore considera-tion of both short- and l ong-alved-isotopes,--may be.n.cesncary..
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F:itufrec--h hnges -n source ter- m change the relative
-contributions of short and long.lived isotopes to.
greound~shine doses.
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SFigure E'-Contributions of isotopes to whole-body
groundshine doses for the SST1 release category.
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